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ANNOUNCEMENT. 
AMERICAN NUMBER. 
The Etude for May will be a number that should 
possess the greatest value to onr readers, since it is to be 
on a subject that will directly appeal to every true 
music lover in the United States. It will be devoted to 
a consideration of music in this country in a great vari¬ 
ety of phases, not with a view of patting ourselves on 
the back and of boasting of the wonderful progress we 
have made, but will give a simple, clear statement of the 
facts connected with music and musical conditions in the 
United States, the development of our musical resources 
and interests, what they are to-day and with a look into 
the fntnre. 
Articles bearing on the most important phases of this 
subject have been prepared by the ablest writers and 
authorities on musical topics in this country, which will 
■flake the May number of The Etude one of permanent 
value as a faithful and complete record of the growth 
and development of music in the United States ; and, in 
addition to this, the material thus gathered into one num¬ 
ber represents information not to be found in any single 
work now published. 
The contributions will give a survey of what Ameri¬ 
cans have done in composition, in the science of piano- 
playing, in musical culture, in musical literature, as 
players and singers, and in the various trade interests 
nnected with music—such as the manufacture of 
■flusieal instruments of all kinds, the publication busi- 
fless, operatic enterprise, and the great festival associa- 
■■on., and other public activities, as well as private enter¬ 
prises, such as musical associations and women’s clubs. 
6 are certain that this number, with its varied in- 
urmation, will stimulate the musicians of the country 
^newe<l efforts in the noble work they are doing, for 
">g so raises hope and courage as a knowledge of 
j . *las been accomplished ; that it will help to bring 
work* ^ ®enera^ Pubiic facts connected with the great 
and °°w being done by native bora American musicians 
eachers, and aid toward a permanent advance in 
. c*dtnre, for nothing succeeds like success, 
ties 9Q^elnen^’ containing portraits of musical celebri- 
will I™*18 an<^ ®^ncator8, printed on fine plated paper, 
Blast 6.®'Ven away with this number, in addition to 
°ns in the regular pages of the journal. 
In a recent number of The Etude, Mr. J. S. Van 
Cleve, in advocating the freedom of the eyes from a 
slavish and constant consultation of the keyboard, re¬ 
ferred to the usages of the blind, and quite accurately 
defined their method of dealing with the space ideas of 
the keyboard. 
It is quite possible so to center the thoughts upon any 
act of the body as to measure it with an ever-increasing 
exactitude. This is just what is done by the student of 
singing who is trying to become aware of the delicate 
and at first wholly automatic and unconscious acts of 
the throat. The blind piano-student reaches for a given 
tone in its relation to the one before it. The sensation 
of touch in his finger-tips will tell him whether he has 
secured the key calling for the tone in his mind ; then his 
ear ratifies or vetoes the former testimony. Half un¬ 
consciously, he notes the particular sensation of curvature 
in all directions, whereby the finger secures its attitude. 
It is doubtful if any virtuoso ever really avoids the 
use of the eye as a guide in perilous circumstances, 
although Mme. Julie Rive King once said that she 
could play in a room entirely dark. Liszt also recom¬ 
mended his pupils to look upward at some fixed point in 
space. For ninety-nine notes, however, in every hun¬ 
dred one need not do otherwise than as the blind do. 
The great tribulation of the blind is not that they need 
more practice than others to get technic, but that they 
must always first go through a long, laborious process of 
memorizing. True it is, that by thousands of hours of 
intense, concentrated labor they do attain a strength 
of memory compared to which the proverbial black¬ 
smith’s arm is a trifle; but this labor is and remains 
drudgery. 
The depth or solidity of people’s musicianship may 
well be judged by the books they own and read, just as 
their morals may be measured hythecompanyUey 
keep The young person who avoids all study of ha 
mony or history, and all reading of biography or mus, 
cal literature in general, can at the best be ranked only 
“ a dabbler in the musical art, and really undeserving 
of the term “musician.” Undeserving of. been- 
the term does not properly describe him. He may be 
called a player or singer, but it would stretch the 
meaning of the word beyond its best limits to call nm 
musician. And yet the word musician « used by 
£ “»«Uo thi. t,™ «. prop" »■> 
to lead others to do the same. 
of discussion, to the application to the individual. The 
teacher does well to have a clear conception and stateme nt 
of the principles that have been found nsefnl in general 
training ; what he needs in order to do his work most 
thoroughly is to use with each pnpil, not the statement 
of the facts, a mere imparting of knowledge, but a mode 
of work which makes the pupil do what will fix these 
principles in his own mind to remain there ; and, further, 
the ability, as growth of mental power increases towaid 
maturity, the power to express these same basic princi¬ 
ples in clear language to another, thus in turn becoming 
the teacher. Individuality is fostered not by a memo¬ 
rizing of facts, by a gathering of knowledge, bnt by the 
work which one does for one's self. Herein lies the value 
of writing books and drills, ear-training exercises, writ¬ 
ing of little essays in musical topics or celebrities. 
THE London “Spectator,” in commenting on an ad- 
The Lon P Loiulon on .. Learning,” says, 
dress by the Bish p u ti 0f culture for educa- 
“ What is needed is the snb t. ut.ou ^ ^ 
tion. No method is good for all. ™™^o«tofo«r 
always be, an mdlV!‘ “‘it ig not individual bnt collec- 
popular systems w average, never taking into 
tive, contrived for 8?^ cMld ig a separate per- 
account the fact th another distinction 
—' I’, "ynX,” confining the 1st- 
- «-«-*? * 
The wide diflerence in the character of our pianos, in 
the matter of action, is one of the limitations and draw¬ 
backs of the instrument. Here the violinist has a vast 
and very real advantage. He carries his own instru¬ 
ment with him wherever, in parlor or concert-room, he 
plays, and becomes absolutely familiar with all its idio¬ 
syncrasies, which would be imperceptible to any one 
else. It is as well known to him as is the singer’s voice 
to the singer. But very often a pianist, unless he be 
one of those European wonder-birds who come over to 
ns and carry away all the money which the American 
people are willing to spend upon piano hearing, must 
appear in public with an instrument to which his fingers 
are absolutely strange. This is an obstacle, even when 
the make is one which he habitually affects, for there 
are at least ten degrees of distinguishable merit in the 
individual pianos of the same manufactory. 
One action is heavy bnt responsive, another light but 
tricky ; one goes as if it were reluctant to stir out of its 
peaceful white and black silence, another darts down 
from under yonr fingers at the very slightest hint of a 
touch, and through many degrees of merit—at least ten, 
possibly more-the actions vary. No real critic, in esti¬ 
mating the artistic worth of a recital, should leave out 
of account the character of the piano, and, thongh it is 
certainly a matter of delicate discrimination, be should 
strive to give the artist the benefit of the qualifying 
doubt for the pjtent and often disastrous influence of 
the keyboard’s short-comings. 
ONE of the great sensations of the past few months 
have been poisoning cases. We all know the stories that 
have come to us of the mysterious poisons of the Middle 
Ages that killed bnt left no trace bnt that of death. 
There are few poisons to-day that are ao subtle that 
the expert chemist can not detect their presence. But 
in the social life there are those poisons of envy, of 
malice, of thinly veiled slander that take hold on the 
lives the fame and fortune of the victims, and leave no 
trace’of their origin save in the disaster, the sorrow, 
and the wretchedness they cause. It is an old story that 
musicians are peculiarly envious and nncharitable, but 
every member of the profession can do his own part to 
prove the assertion untrue. 
“The gods sell anything and to everybody nt a fair 
price,” says Emerson, which is another way of saying 
that what one gets must be won, and often hardly won. 
nu/xmeo nlwAVH a fair 
lOO THE ETUDE 
Woman’s Worfe in flDusic THE TOOL OR THE WORKER? area high ; and no one ahonld go into the battle of life 
with the feeling that he will win victory on the skirmish 
line. ' v. 
It matters not in what way the price is paid, whether 
in sacrifice of the ordiuary pleasures of social inter- 
coarse, in broken health, in shattered nerves, in long 
days of tod and weary burning of the midnight oil,—in 
some way the young aspirant to the position and repute 
of a successful and thorough teacher of mnsic must pay 
the price. Nature has given to him native capacity ; 
everything else he must earn. The value of the great 
majority of manufactured articles rests in the skilled 
labor required in making them, and just so the success 
we all desire and dream of. Its price is labor. 
The one demand in the business world, the legal 
world, in politics, in all professions, is for trained skill. 
The great corporations, with their extensive ramifica¬ 
tions, demand servants who have special training in 
many directions. The great trouble is that special 
training is not secured by the ordinary business routine 
or the ordinary courses of education. It is generally 
the result of private work and an untiring devotion to 
some special subject or subjects while the man ia cariy- 
ing on some other regular lines of work. 
A particularly striking example was recently given 
when the Kev. Dr. Van Dyke, of New York City, pastor 
of the Brick Presbyterian Church, was offered the pro¬ 
fessorship of Koglish Literature in two universities, 
Johns Ilopkins and Princeton. In the latter case a 
chair was to lie specially endowed with $100,000 if Dr. 
Van Dyke should accept the place. This represents a 
direct capitalization of the man. 
Djes any oue for a moment think that Dr. Van Dyke 
was training himself for a professorship when he devoted 
his spare hours to literary pursuits? No ! That repre¬ 
sented his recreation, the avocation of his leisure hours. 
Rut the day came to him, unexpectedly, when he was 
recognized as an authority because of the work of these 
spare hours. 
Bo it has proven often in the lives of other men. Op¬ 
portunities came to them and they were able to improve 
them, often because they excelled all other competitors 
in the special knowledge required. One never knows 
when the demand for some special trained service will be 
made in his circle. Many who would seem to be in the 
line of preferment and promotion are passed by, and 
another who has patiently toiled and waited, and, above 
all, has prepared himself for the best that is in him, 
comes op to the front and goes np over the heads of all 
bis fellows. 
What is one lesson that the ambitions yonng mnsic- 
teacber should learn ? The valne of routine in forming 
and strengthening character, and the necessity of some 
definite, special line of work to give room and cause for 
growth. No young mao who is willing to do his duty 
to society and himself, who possesses the true altruistic 
spirit, dsre rest satisfied with himself and bis conditions 
when he fluds himself earning a competency by the 
exercise of his profession. 
He must select some subject or subjects connected 
with his profession, and resolutely set to work to perfect 
himself along those lines, to make himself an authority 
on certain points. Even granting that he does not use 
them io his daily work, he is bound to raise himself by 
this study and discipline. He dare not assume that the 
day will never come when he can use this skill and 
knowledge. History tells ns that many a man’s course 
of life has been completely changed in a wonderfully 
short time. 
There are many men who measure np to the standard 
of the average. Be a little better than that average if 
only in one little point. Some day that one thing may 
make for success. Trained skill in some one direction 
will make itself known to those who can use it and who 
want it. 
—The degree in which a man individualizes his woi 
and gives it the qnality of his own mind and spirit 
the measure of his success in giving his nature free ar 
full expression.—Hamilton Mabie. 
PROGRAM FOR THE BIENNIAL MEETING 
OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF 
MUSICAL CLUBS. 
Final arrangements have been made for the meeting 
at St. Louis, Mo., May 3d-6th, inclusive, and the Pro¬ 
gram Committee has finished its work. The meetings 
wiil be held in Union Club Hall, Lafayette and Jeffer¬ 
son Avenues. 
The Board of Management will meet on Tuesday, May 
2d. The Philharmonic Society of St. Louis will give a 
concert complimentary to the oflicers on Tuesday even¬ 
ing, Bruch’s “ Arminius ” being the work chosen. It 
is hoped that a great many club members will be on 
hand at that time. 
Pbogram. 
Wednesday, May Sd, 10 A. M. to 12:80 P. M— Music ; 
address of welcome, Mrs. James L. Blair; response, 
Mrs. Edwin F. Uhl; music ; reports of officers and 
committees; music. Three P. M. io 5:30 P. M : high 
tea, with music, given by the Rubinstein Club, of St. 
Louis. Eight P. M.: musical program from St. Louis 
professionals ; reception to all delegates and friends. 
Thursday, May 4th, 10 A. M. to 12:30 P. M.—Music ; 
continuation of reports ; appointment of Nominating 
Committee ; five minute papers, followed by informal 
discussion on club methods. Ihree P. M.: amateur 
musical concert. (Given by representatives of federated 
clubs.) Eight P. 31.: concert by the Kneisel Quartet, 
assisted by Mrs. Katherine Fisk, contralto. 
Friday, May 5th, morning.—A morning at the Country 
Club, by special invitation. Three thirty P. M.: concert 
of the Morning Choral Club, of St. Louis, assisted by 
the Dominant Ninth, of Alton, Ill. Eight P. 31.: ama¬ 
teur musical program. 
Saturday, 3Iay Glh, 10 A. 31.—Report of Nominating 
Committee; elections ; new business; music. Three 
P. 31.: concert by the Kneisel Quartet; Board meeting. 
Sunday, May 7th.—Special programs by city choirs. 
Transportation will be one and one-third fare for the 
round trip, if one hundred members attend Convention. 
Every one, delegate or visitor, should take a receipt for 
her ticket when purchasing, and then, if there is a reduc¬ 
tion, it can easily be made in St. Louis. 
All delegates and officers will be enteriained in private 
homes. Names of such visitors should be sent by April 
1st to Mrs. Oscar Herf, 33U0 Russell Avenue, St. Louis. 
Names of club members who expect to attend the meet¬ 
ing, and such delegates as may prefer to go to a hotel, 
should be sent by April 1st to Mrs. Cary Carper, 4G04 
Morgan Street, so that the best possible arrangements 
may be made. 
The most convenient hotels are: West End, corner 
Vandeventer and Bell Avenues. $2 00 and $3.00 per 
day ; American plan. Beers’, Grand Avenne and Olive 
Street. $1 00 per day; European plan. Grand Ave. 
Hotel, Olive Street and Grand Avenue. $3.00 per day ; 
American plan. Other desirable hotels in the business 
portion of the city are New Planters’, Southern, and St. 
Nicholas. 
All clubs sending delegates should send names (and 
office, if any) and addresses by April 1st to Miss Grace 
Taussig, 3501 Lafayette Avenue. 
It is hoped that all federated clubs will deem it a 
pleasant thing to send year books, programs, pictures of 
club rooms, or anything else which may be indicative of 
their work, to Mrs. J. W. Hardt, 134 Greenwood Ave¬ 
nne, Topeka, Kansas, Chairman of the Club Exhibit. 
These should be sent before April 1st, so that they may 
be properly arranged for the exhibit at St. Louis. 
Anna S. Pedkrsen, 
Cor. Sec., N. F. M. C., 
228 W. 44th St., New York. 
The Elmira Woman’s Club will move to larger quar¬ 
ters in the fall, owing to the great increase in member¬ 
ship. The Club pays a great deal of attention to 
ensemble piano-playing. Bach’s D-minor concerto was 
given before the Club, March 23d, by Misses M. Ethel 
Nicholls and Harriet Louise Beckwith. 
We all know those people who are continually ex¬ 
plaining away their non-success by claiming that they 
have not had proper opportunities, have not had good 
materials to work upon, and often that they have not 
had the best methods or other facilities for working the 
materials given to them. "There is an old saymg to the 
effect that “ It’s a poor workman who blames his tools ” 
and there is as much solid truth in this remark as in the 
many other homely sayings that are current among all 
nations. 
It is surely a fact patent to all that the secret of suc¬ 
cess must rest largely in the individual, and not in the 
adventitious circumstances of locality, materials, and 
tools. If a man of great ability hie himself to a desert 
oasis, some one will find him out and claim his help and 
instruction. Work will be brought to him if he can do 
it better than others. He can not escape it. There is 
no mistaking the quality of genuinely good work. There 
are many who are looking for those who can do the best 
and if a man is doing work of real value he is sure to be 
kept busy by those who want his wares. It is the per¬ 
sonality in the work that counts. Look at the primitive 
tools of those natives in India who made the wonderful 
fabrics, so fine and delicate that great quantities could 
be rolled up and folded into the smallest compass. Look 
at the gorgeous rugs, intricate in pattern, rich in texture, 
lasting in color, magnificent in effect, that the humble 
village artisans in Persia are wont to make on looms that 
are clumsy and rough to our modern eyes. Do you 
think that the old 6teel workers of Damascus were 
equipped like the cutlers of England, Germany, and the 
United States when they forged the blades that were 
worn by princes and emperors ; that lasted lor a thousand 
years, may be, changing from one hand to another on 
many a bloody field of battle? 
No ; the secret is in the worker. Let the teacher who 
is worrying and fretting because bite has not this or that 
“method,” with its copyrighted secret formula for 
teaching children, console herself with the thought that 
she can do good work,—thorough, honest, and conscien¬ 
tious work,—if she will give her time, her talent, and her 
energies to the work of improving herself. She herself— 
her mental powers, her physical forces, her personal 
energy, all that goes to make character—isherbtst tool, 
and it rests with her to sharpen that tool and to keep it 
in the best condition, that it may always turn out work 
well made and artistically finished. 
The humblest worker, no matter where she is living, 
whether she gets twenty-five cents or a dollar a lessen, 
may take conrage, and should apply herself with re¬ 
newed energy to her work when she reflects what beau¬ 
tiful results have been achieved by the lowly workers 
in all lauds. 
A correspondent from Williamstown, Mich., re¬ 
ports the organization of a ladies’ orchestra, consisting 
of string instruments with piano. 
A writer in a contemporary calls attention to the 
fact that women choir singers often earn as much, 
oftentimes more, than men. The highest paid cbuieb 
singers are women. 
Mrs. Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler said, in a recent 
interview : “ I am proud to have solved the great 
problem for so many women. I did not give np my art 
when I married, nor have I neglected my home.” Here 
is the subject for a most interesting and valuable paper 
for reading before musical clubs. There is both encour¬ 
agement and warning in the remark. 
Mrs. Clara Murray, the well-known harpist, says 
that the study of the harp offers a very profitable oppor" 
tnnity to a yonng woman with musical talent. Two 
years of steady work and a good harp afford the necessary 
equipment for life. 8he further says that the supply of 
good harp-players by no means equals the demand, an<^ 
urges girls to take up this instrument, with its speci-1 
opportunities, instead of devoting their energies to 
piano, whose players are legion. 
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rrw subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
. Ptowe write them on one side of the paper only, 
^ Trilh otMr things on the same sheet. In EVERY 
cl he Reiter’s Full Address must be Given, 
iLwrions will receive no attention. In no case mil the 
"IttZTbe printed to the questions in The ETUDE. 
L M-l An obbligato (the proper spelling of this word is with 
dou'blYb) ^companion melody which moves simultaneously with 
the principal melody. An accompaniment is called obbligato 
,hen it is of equal or nearly equal musical interest to the melody it 
iccompauies. 
2. Harmony means the mass of rules that govern the combinations 
of sonnds and the successions of these combinations. A theory is 
an attempt to give a scientific explanation, either physical or 
psychologic, or both, of the origin and nature of these combina¬ 
tions and successions, but the term “ theory of music ” is constantly 
used as a synonym for hanuony. 
p M.—The only way to awaken musical interest in the boy’s 
mind is to find out first wbat he likes, and start from that point. 
There is some tune that he prefers, and your problem is to find it. 
Inquire of him aod his parents as to the music used in his public 
and Sunday-school. Boys are particularly fond of marches. When 
you find something he likes, get him to pick out by ear the notes on 
thepiano with the right band. After he can do this fairly we 1 show 
him bow he can linger it better, and why. Then draw a staff on 
paper aod show him how the notes he plays can be represented on 
the staff. Let him do it. Make up a very ea«y left-hand accom¬ 
paniment. You play it while he plays the right hand ; then teach 
him by ear to do it himself. If he is quite indifferent, do not give 
any technical studies orexercises whatever. Do not think anything 
too trivial to begin with. 
C. H. A.—You will find an article on Leschetizky in this number 
ofTnE Etude. A year’s stay in Vienna,with lessons in Leschetizky’s 
school,concerts, German lessons,etc., will cost about SHOO. Board 
will be Lorn eight to ten dollars a week ; piano rent about four dol¬ 
lars a month; Ussons from one of Leschetizky’s preparatory teachers, 
two dollars each, two or three a week. It is necessary to speak 
either German or French, since Lesibetizky speaks do English. 
The amount of practice recommended by the great teacher is a 
maximum of five hours a day, lets beiDg better, providing the prac¬ 
tice be concentrated. 
L 8.—1. The standard of international pitch is A, second space 
treble clef, wuh 4 5 vibrations per second. In our tempered system 
of tuning the C on the third space has 517 vibrations; middle C 
should have one-half that number. 
2. In his valuable book, “ The Technics of Pianoforte Playing, 
Gerraer gives the fingering of the scale of F-sharp minor, harmonic 
foun, right hand commencing with second finger, thumb following 
on A and L>; left hand commences with fourth finger, thumb on B 
and E8barp. A good rule for fingering all scales having black keys 
ia to have the thumb come just alter a black key. 
C.W.—Table exercises are used by many teachers as a means of 
atrengthening the fingers and training the muscles used in piano- 
playing. Instead of placing the band on the keyboard ot the piano 
1table is used. The Virgil Practice Clavier Co. have a special table 
for this work. 
^ou will find the following books of value: Jackson’s “ Gymnas¬ 
tics for the Fingers and Wrist/* 50 cents; Prentice’s “ Hand Gym¬ 
nastics,” tO cents; Wood’s ‘‘Finger and Wrist Gymnastics,” 40 
“M*. Mr. W. F. Gates has prepared a little pamphlet on *• Hand 
jmnastics,” 5 cents per copy, that is very useful. 
^ Emil ®aur *s PrODOllDced Ay-mill Sour; Pugno, Poonyo, 
te 03 as In foot; Sousa, the ou as in you; Chaminade, S/iam-i-nalul, 
the first two vowels short. 
Paying music arranged for two pianos either piano 
040 U8e<* ^or “ first piano ”; it depends on the player, which one. 
iotrnd* ^“"Theterm “irregular groups” has been applied to the 
r uction of a group of two notes to be played in the time of 
^ A common phrase is “ two against three/* 
Plan ^ an extremely difficult thing to learn to play the 
sera ° re®u^ar Practice is to be had on the organ. The weekly or 
to ! i688011 is not sufficient If your pupil can not afLrd 
gQ Urc afe; wfiy °ot hire a piano? Dr. Mason’s system of two- 
organ ***tT86* C&n 1)6 eml»loyed to a considerable extent in reed- 
the T0' ’ an(*» * ^ile a player can not acquire a piauo touch on 
prove^f11^801116 **Cl*l,y execution can be attained that will 
practice * V&ata^e *aler» when the piano is available for regular 
* * ®de Pir.irdi i is the term used to denote the closing 
a miD°r key with a major chord. The origin of the 
tor? on° °Ureand ffio explanations advanced in nowiae satisfac- 
1 French 8tate,uent being that it was first used freely in Picsidy, 
the tlemf ; hut it seems to have been used just as much by 
6*Prted b * comP°8era* It was likely the result of an influence 
of thft? l8ecu,ar compositions, which were always freer than those 
c musiciaus. 
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F. The name of^the composer Schubert is pronounced 
Shoo-bert, the oo as in hoot. 
A. B. Fioriture is an Italian word, plural of fioritwa, which 
means “ a flowering.” In music it is a general term which includes 
all embellishments. In vocal music it is especially applied to the 
florid passages so common in the operas of the Italian school. 
K. A. S.—1. The “ Devil's Trill" is the name of the composition 
that Tartini, the violinist, claimed to have heard in a dream. 
2. Among the most striking peculiarities of Chopin's Btyle are, 
first, melodiousness, combined with a certain melancholy, almost 
morbid, mood; second, pleasing running work, especially for the 
right hand, generally overlyiDg an entirely simple bass; original 
manipulation of puissant and refined rhythm and harmony. He 
was a great inventor, not only as regards the technical treatment of 
the pianoforte, but as regards music per s'. He is most careful to 
avoid melodic, rhythmic, or harmonic commonplaces; in a few of 
bis late pieces he may be said to have subtilized his progressions 
into obtuseness. 
8. A.—If a degree already flatted by the signature is to be low¬ 
ered again, use a double flat; for example, in the key of D-flat, the 
sixth of the scale, B-flat is often chromatically lowered, which 
should be indicated by the use of two flats, placed side by side, 
usually called a double-flat. In such cases as the one you mention, 
of finding a single flat on a degree already flatted by the signature, 
it is likely that it was placed there to indicate a restoration from a 
previous chromatic change. No single flat can take the place of a 
double flat. 
S. E. H.—For one who does housework and music-teaching to be 
“ ready to play well at entertainments ” requires some systematic 
practice. Begin your daily practice with some of Mason’s two-finger 
exercises; then take a certain scale with accents by 3s, 6s, 4s, and 
8s, legato and staccato; same scale in octaves; an arpeggio with 
accents; a study in chords (like Bohm’s "Waltz Study” in Mathews’ 
“Studies,” No. 6). This takes but little time when you have gotten 
into the swing of it. Next day take the next sca.e aod arpeggio, 
etc., until you have gone through all the major aod minor scales, 
and then begin again. The rest of the time give to your pieces, of 
which have three in baud,—one a little beyond your present ability, 
one that you can just manage, and one that you think is easy. Play 
the latter at entertainments. 
Get Clatke’s “ Harmony ” to carry you farther in that study. It 
can be used for the purpose of self-instruction. 
R. P. C.—Christiani’s “ Principles of Expression in Pianoforte 
Playing" is a work of high repute among musicians. Adolf 
Friedrich thristiani was born March 8,1836, in Cassel, Germany; 
died February 18,1885, at Elizabeth, N. J. When a young man he 
went to London ai a teacher, later came to this country and was 
engaged in teaching at Poaghkeepsie, N. Y.; Pittsburg, Cincinnati, 
and finally, in 1877, settled in New York City. During the last five 
years of hts life he was director of a music school at Elizabeth. 
2 Mr. Calvin B Cady’s address is the Auditorium, Chicago. 
3 Although the run in the last few measures in Moszkowski's 
Valse in A-ftat is divided between the hands, from eighth notes to 
each hand successively, keep the accent on the first beat of the 
”4* There is no book which will give metronome indications for 
pieces. Most of the standard editions give them. 
L -Bordese was born in Naples, 1818; died March 17,1886, at 
His vocal methods and solfigri »-c his best known works, 
chat was born August 8, 184-5, at Viktr.ug, near Klagenfu.t. 
greater part of his professional life has been spent in X tenna. 
can not say if he st.ll lives there His part songs for male 
:es which include the well-known “Forsaken,” are very 
fare not able to give data about a composer named Schilofsky, 
be melodies you noted down. 
r W-To acquire facility in sight reading it is absolutely 
' Vv to possess an aewate knowledge of the names of the 
Y_!ffom their position on the staff- and the time value, of both 
nHestY also a proper conception of the time signature, 
bout thLe Yingtnotcn, no. guessed, correct reading is an impos- 
mv Graoted^his knowledge, it should besupplemen ed by 
lity. C. a chords and arpeggios based 
prehension ofr t* ^ lhe propfr fingtring for each, 
reon, not alone fo . d at the beginning of the study 
s, of course, should be acquired.Uh £ dlfaitrou8,8rid lhe 
,iano. If b?^0n.Tn7.0 first prlncipies and be¬ 
et c»n o"1? 66 °,erc ... „ T ke „p tbe simplest pieces, look 
m over carefully, noting the time and key sig . > 
* through ""r. forbad 
I to count utotal, for unce more than 
ding, owing to tbe doubt it engender. possibly in 
* through. JP< £ incre„e lhe dtfflculty of the 
ereut time. As facilt y E b>,e funnerly played, pursu- 
ipositions, and re ? ^ mU8t BOt spare youiself, nor 
the same course as befo .. i8eaay if you can not 
ard anything a. being too * 
y It correctly m a fair of the fiDgering of passages 
t is helpful to Ptao'1 ’ ir0m tbe instrument and the 
1 chords. ™, Eb0U ’1' afterward. Tbe playing of duets ia 
rectnees proved by P" ' #cd (air r{8der. To some 
ful, if your partner is a <» t„ bul it <.an be acquired 
i faculty of sight reading c«' w specially in tbe lighter 
any person of ^"^degweof facility witloiffer tolndi.ld- 
bs of compositions. T * The fault can be generally 
sarrss -—- - 
class of compositions you use, and tbe length 0f lime you ha?e 
beea studying, we infer the above to have been your experience. 
You cm learn to read, but must work for it, aud will have to be 
more severe with yourself than your teachers seem to have been. 
H. H. P.—Tonality ia the clear and definite maintenance of tbe 
harmonies or melodic progressions which are unmistakably charac¬ 
teristic of a given key. Thus, in the key of C the domiosnt clearly 
defines that key; so do the tonic and subdominant. Tbe great 
majority of secular melodies and dance tunes make almost entire 
use of these characteristic harmonies. Tbe principle might be 
stated that in a composition in the key of C, the predominat¬ 
ing harmonies should be characteristic of that key. In works 
written in the larger forms the principle of tonality is broadened. 
In tbe sonata form, for example, the tonic is the first clearly defined 
key, around which all harmonies must center; then follows the 
domiuant key, which again becomes a center of related harmonies. 
In the development a more kaleidoscopic character ii evident, but 
even here the tonalities must be clearly defined, although lasting 
for a shorter time. In the recapitulation the tonic key again pre¬ 
dominates. In modern harmony the use of chromatic chords re¬ 
lated to a fundamental allows of the use of a very great variety of 
chords without violating tonality. Dr. Clarke’s 44 Harmony” has a 
clear treatment of chromatic chords. 
H. P.—1. If the wrists are kept loose and free factually loose, is 
meant) one can practice for hoars without making tbe hands weary. 
Discomfort and pain from undue exercise is nature's way of giving 
a warning of danger and a command to desist; therefore do not 
allow the hands to become uncomfortably weary with practice. 
2. For making an accent on the reed-organ, press both feet down 
on the bellows pedals quUkly and deeply at tbe exact instant that 
the accent is due; also make the preceding note just a very little 
shorter than written,! trifle staccato, and prolong the accented note 
tbe least trifle, except when it is a long note. Prolonging them 
refers to acceuted notes in runs and groups of comparativfly quick 
notes. When you wish an inner bit of melody or motive to be 
heard on the reed- or pipe-organ, play it a very little staccato ; this 
challenges attention to these notes. 
SYNOPSIS OF THE PROGRAMS OF THE 
TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION 
OF THE M. T. N. A. 
ODEOfi, CINCINNATI, O., JUNE 21 TO 23. 
June 20th.—Delegate meeting to transact business. 
In the evening, reception to visiting members of all 
classes, delegate and otherwise. 
June 21st.—Morning.—Addresses of welcome. Ad¬ 
dresses of officers. Short business meeting. Lectnre 
and discussion on “The Correlation of the Different 
Branches of Musical Art.” Afttmoon.—Recital of piano 
compositions and songs. Evening.—Orchestral concert 
by the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. 
June 22d.—Morning.—Separate sessions of teachers 
of piano, voice, organ, harmony and composition, or¬ 
chestral instruments, public school music, etc. After¬ 
noon.— Recital of organ compositions and songs. Even 
ing —Orchestral concert by the Cincinnati Symphony 
Orchestra. 
June 23d.—Morning.—General session of matters 
pertaining to ail branches of musical art. Business 
meeting. Afternoon.—Chamber music concert. Even¬ 
ing,_Orchestral and choral concert by the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra, the Orpheus Clnb (male voices), 
and a selected chorus of 200 voices from the Catholic 
choirs. 
Junk 24th.—Probable final delegate meeting to settle 
up the business. 
The compositions to be performed at the sixth after¬ 
noon and evening concerts are chosen by the program 
committee from the best works of the foremost American 
composers. No other than American compositions or 
works by resident American composers will be per¬ 
formed at these concerts. Among the composers repre¬ 
sented on the orchestral programs are: Templeton 
Strong. Chas. M. Loeffler, George Chadwick, Frank van 
der Slacken, Henry Holden linss, Frederick G-ant 
Gleason, E. A. McDowell, J. K. Paine, Horatio W. 
Parker, Dudley Bock, Victor Herbert, Arthur Foote, 
John Beck, Hugo Kaun, and others. 
MANY a musician praises his profession as an elevat¬ 
ing one. Let him ask himself if he lias used it to 
elevate himself and thus proved to his community the 
truth of his contention. Culture comes from thought, 
and the musician should use his music as a means cl 
mental discipline. 
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Mur Blanche Makchrhi will nail for Europe about 
tbe middle of April to begin her London season. 
The tension of the string* on the framework of a 
piano is estimstetl as upward of twenty-five tone. 
The May Festival of the Connecticut Music Teachers’ 
Association will be held in New Haven May 15th to 
17th. 
THE Clough & Warren Company, of Detroit, whose 
factory was recently destroyed by fire, will locate in 
Adrian, Michigan. 
Lieutenant Dan Godfrey’s British Guards Band is 
making a tour of the United States. It is the foremost 
military band in England. 
Max Bexdix, the well-known violin teacher of 
Chicago, formerly Concert meister of Thomas’ Orchestra, 
will locate in New York City. 
Lasmkn has retired from active work as a conductor 
and composer. His royalties from his compositions 
assure him a comfortable income. 
Violins can now be rented of one or two dealers in 
New York city ; not cheap, but high-priced instruments, 
ranging in value from $100 to $350. 
A VIoi.ix bow contains between 175 to 200 hairs, which 
come from horses ; the best quality being fonnd in Kussia 
and other parts of Northern Europe. 
Luiat Dknza, whose songs are well known to Ameri¬ 
can singers, has been appointed Professor of Binging at 
the Royal Academy of Music in Ixmdon. 
The Virgil Clavier Company has been reorganized. 
Mr. E. M. Bowman is the new president. Mrs. Virgil 
still retains control of the Virgil Piano School. 
According to a London paper which publishes a 
translation of Mme. Patti’s baptismal certificate, the 
priina donna was born in Madrid, April 3, 1843. 
London musical journals have much to say in praise 
of the young Hungarian pianist, Ernst von Dohnanyi. 
He is also said to show marked promise as a composer. 
The fnnd for the Berlin Wagner monument has 
reached the snm of 100,000 marks. A wealthy Wagner 
enthusiast has agreed to provide for any additional 
needs. 
The Koabe piano is to lie sold by a large department 
store in Philadelphia. Wanamaker, with the Chicker- 
ing. has marked ont tbe path, and tbe other stores ninst 
follow. 
Felix Weingartneb will nppearin anew role—that 
of a lecturer. He will deliver an address on “ The 
Symphony after Beethoven,” at Munich, and later at 
Berlin. 
Announcement has been made that John Philip 
Sousa has set to music the favorite hymn of President 
Lincoln, “O, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal Be 
Proud?” 
In some of his recital programs Emil Sauer makes a 
point of including works familiar to piano pupils of the 
higher grades. To hear him play these pieces is a lesson 
not soon forgotten. 
JosEr Weiss, who has been playing in concerts iD the 
United States this season, is to locate in Chicago. The 
Windy City is almost certain to be the place for an edu¬ 
cation in piano playing. 
Mme. Melba, while in San Francisco, had a narrow 
escape from serious injury, if not worse. While in the 
drawing room of a friend, she was seated near a pedestal 
on which was a heavy bronze statne. The latter fell 
and struck Melba on the head rendering her unconscious 
for some time. 
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A report lias come from Leipsic that the privilege of 
attending the rehearsals of the Gewandhaus Orchestra, 
which was granted years ago to students of the Conser- 
vatorium, is to be revoked. 
The formal opening of the new Knabe Hall, in New 
York City, took place March 6th. Mr. Leopold Go- 
dowsky, of Chicago, played a fine program to a large 
audience of invited guests. 
Db. C. H. H. Parry, whose work on the history of 
music is quite well known, has prepared a ‘ ‘ History of 
Music,” in three volumes, which is soon to be issued by 
the Oxford University Press. 
Louisville, Ky., is to have a music festival this 
year, in May. Last year’s festival was very successful, 
and the people of the city want another. A guarantee 
fund of $30,000 is to be raised. 
Dr. C. Villiers Stanford, the well-known English 
composer, has made a public appeal to the wealthy 
patrons of art in England to raise $750,000 to establish 
an English national opera-lionse. 
Ground has been broken for the Saengerfest buildiDg 
to be used for the meetings of the German musical socie¬ 
ties of the United States in Cincinnati next June. The 
building will cost about $65,000. 
Atlanta, Ga., is to have a music festival, April 17- 
19. The Business Men’s League has guaranteed a con¬ 
siderable snm toward the expenses. Theodore Thomas 
and his orchestra will give four concerts. 
London papers report that Paderewski is meeting 
with the greatest of success in his Russian tour. After 
his first Moscow recital he was encored so many times 
that it was nearly midnight before he could get away. 
Mr. H. W. Parker, Professor of Music in Yale Uni¬ 
versity, has been honored by the selection of his ora¬ 
torio, “ Horn Novissima,” as one of the works to be 
given at the next music festival in Worcester, England. 
The new Studebaker building, in Chicago, which was 
especially fitted np for the use of music-teachers, con¬ 
tains a splendid concert hall. A fine three-manual pipe 
organ, tubnlar pneumatic action, has been placed in the 
hall. 
The string quartet seems to be growing popular in the 
larger music centers. All the large cities are able to 
boast of at least one first-class organization. Keep up 
the good work. There should be similar clubs among 
amateurs. 
The ASolian is meeting with success in Paris, among 
musicians as well as the general public. The ASolian 
Company has also placed on the market a recording 
piano, which can be used to make a permanent record of 
improvisations. 
There is a comfortable fortune in prospect for some 
member or members of the vocal profession. A Kansas 
girl has been left a legacy of $500,000, and is to study 
singing as one of the conditions of inheritance. Euro¬ 
pean teachers, take notice! 
The management of the Lowell, Mass., City Library 
has issued a thirty-two-page bulletin containing a list 
of valuable works in musical literature, with annota¬ 
tions descriptive of the character and contents of the 
books listed. It is a very valuable bulletin. 
Representatives of the leading Prussian firms en¬ 
gaged in the manufacture of musical instruments have 
arranged to establish, in Berlin, a technical school for 
tbe construction of musical instruments. The Germans 
are intent upon becoming the leaders in the industrial 
world. 
A New York paper says that Paderewski will put in 
four months’ concert work in the United States next 
season. “ There are more than three hundred extremely 
difficult pieces of concert music in which he is deter¬ 
mined to perfect himself before coming to this country ” 
What are these “three hundred ” pieces that he must 
perfect himself in ? Is his repertoire so limited that 
there are this many “extremely difficult pieces of con¬ 
cert music ” that he must study ? What a prospect 
before us ! 
A LECTURE on “ Wagner as a Melodist ” is announced 
by Mr. Walter Damrosch. Wagner certainly had his 
own ideas as to what constitutes “melody.” Many 
people are waiting to learn what they were, and Mr 
Damrosch has a great opportunity before him to tell tbe 
secret. 
C. G. Conn, the well-known manufacturer of band 
and orchestral instruments, has started a school of 
mnsic at Elkhart, Ind. Special attention will be given 
to training in the playing of wind and stringed instru¬ 
ments. Jules Levy, the famous eornetist, is to be the 
head of the faculty. 
A great deal has been written about the successful 
opera season in New York City. Now the managers of 
artists and concert bureaus, as well as many players and 
singers themselves, say that a prosperous opera season 
means a poor concert season. The public spends all its 
spare money on opera. 
Siegfried Wagner, in an interview in Vienna, said 
that his'father had “The Sleeping Beauty ” in his mind 
as an ideal subject for a fairy opera. What fanciful 
music he would have written ! How would he have 
described, orchestrally, the prick of the rose-thorn that 
woke the fair princess ? 
Josef Joachim, who celebrated his diamond jubilee 
March 17th, was born in 1831, studied under Hellmes- 
berger and Boehm, in Vienna, and afterward at Leipsic, 
where he enjoyed Mendelssohn’s interest and friendship. 
He is considered to have been the violinist represented 
by the hero of the celebrated musical novel, “ Charles 
Anchester.” 
The Paris correspondent of the “Musical Courier” 
says that now that M. Lamoureux has been released 
from those duties which hitherto have tied him so 
closely to Paris, he might be induced to visit the United 
States, even for a period of seveial years. He is said to 
have a strong interest in the musical advancement now 
being made in this country. 
Dr. Hugo Eiemann appeals to composers for bio¬ 
graphical data and correction of any misstatements in 
the present edition of his “ Dictionary of Music.” A 
new edition in the German language is to be prepared. 
Dr. Riemann’s address is Promenaden-Strasse 11, Leip¬ 
sic, or in care of The Etude. 
How times have changed ! The veteran Carl Reinecke 
served as conductor of the Gewandhaus Orchestra for 
many years for a salary said to have been between 
$1500 and $2000. But the virtuoso has appeared even 
in the conductor’s world, and Keinecke’s successor gets 
nearly four times as much. Do the figures express tbe 
difference in the worth of the men ? 
In a book on “Musical Memory,” Dr. F. G. Shinn, 
an English musician, includes an interesting anecdote 
of Sir Walter Parratt. The latter played a game of chess 
while sitting at the piano, playing anything asked for 
from Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, or Chopin. 
He never looked at the chess-board, and talked with 
those who surrounded him. This lasted for an hour, 
and he won his game. 
Some Beethoven and Schubert autograph manuscripts, 
belonging to the estate of the late Alexander W. Thayer, 
the biographer of Beethoven, were sold at auction w 
London, and brought good prices. Four pages contain¬ 
ing the songs “Ah Perfide ” and “ Heidenroslein ^ 
brought $120 ; Mignon’s song, “ Kennst du das Land. 
$62. Four Schubert songs brought prices ranging he 
tween $105 and $165 each. 
Curiosity has been manifested as to the Abb6 Perosi. 
the latest composer-lion. He is an Italian, was born w 
1872, his father, an organist, being bis first instructor 
He was educated at Rome, and took priestly vows. ,g 
oratorio, “The Passion,” will be sung in Boston by t]f 
Cecilia Society, April 24th. A Paris correspondent e 
scribes him thus : “ A little man, plump but agile- 
black hair sticks np somewhat straight, and has jn 
sufficient artistic wildness to contrast a little oddlj wi 
the tonsure. His forehead is of Beethovenesqne Prol' 
tions, eyes large and brown, complexion rosy.” 
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THE discontented ones. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
Discontented people can be found in all walks of 
life They are grumblers that nobody likes, because 
they contribute nothing toward making the world auy 
better or happier. 
There is a set of discontented musical people that I 
have especially in mind. They live in small towns, and 
do nothing but continually harp about how low is the 
state of musical affairs in their locality. They always 
try to impress upon you that there is no one there to 
appreciate them. If you sift it down to the bottom you 
will find that these incessant complainers never do nor 
did anything to elevate the standard of their place ; 
they merely talk. They pose as a sort of martyrs who 
suffer dreadfully because the people can not possibly fol 
low them into their heavenly flights. If they only were 
in a bigger, more musical place, how people would 
adore them, they think ! The most cultivated country 
was a wilderness at some period ; it required toil and 
time to make it what it is. Just so it is in music. 
If it is your lot to be a musical pioneer, be one that 
cheerfully leads to progress, aud do not act as a brake 
by bringing things to a standstill. If yon can not have 
a “Symphony Orchestra,” then make it a point to do 
your very best (only the best effort is good enough) 
with a small one. If you can not have an “Oratorio 
Society,” then do your best with a small chorus. You 
can do a great deal of good even by forming a credit¬ 
able village choir. In many places this is the only 
society that is able to stir up any interest in mnsic. 
Give a concert with them once or twice during tbe 
year. Make the most of your material and opportunity. 
Be very careful not to overtax their abilities, and do not 
use mnsic beyond their comprehension. Do not imagine 
that one or two concerts will make your place a musical 
one all at once; that takes a long time everywhere. 
Slowly, almost imperceptibly, the standard is raised. 
get the same number ot sharps ; whenever yon descend 
an even number, you find the same number of flats. 
Counting upward one semitone, yon get D-flat, five 
flats; three semitones, E-flat, three flats; and for five 
semitones, F, one flat. Precisely similar is the result in 
descending. One semitone gives five sharps, B ; three 
semitones, three sharps, A ; five semitones, one sharp, 
G. This mordent has two advantages : First, it is abso¬ 
lute in its symmetry, and, second, it trains the mind to 
think of the tonic as the center, rather than the bottom 
of the musical system. 
NARROWNESS. 
E. A. SMITH. 
Mrs. A was a music-teacher. Miss B had taken a 
few lessons of Mrs. A some two years previously. 
Wishing to begin lessons anew, she supposed she had a 
perfect right to choose her teacher ; therefore arranged 
for instruction from Mr. C. Mrs. A learning of this, 
encountered Miss B and indicated that her former pupil 
must study with her again. Now, Miss B was so situ¬ 
ated that Mrs. A could make it very uncomfortable for 
her in both social and business ways ; so, rather than 
have trouble, she gave up her study of music entirely. 
Query : Had Mrs. A any right to solicit a return of her 
former pupil after so long an absence ? 
Certainly not! What a narrow view for any teacher to 
take of business or art! Where have the true tenets of 
our profession gone ? But methods of this sort are being 
superseded, and will not long lie tolerated in any com¬ 
munity. The sooner that teachers cast loose from all 
such ideas and set sail for the great open sea, where there 
is room enough for all to sail upon the current of broad 
ideals, where there are grander possibilities and greater 
realities,—the sooner we do this, the better for the pro¬ 
fession and all concerned. 
WHAT SHALL I SAY TO THE PARENTS OR 
. THAT DULL PUPIL? 
“ Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to watt.” 
Be a musical philanthropist. Be generous with your 
abilities, and always lend a kind, helping hand toward 
anything that will promote musical culture. Do not 
figure yonr reward for such work in dollars and cents. 
Think of what the great composers have done for art. 
I believe there is no person who would declare that they 
received a just compensation for their works. Great 
deeds are never fully rewarded, perhaps because they 
should not be prompted by prospective compensation. 
Every person’s ambition ought to be, not to make 
money only, but to do some good in the world. Yrou 
may be the person who creates a musical garden. Per- 
haps you will never see it bloom, only have the satisfac¬ 
tion of seeing it bud. Yet you will have the sweet con¬ 
solation of having done all in your power to lead people 
to a higher, better, and happier life. 
brother mordent for the memory op 
signatures. 
J. S. VAN CLEVE. 
Many of tbe abstract mathematical phenomena of 
mosic must first be established in the memory before 
ey 0811 dealt with by the mind successfully, 
ere is an easy way to fix the keys in mind : Go up 
middle C two semitones, and you get two sharps, 
’ aP f°nr semitones, and you get four sharps, E ; 
6° up six semitones, and you get six sharps, F-sharp ; 
8° own two semitones, aud yon find two flats, B flat; 
four semitones, and you find four flats, A-flat; 
s'x semitones, aud you find six flats, G-flat. Thus, 
enever you ascend an even number of semitones you 
CHARLES W. I.ANDON. 
VERY teacher must face this question. Often the 
il has had poor teaching, and plays nothing but 
>tes,” and plays these in any and every way but the 
lt way There is not the faintest suggestion in the 
il’g playing that there is a particle of appreciation of 
Lt is being played. Time-mistakes abound, wrong 
ering and a dry and hammer touch is m constant 
lence, and the pupil’s mind is clearly in rebellion 
inst taking mnsic, against the teacher and the 
be luckless teacher meets the parents of this hopeful 
,11, and, the first greeting being over, comes the ques- 
, “How is my child doing in mnsic?’ The poor 
jher has a conscience, and a tender consideration for 
truth and for his professional reputation, so what 
11 he answer? Suppose he says, “ I am giving some 
V easy and short pieces for awakening a feeling for the 
thm, to teach how to make a melody sound musicaL 
m also teaching how to make a more mumcal touch 
using some easy, quiet melodies. I am also iday.ng 
self quite a good deal at the lesson hour to find out 
t which kind of music is most enjoyed, and giving 
testo in tnne and time ; in short, 1 am laying a care- 
foundation for future devclopment and ciro no ye 
iust how my pupil is progressing, but I have hopes 
/would not work «• b.rd to d.r.lop tb. l.toot mo.r 
DELIBERATION. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
There is nothing more beautiful than to hear a piece 
played as if the player were master of the situation, as 
if he had plenty of time, and did not feel in the least 
hurried or flurried. There is nothing more distressing 
to the listener than to hear some one play in a hurried 
manner, as though the piece were getting away from 
him, or as if he were on a railroad track with a locomo¬ 
tive behind him pressing him forward. 
These results come generally from the method of prac¬ 
tice. Deliberation is the opposite of hurrying, which 
latter is said to be a very common as well as an uncon¬ 
querable habit. It would be well, therefore, to aim at 
deliberation in practice, and not to get in the habit ol 
practicing a piece up to the tempo in which it is to be 
played. The horse that goes on a jog-trot will cover 
fifty miles or more in a day, but the one that starts out 
at full speed will soon give out. 
After a piece is well learned, a jog trot sort of way of 
practice for a few weeks, at a medium speed, will make 
that piece seem easy to play and there will be no incli¬ 
nation to hurry. 
the growing year. 
WILLIAM BKNBOW. 
The year when children grow out of their childhood 
and demand longer clothes every three months, is a 
time for careful watching as to their work at the piano. 
The hands grow suddenly larger and clumsier, and the 
thumb and little finger mnst be trained over. There is 
a peculiar and awkward dip of the wrist, which comes 
from letting the thumb strike too much upon its side, 
and not enough on its end. And the knuckle of the 
little finger seems suddenly to have lost all stability. 
The pupils have already gone through the scales in 
different combinations and accents, and they are inclined 
to rebel when asked to go over them slowly, with 
attention fixed upon thumb and little finger. But 
throughout the year it will pay to demand some of this 
slow work, in which the pupil must be taught to watch 
for himself the positions of thumb, little finger, and 
wrist. At this period, also, in a number of pupils the 
outer joints of the fingers develop weakness, and the 
tips curve upward and outward. Here flexion of the 
tips in finger staccato-work is indicated. Chord-work 
will also help to give tone and firmness to these tips, 
and it will bring a feeling of compactness and control 
over the whole hand. 
SPEED. 
PERI.EE V. JERVIS. 
Speed in passage playing depends on devitalized 
conditions of muscle, quickness of up-action, equality 
of up-and-down action, lightness of arm, and the ability 
to think a group of tones as a unit. 
Devitalized conditions may be developed by the use 
of arm dropping and table exercises, followed by the 
Mason “ two finger exercises.” 
Quickness and equality of finger action may also lie 
studied at the table and later at the Virgil clavier. 
Lightness of arm may lie secured by tbe practice of 
the slow trill, five-finger work, and scale passages on 
top of the keys, when an eflort should be made to get 
quick and free finger action without depressing the keys 
in tbe least. 
The ability to think a group of tones as a unit will 
be very rapidly developed by the use of tbe velocity 
forms in Dr. Mason’s “ Touch and Technic.” 
FORM IN MUSIC. 
\V. J. BALTZBLL. 
Wk often talk of form in music, and yet, is it extrava¬ 
gant to say that the word carries no definite conception 
with it? How many persons are able to conceive of tbe 
form of a composition as a distinct entity, as something 
peculiar in itself, and yet such as makes it a member of 
a large class of similar pieces? Better to begin with 
an easier problem. Try to conceive of a simple motive 
of two, three, or four notes as a distinct thing, and not 
as an assemblage of notes ; as a whole, and not to think 
of the individual parts. Form in music has only an 
intellectual, not a physical, existence, and its thorough 
comprehension is the result of mental, not sentient, ap¬ 
prehension. 
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THE ORCHESTRA ANI) ORCHESTRAL MUSIC. 
Bjr W. J. HKMDERNO.V. ClIAHLRS SCRIBNER'S SONS. 
fi.as, n«t. 
Thu U one of (he volume* that will make up “The 
Milan- Lovers’ Library,” which is being issued by the 
well-known New York publishers, and is sure not to be 
the least popular of the series. In his preface Mr. Hen¬ 
derson nys “ This is not a text-book. It is not a treat- 
iso on instrumentation. It ia not written for musicians, 
nor primarily for students of music, though the lat¬ 
ter may And in It Information of some value to them. 
This ia simply an attempt to give to music lovers such 
farts about the modern orchestra as will help them in 
assuming an intelligent attitude toward the contempo¬ 
raneous instrumental body and its perfoimances.” 
This so well gives the scope of the book that it is 
almost unnecessary to say more, but we can not refrain 
from calling particular attention to Pait ni, which 
treats on “How the Orchestra is Directed,” and dis¬ 
cusses most interestingly the development of the con¬ 
ductor—bia functions—giving information not usually 
found in works of this character. 
These chapters are timely, since to-day the personality 
of the conductor completely overshadows the orchestra; 
he has become a virtuoso. Mr. Henderson has given the 
salient points in the work of each, and ably disc antes 
their strong points and excellences. 
MIMIC AND MUSICIANS. By Albert Lavionac. 
Translated by William Makchant. Edited, with 
additions on Music in America, by H. E. Krehbiel 
Hen by Holt A Co. $3,00. 
“ The Ancients,” and “ The Primitives.” Next he takes 
np the German Classic School, the German Romantic 
School (in which he generously, though properly, in¬ 
cludes the Norwegians Grieg and Svensden) ; the 
Italian Classic and Romantic Schools, the French Classic 
and Romantic Schools, Contemporaries, and the Russian 
Schools, which he estimates as not having begun until 
1804. 
Mr. Krehbiel, in treating of music in America, says, 
among other things, that while as yet we have no dis¬ 
tinctively national music, “an American school of mat¬ 
ter as well as manner may invite attention early in the 
twentieth century.” He includes brief notices of, 
among others, J. K. Paine, Dudley Buck, Horatio W. 
Parker, Geo. W. Chadwick, Arthur Foote, E. A. Mc¬ 
Dowell, and G. Templeton Strong. 
M. Laviguac’s concluding paragraphs we should like 
to quote entire. In them he says the musical “ career 
is most ungrateful and perfidious, and the facts as to 
musicians not destitute of merit, who drag out a mis¬ 
erable existence, who literally suffer with hunger, are 
truly heart-breaking. ... I am asked, How shall 
any one know whether or not he has genins ? . . . 
He will not know; . . . genins is without self- 
conscionsness; . . . advice the most discouraging, 
the most alarming, will have no effect at all upon him ; 
... for genius is indomitable. . . . Genins is 
a fate ; and no hnman power could have stayed the step 
of great poor Mozart in the glorious path which was to 
bring bis body to a pauper’s grave, and his fame to im¬ 
mortality.” 
The book is one that should be in the library of every 
teacher who wishes to have a compendious work on 
music, its science, history, and art, and should certainly 
go in every college and public library. The copious 
illustrations, nearly 100 in all, and the 500 musical 
examples, are not the least valuable features of the book. 
In addition, the book contains an exhaustive index. 
This work la practically a cyclopaedia of music in a 
ainxla volume. M. Levignac design* it both for the 
“ student musician ” and “ the intelligent and curious 
amateur,” but adda, “ this book A at not in itself a 
character. ” He devotee over half of bis work 
to the theory and conatrnction of music—subjects but 
very lightly touched upon in the recent excellent works 
of Memra. Parry. Krehbiel. and Henderson. The re¬ 
mainder of Lavignac treats the Esthetics and History 
of Mnaic. 
The publishers have been most fortunate in securing 
Mr. Krehbiel for the American editor. He has revised 
the bibliographies, written some interesting pages on 
mnaic in America, and otherwise added to the valneof 
the original hook. 
M. Lavignac writes with remarkable clearness and 
simplicity, and uses many illustrations and examples 
In musical notation. There are pictures of every orches¬ 
tral instrument. 
In closing bis section on harmony, M. Lavignac si 
Of the science, I have given the general outlines; 
aa to the art, that can be acquired only by long 
labor ions work. Having done this, a man finds bin 
possessed of pleasures entirely peculiar in their eba 
ter . . . pleasures purely intellectual, and hai 
no relation, even the moat remote, to the sense 
pleasure experienced by the amateur who is not a 
dent of harmony.” Of counterpoint he says ; “It 
so to speak, a dead language from which the pro 
speech ia derived, as important to the musician as Li 
or Oreek to tb. scholar.” The section on connteip 
" r°llow«d w'*b a discussion of the fngue. The c 
chapter is devoted to Esthetics. It treats of the vari 
mn-ical forms, with special analyses of the sonata i 
conceito and considerable attention to the “Wagner 
Reform ” ; then fallow Improvisation, Criticism, Mi 
cal Evolution, and The Beantifnl in Music. The ant 
maintain* that. “ deprived of all aid and free of , 
collaboration, doubtless the highest form of mask 
the S/mphon/.” 
In the concluding chapter, on “The History of i 
Art of Music,” which abounds with compact and s, 
(native notices of composers, singers, etc , be treats 
HUM0RESKE. 
BY H. M. SHIP. 
Wit and humor have their legitimate places in the 
educational scheme, and some of the best teaching of 
the world has been condensed and disseminated by the 
proverb, which has been defined as “the wisdom of 
many and the wit of one.” To every teacher wit is a 
great help, as he can thereby drive home a lesson that 
otherwise might have been unlearned. It is an old 
pedagogic maxim that the stronger the impression upon 
ttie pupil’s mind, the better it is retained. Wit helps to 
make this impression stronger. 
foibles and eccentricities are legitimate prey 
‘ p W!t„*“dJth6 Wag' Take lonS bair, ^ exam 
nc had a sketch of Paderewski’s head —v 
Tommy Atkins, in Kipling’s tales, calls a “’av 
head, -and underneath was the phrase, “Hesusta 
a terrible shock.” Many a would-be musician associ 
ong hair with nnnsnal artistic ability, and caltiv 
tne former accordingly. 
If all mothers were only as careful and conscient 
“ ‘ °”e mentl0ne'1 below. ™ teachers would be, 
to report progress in regard to more of our pupils. 
mue upon a social call, a lady remarked to her h 
What ^ " going to be » music What professor have you got for him ?” 
« n’\got any 'holier as yet, ” was the ausv 
We^Z r ^ jQ8‘ lettiDg his hair grow.” 
balrlu *^ab°nt J°achim in * Lou 
some of hU l the barber advised Joachim to 1 
some of his luxuriant locks cut off, or “people m 
take you for one o’them fiddlin’ chap,” a I th“ 
izr,10'' Pta« * a. ,rtprocitJ 
Barber ^' ^7° Piani8t?” 
- -»■ «Tp*S; wu**- 
Leschetizky and Henselt were not the onlv . 
used ridicule and sarcasm as a corrective. The best 
of sarcasm, and of banter also, is to keep certain tended 
cies from becoming too eccentric. It helps to restore 
equilibrium where a certain side issue has been emph^ 
sized too much. Take, for example, descriptive musk 
At the time the “ symphonic poem ” was in the heyd 
of its popularity, and all sorts of descriptive bric-a-brac 
were attempted, the following incident took place • 
Daring the condnctorship of the orchestra at Adelphi 
Theater, London, by Alfred Mellon, in the progress of a 
comic opera one of the comedians came to the footlights 
and addressed Mellon : 
“Mr. Conductor, would you give us some music de¬ 
scriptive of an Englishman who went abroad, changed 
his religion, and forgot his umbrella?” 
Up to this writing there has been considerable un¬ 
certainty as to what instrument the harp that David 
played really was. One German commentator says it 
was a “bag-pipe” that David played before Sanl, and 
he adds, “No wonder Saul threw his javelin at him.” 
Some scholars will always run into all sorts of recondite 
abstractions when the thing is really as plain as the nose 
on Cyrano’s face. So in this case ; every Sunday-school 
boy knows that David was a Jew, and therefore his 
harp was nothing more or less than a jew’s harp. 
And this recalls the story of Platt Evans, a stuttering 
joker who lived in Cincinnati. His neighbor shop¬ 
keepers used to send the country bumpkins from store 
to store for fun. One day they sent a rustic to Platt’s 
store to buy a jew’s-harp. Now, Platt was a tailor. He 
was busy, but seeing some of the “ boys” at the door, 
he understood the situation, and responded to the in¬ 
quiring customer: 
“ W-w-wait a minute.” 
Having served a previous customer, Platt picked np 
a pair of glove-stretchers and approached the rural 
melodist. 
“L-l-let me m-measure your m-moutb,” and intro¬ 
ducing the stretchers, transformed the aperture into a 
horizontal yawn awful to behold and capacious enough 
for a couple of dozen jew’s-harps. Removing the appa¬ 
ratus, he examined it carefully and deliberately, like a 
thermometer, and then dismissed the man, saying in a 
tone of well-feigned disappointment: 
“I’m v-very sorry, but we hain’t g-g got any your 
s-size 1 ” 
Sbakspere’s testimonial concerning music as a good 
soothing syrup for savage beasts was not based upon 
the latest statistics. Musicians, judged by his standard, 
ought to be the most humane and gentle of men. But 
they are a bad lot. They frequently rob and beat time; 
they extend and suspend chords to trip the unwary; 
with “ malice aforethought ” they prepare and introduce 
discords ; they are always ready to attack ; they often 
have their hands full of executions ; they raise notes 
with as little compunction as regular “ sharpers, ” and 
yet they are constantly making good resolutions. 
To the uninitiated some of the abbreviations of musi¬ 
cal terms are bewildering. Perhaps you have heard of 
the organ pupil who would persist, even after he knew 
better, in calling the St. Diapason stop “ Saint Diapa¬ 
son ”—and no doubt it has often been canon-ized ; and 
M. D. has misled more than one tyro. A little gid 
was asked what Da Capo (D. C ) abbreviations meant, 
and answered, “ District of Columbia.” 
can not be a thorough instructor in singing, 
d organ-playing, the technic of string and win 
its, and the various lines of theoretical study 
is a person of very unusual qualities. And l 
in of strong parts he will be all the more vain 
ember of the profession should he decide to 
is energies to a few lines instead of spreading 
__ -tt_In aoniiemns. l)Ut BD 
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THE blundering of piano-pupils. 
by ERNST HELD. 
my fifty years of continuous music-teaching 
rhTbecome familiar with a certain family resemblance 
f blonder* made by many piano pupils-a fact which 
it led me to seek the root of the evil and to apply 
corrective medicine. . , , . 
The wideawake teacher’s business is to show to 
anils the pernicious influence of habitual blundering, 
ft not only blunts the musical sense of the blunderer, 
bnt it makes him distrustful of his powers, saps his 
selfesteem, and often discourages him completely from 
making any more efforts to become a good player. 
Blunders are caused by the mental constitutions of 
various pupils. While some are sluggish or overcautious, 
others are impulsive and overzealous. The former break 
the rhythm of a piece by deliberate waiting until the 
right notes are found ; the latter strike, right and left, 
false notes in undue haste. 
The proper medicine for both kind of patients is a 
slow, but steady time, so that the sluggard can collect 
target. 
A great drawback to becoming a ready reader of 
made, and consequently what is called a good musician, 
is the deficiency of the pupil in the knowledge of nota¬ 
tion with regard to pitch and time. 
It is quite easy, even for a child, to learn all the notes 
tq'ially well, if it is done in groups of five and four 
notes (on the lines aud in the spaces). I pity the child 
when it attempts to learn them from the old-fashioned 
diagrams in iustruction-books, in which the whole 
gamut is printed, from the lowest bass- to the highest 
treble-note. 
Neither teacher nor pupil should rest content and go 
on to higher studies until all the notes are as familiar 
to the pnpil as the A B C is. 
Equally ready should the knowledge be of the time 
value ot'notes aud rests, and of the different rhythms in 
double or triple time. 
An efficient patent medicine of my own invention 
against the ailment of hitchy, uncertain time is made 
alter the following lecipe : 
Set the time quite slow at first; count the heats 
aloud, in short and decisive tones ; accent every first 
beat in the measure, and when you have done this for 
a few measures, then point with a pencil to every note 
or rest which falls on a beat, still counting steadily 
aloud without playing; then- repeat the strain gone 
over, by playing it. 
Many blunders are caused by forgetting the simple 
rules of harmony, of the relations of the keys and their 
recognition, when modulations take place. All this 
should be well understood by pupils, as well as arpeggio 
passages, broken chords in their various forms as accom¬ 
paniments to melodies, cadences and their harmonic and 
melodic construction. Such knowledge would help the 
pnpil greatly in mastering passages and committing to 
memory. 
There is one large field, full of thorns and thistles, for 
1 e piano-pnpil to cultivate. He may be able to plow 
straight farrows of technic, sow good seeds, and yet 
e never reaps a good harvest. I mean the field of 
interpretation. 
A conscientious pupil may have all the technic at his 
ngers ends; he may play correctly, without hitch or 
sio* DOteS’ b)bow'ng faithfully all the marks of expres- 
nt and yet make only the impression of respectable 
wrrectness upon the tired-out audience. It is a lament- 
th?rtcoin'n£> D0 blundering in snch a performance ; 
co '9>'3 caosed by the utter failure to grasp the 
rnposer s intention. The pupil is devoid of poetic 
- dramatic fire and lyric teuderness. 
p 616 n° be'P ’n 8ncb a case? Certainly there is. 
fluent reading of dramatic and lyric works by the 
operas0'!8 antbors> attending often good concerts, 
g ' *^S’ &nd orAt°rical exercises. 
thegf80 °'Dg tbe earn*st student will soon experience 
***buiT* 8ee'DM tbe dry skeleton branches of Iris 
of W°rk bec°me festooned with the living flowers 
P»et>c sentiment. 
THE ETUDE 
CHOPIN AS A PIANIST AND A TEACHER. 
The personality of Chopin is a matterof the greatest in¬ 
terest to teachers and students, and incidents that throw 
light on his character, his life, and habits of thought are 
taken up with avidity by the musical world. One of 
his pupils, Georges Mathias, has given out a number of 
anecdotes and comments upon his master, from which 
a selection has been made. First, as to the personal 
appearance of Chopin. u I remember him well, with 
his hesitating ways, somewhat effeminate, and his dis¬ 
tinguished manners. I see him standing with his back 
to the chimney. I see his fine features, his small eyes, 
brilliant and transparent; his month, opening to show 
the most dazzling teeth ; his smile, with an inexpressible 
charm.” Chopin truly bore out the idea that a composer 
represents, in his character and personality, the essential 
spirit of his works. 
“ I also remember seeing Chopin at the Erard con¬ 
certs, where he met Kalkbrenner. To think that Chopin’s 
countrymen believed that he was fortunate in being in 
Paris, where he could profit by the tuition of Kalkbren¬ 
ner ! Jnst think of it 1 Only one lesson taken, I think. 
“I was present at several interviews between Chopin 
and Thalberg. Thalberg had jnst finished playing his 
own second fantasie on ‘Don Juan,’ whereupon Chopin 
complimented him, but Thalberg did not seem to con¬ 
sider Chopin sincere in his remarks. Chopin, who had a 
great talent for imitation, was very amusing when copy¬ 
ing Thalberg.” 
Chopin had a very decided talent for mimicry. Now- 
akowski relates how he once asked Chopin to make him 
acquainted with Kalkbrenner, Liszt, and others. But 
Chopin said, “ That is not necessary,” and, seating 
himself at the piano, imitated each of the men named, 
in manner, gesture, and style of composition. 
“Upon another occasion I witnessed Chopin working 
himself into a terrible rage on account of a cadenza 
which Liszt had introduced in his own transcription 
of Beethoven’s ‘ Adelaide. ’ 
“As to Chopin as a pianist and teacher? Those who 
heard Chopin play may well say they never heard any¬ 
thing approaching his playing. It was like his music 
and what virtuosity ! what strength ! what force ! But 
it lasted only several measures. In the presence of 
women Chopin surpassed himself, especially when they 
had titles. To begin with, he was crazy about the 
aristocracy, and I do not blame him, for it was second 
nature to him to he fond of good clothes and white hands 
and rosy finger-uails.” 
“Music is an aristocratic art” had a living exemplifi- 
>n in Chopin. 
Now, as to Chopin as a teacher. I remember well 
Very well, my angel,’ when everything went well, 
his grasping his hair when anything went wrong, 
even broke a chair before me. How lie made you 
and understand the great masters! His language 
as poetical as his music. In giving a lesson he 
ime a poet. I remember one of his sayings at a 
ain place in the A-flat Sonata by Weber, ‘An angel 
ed in heaven.’ . 
Chopin being ill one day, Fontana received my 
er aud myself in his place, and played for us the 
Ballade. At that time that music was considered 
music of the future. 
I well recollect that the first impromptu, the sonata 
! the funeral march, the second impromptu, the two 
;urnes Op. 37, the second ballade, all remained on 
counters and did not sell. . , , 
Upon another occasion, when Chopin was .11 m bed 
\w the -Carnaval,’ by Scbnmann lyrognear.he 
did. My father asked Chopin what he thought of 
Chopin answered with excessive coldness, as f 
umann’s work was scarcely familiar to h a Tb, 
in 1840 and the ‘ Carnaval ’ appeared ,n 1834. As 
ave just said, Chopin not only seemed to ignore he 
,s 9 by Schumann, but did not -em tob.v.to 
htest inclination to become familiar with it. The 
, on was, Chopin was classic by mutimg 
romantic by imagination, or, stnctly speaking, 
Jto imply lacking brains), hut plain, without being 
literary or critical ; not the Liszt or Berlioz style. He 
read little, excepting Polish poets, like Mickiewicz, a 
volume of whose poems I always saw on the parlor table, 
for Chopin was an ardent patriot, and all his money 
went into the pockets of the Polish emigrants. He 
read rarely, as I have just said, and never knew how to 
write French well. 
“Chopin had the habit of receiving his friends while 
giving his lessons. One day, M. de Perthais, aide-de- 
camp to KiDg Louis Philippe, said to him, ‘ Why do 
you not write an opera?’ Chopin replied, ‘My dear 
Count, let me compose music for the piano ; that is 
about the only thing I can do.’ ” 
GREAT PLAYERS AND PRACTICE. 
About the first remark the tyro utters, after hearing 
an artist play some brilliant composition, is, “What a 
tremendous amount of practice must have been devoted 
to the study of that piece ! ” Many think that the whole 
end and aim of practice is to acquire a brilliant technic, 
and that the capacity to produce a fine tone is essentially 
a gift which some players always would have whether 
they practiced or not, and that others are debarred by 
nature from ever attaining. This is only true in a gen¬ 
eral sense. Certainly many young players seem natu¬ 
rally to obtain a good tone without ever receiving any 
hints on the subject, but it must also be understood that 
with proper, sensible practice it is possible to develop 
one’s power of producing a fine tone exactly as one can 
acquire a brilliant technic. 
The artist knows that if he relaxes his daily practice, 
not only does his technic disappear, but also that ease 
with which he is accustomed to produce his powerful 
tone, and eventually the tone itself will suffer. 
Many really great players are quite indiffeient about 
practice, some of them scarcely touching their instru¬ 
ments, so far as study is concerned, for two or three 
months at a time. Then, taking a craze in the opposite 
direction, they devote eight or ten honrs a day to real 
hard work—only to be lazy once more when the “ fit” 
has worked off. However, these are players who in early 
life have spent their whole time at the inslrument—to 
whom music is a second language. It does not matter 
into whose career we look, we find that systematic hard 
work has been the order of the day for at least fix or 
eight years—that is, if any success has been attained. 
Mendelssohn, speaking of the organ practice which he 
put in for some great event, says, “ I practiced until the 
very act of walking down the street was like playing a 
pedal solo.” 
There are not many musicians who enjoy the drndgery 
of practice. Much pleasure may be derived in studying 
some new composition, or, in the earlier stages, from the 
study of some new form of technic, especially if the 
student finds that he is making some progress. The 
chief object, however, is to attain ihe best results in the 
shortest time, and with the least expenditure of labor. 
To accomplish this, the practice must be regular and 
daily, and, besides practicing with the fingers, the Btodent 
most bring some brains into the work. Immediately 
the practice becomes perfnnctory and machine-like, 
leave it off. Far better be enjoying yourself ihan prac¬ 
ticing with the fingers while your niiud is elsewhere. 
If this becomes a regular occurrence, it will Vie time for 
the student to school himself in the matter of keeping 
his mind on the subject in hand.—Arthur Broadliy, 
in “The Stead.” 
—That a pianist, in playing a long program, uses up 
n great amount of energy is well known. Similarly, 
that he acquires great strength of fingers. 
A story used to be told of Paderewski that he could 
crack a pane of French plate glass, half an inch thick, 
merely by placing one hand upon it, as if upon a piano 
keyboard, and striking it sharply with hia middle finger. 
One of Chopin’s compositions lias a passage which 
takes two minutes and five seconds to play. The total 
presmre brought to bear in this, it la estimated, is equal 
to three full tons. The average “ tonnage ” of an hour’s 
playing of Chopin’s music varies from twelve to eighty- 
four tons. 
loe 1 fi E E T D E 
This U one of the most interesting questions which 
hut come to my notice. I bare found for many years 
tint tho M non technics looieo the fingers of the player 
very much, and also that any kind of practice has a 
tendency to wear out the action of a piano. The best 
piano licit ever waa made will sooner or later wear out 
if practiced upon much. The assertion that the Mason 
eierci'es loosen the keys of the piano improperly is 
•imply absurd. The very heavy two Soger exercises 
with the arm tonch or with the band and finger elastic, if 
played very strongly for a good many bonrs a day, will 
umloabtedly cut the hammers of the piano more or 
lea*. Just as any other heavy practice. If there is any 
difference bt tween the Mason exercises and other foims 
of exercise in their relation to the piano, it is that owing 
to the elasticity which the Miumn exercises cultivate 
and produce if properly practiced, the piano has an 
easier time of it with them than with the old-fashioned 
Are finger exercises and the like. 
“On pige <18, Mann’s ‘Touch and Technic,’ Book I, 
aoder heading. * Beginning with the Second Finger for 
Mordent ami Inverted Mordent,’ I am puzzled to know 
what fingering to use in the right hand with the last 
three ways given for left; also, what to nse in the lelt 
with last three ways given lor right in the inverted 
form I see no way of supplying forms beginning with 
the fourth and filth fingers. Of course, there is prob¬ 
ably no intention of one doing any supplying, bull wish 
to know before continuing my teaching of same. 
** 1" I’almer’i ’Theory,' page III), paragraph 100, I do 
not understand where the ’perfect filth’ is to be found 
in second inversion of this chord. 
’’ In studying Schumann, what do you advise tak¬ 
ing up after ' Album for the Young' and ‘Scenes from 
Childhood’?” 
The exercises for the mordent are not intended to be 
played with hoth hands together, hut with each hand 
sep irately. The way to do it is to carry out the different 
fingerings in any kind of scale yon like. 
Dr. Palmer says, in the paragraph to which yon refer: 
’’ A very useful chord may be derived from the chord of 
the seventh and ninth of the snpertonic of the minor 
key by altering the third, fifth, nnd seventh, making 
the third and filth major, the seventh diminished, omit¬ 
ting the fundamental.” 
Taking the key of A minor, the chord of the seventh 
and ninth will be B, D. F, A, C; altered according to 
l>r. Palmer’s rale, it will he B, I) sharp, F sharp (a 
perfect firth from B), A flat, C; omit B, the funds 
mental. 
In paragraph -101 Dr. Palmer says this chord is to be 
osetl as a second inversion, A flat becoming the bass. 1 
prefer to consider this chord as an augmented sixth 
chord, commonly railed the German sixth, writing an 
E flat matead of D sharp, and consider it as belonging 
to C-minor, which is a closer relation to C major than 
A minor, and is more in accordance with the idea that a 
key comprehends both major anil minor of the same letter. 
In studying Schumann I do not recommend a young 
student to take complete works like those you mention. 
think it is better to take selections, the best piecea out 
of these different book,; and for the great majority of 
students my selection of Schumann pieces contains the 
cream of Schumann's works up to the most difficult 
/ mean to say that myHchnmann selections stop abort 
of the most difficult, the highest point touched being 
the Kremlenana and the Novelettes; and I think the 
beat thing you can do. if yon want to have an interest- 
log t.me with Schumann, would be toget that book and 
Start in where ymir present prsrtioe leaves off, because 
I have written in The Etude several times betore 
specific directions about the treatment of the scale in 
the different grades accoiding to my ideas. In the first 
grade, slow scales with each hand alone, in quarters, 
eighths, and perhaps sixteenths. In the second grade, 
scales in canon forms. In the fourth grade, long forms 
of four octaves in the rhythmic tables according to 
Mason. Rhythm is also applied in the first and second 
grades. The practice of scales withont rhythmic treat¬ 
ment affords very little benefit to the player. 
“ It is my one great desire and ambition to become a 
thorough musician. I have taken three years of lessons 
in the face of many disadvantages. I am now studying 
Chopin's coucert fitudes. J do not Jay claim to talent. 
1 have learned from hard study, which will take me 
farther than any amount of mere talent—this I know. 
I am nota brilliant player. I am clerking in a store at 
present and have but few chances of study and less 
hours. I wish to remove somewhere that I could have 
chances of study and practice, and make myself self- 
supporting (as 1 must from circumstances) by means of 
music or bookkeeping, office work, etc., at which I have 
worked some. I wish to ask your judgment and what 
you think of the possibilities in Chicago. My aim, as 
yon see, is also to receive good tuition and advantages 
for general knowledge to the fullest extent.” 
I am sorry to say that I can give very little informa¬ 
tion to you. In your letter you give no indication of 
your age. If you ore tweuty years old or less, and have 
made yonrself able to play the Chopin concert studies, 
even i! not extremely well, yon have done a great deal; 
and there would be no difficulty in your studying and 
accomplishing moderately well almost any of the 
Beethoven sonatas you might fancy, except the very last 
ones, and agreat deal of Schumann and Brahms. I have 
no hesitation in saying, however, that it is entirely 
impossible for yon to make yourself a pianist by practice 
after having done a full day’s work in any employment. 
I once heard of a rather remarkable case, however 
which may be quoted the other way. A young man, a 
.’wede, a paper ruler by profession, working the full 
hours in the bindery, came to me, and commenced the 
study of the piano and organ. He took one lesson a 
week, more or less regularly, for perhaps two or three 
years. Then some lots which he had bought in Minne- 
apohs increased very much in price, so that he had 
nm capital. With that money he bought a grocery 
Ci;lCag"’ an(I t0i)k his brother into partnership with 
mi to run it. The brother proved a failure as a busi¬ 
ness man and in about two years drank up the grocery 
Meanwhile my young man had got himself elected 
Zo HeadlaTfvrCh’ aD<1 had 80,116 pDpi,80n the p ane. He devoted himself to music for several years 
afterward, aud became a very excellent player o/both 
stm i.„r, ,Mhd „,LS"n 
beheve is now a clergyman. 87. ana i 
This will show you wbat can be done by a person who 
l»o.,ho.lbt„„onl„„ep)>yed 
- £ ~ ?'ir””- w 
musical study outside t\ • • * an °PP°rtnDity for 
qneetion whtah iZl 8 a,most 88 hopeless as the 
somewhere ont West' hy'aTo “b^Ut0“Ce a monlh from 
come into the city and <to t g'f ’ Wh° wishes to 
and have the use of th ,ollsework to pay her board 
«*« of the pIano for practice four or five 
hours a day. Beautiful and commendable as this a ■ 
tion is, it somehow fails to strike the aveiage ho” ' 
keeper in an attractive light, and I have not beenTbT 
to find places for housemaids of this turn. We live ■* 
an age of specialization, when the “sutor”doeR '! 
look beyond his ” crepidam.” If you are so ambition, 
to become a good pianist, or, rather, as yon very proper) 
say, a good musician, your best way is to save’ upa | J 
hundred dollars and go where you want to for study 
This is being done every little while by somebody, and 
anybody can do it who will try hard enough. 
“ 1 anticipate going to Stuttgart a year from next 
summer. Have decided onStuttgart because of climate 
expenses, etc. My means are limited, and I require » 
great deal of out door exercise in order to he able to 
accomplish scarcely anything. Two or three hours’ 
daily practice will be all 1 can manage. 1 want logo 
where I can live quietly, have a great amount of out¬ 
door exercise, and hear the most good music with the 
least expense. E B. Perry’s article in the March nunr- 
berof last year’s Etude decided this for me. However 
I should like yonr opinion on the subject, if you tan 
spare time to give it.” 
When I read Mr. Perry’s article about Stuttgart 1 
thought he had a good deal to answer for later on 
because Stuttgart is a place where the most narrow¬ 
minded German musical pedagogy rales. I do not 
remember what Mr. Perry says about piano-teaching 
there, but, so far as I have heard, no player has ever 
got out of that school alive in the thirty years o( success¬ 
ful operation which it has had, during which time they 
have had a handsome quota of American students con¬ 
stantly in attendance. If yon wish to study the piano 
on the modern system, you will have to do it in America, 
or you can work up your technic here and go to Europe 
for your artistic smoothing-up, if you like. I have no 
doubt that at Stuttgart you can live very pleasantly and 
hear a great deal of good music, and so yon can in many 
other places in Germany. 
“In my copy of volume I of Mason’s ‘Tonch and 
Technic’ each note in the fast form of the stqnence 
model for rhythm II (page 14) is marked staccato. Is it 
to he practiced so all or only part of the time? 1 have 
been taught to connect the notes of each pair, hut to 
start with an accented staccato, as on page 22, No. 
9. Should there be much finger movement in these fast 
forms ? My teacher used an arm impulse, but somehow 
I can not seem to work up any speed in that way. 
Should Bowman’s stab touch be practiced with one or 
two fingers at a time, aud with what musical example? 
The directions say mnsical example No. 2, bnt I do not 
see how it could be applied to No. 2 on page 21. 
“D. S. W." 
In answer to your first qnestion, I will say that 
we do not practice the fast form of the two-finger exer¬ 
cise staccato, bnt always phrased. I do not myself par¬ 
ticularly care for the rhythmic sequence in the two finger 
exercise, believing that more is to be gained in the fast 
form by making it very fast and light, without much 
accent until the hand is properly matured. Bowman s 
stab touch is applied to exercise form No. 2. The first 
tone is held and the second is made with the finger 
elastic, the hand springing back into about the same 
position as at the beginning ol the touch. In preparing 
this touch we put the hand in the position representfd 
in Fig. 6 b, and come back to the same position. The 
advantage of the touch, according to Mr. Bowman, is 
that it strengthens the outermost joint of the finger 
attacking the first tone. I have also found it useinl m 
getting a motion at the wrist sometimes in cases where 
this was very bard to do. 
“ I am anxious to become a good musician, and have 
done what I could. I want so much to “®de .•« 
harmony, counterpoint, etc. 1 have studied l 11 ^ 
harmony, going as far as the use of the c“®r 
dominant seventh. I have studied some in a 
on harmouy by John Stainer, but the teachers 
had either can not or will not take me any nB|y 
It is so disappointing to give it up when 1 ’a t'0 
commenced. I see advertisements in The t 
teach harmouy, etc., by mail. I know it is » 8r f 
to ask, but would you be kind enough to give 
opinion? Do you think I could learn anything ne 
manner? and if so, will yon please recommend • y#n 
tome? I feel sure this will lie much tron . q # 
to take for an utter stranger, still I will appre 
much. u D 
I should recommend for harmony by mail Pr- 
Clarke, of the University of Pennsylvania, in 
107 
Mr E W. Chaffee, of Kimball Hall, Chicago. 
STentirely' possible to learn harmony by mail. 
The only difficulty you have in learning harmony by 
elf is that you have no one to correct your exercises, 
JTroa goon writing in crude ways without knowing 
“ if it were possible for you to have lessons of a living 
teacher it would be a great deal better, because besides 
learDingto work out a harmouy on paper, it is also very 
desirable to know harmony when you bear it, and to be 
aMe to write whatever you hear. There are quite a 
number of teachers who make a specialty of this sort of 
work In my summer class in Chicago I have the 
distance of Mrs. Jessie L. Gaynor, the popular song 
composer, who has a most excellent course of ear-train¬ 
ing and practical harmony. Others also have work 
in this line. I mention this point in order that when 
you are writing your exercises you may not forget that it 
is not enough to write them correctly ; you must also 
know how they sound. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUSICIANS. 
BY HENRY C. LAHEE. 
There is no doubt that one of the chief factors in a 
successful career is the ability to seize, an opportunity. 
In order to seize an opportunity one must have the abil¬ 
ity to recognize the said opportunity when seen, and it 
is in this respect that so many people fail. 
Training of almost every kind has in view the object 
of preparing people to meet emergencies, or to seize 
opportunities in their profession, whatever it may be. 
The soldier goes through an elaborate course of prepara¬ 
tion for being shot, and one frequently wonders why 
this is all necessary. One man will probably bold as 
many bullets as another, if they are plunked at him 
promiscuously ; therefore, it would seem that any given 
number of men would do as well as those who have 
been so well trained. The training is not given them 
tosave their lives, but to enable them to seize the oppor¬ 
tunities which are at any time likely to arise in their 
profession. 
The musician goes, or should go, through a long 
course of training, which is supposed to fit him to grasp 
such professional opportunities as may come within the 
range of his vision. Having that preparation, the qnes¬ 
tion arises, Has he the faculty for discerning his oppor¬ 
tunities? 
There are two kinds of opportunities for the musician, 
the artistic or professional we may call it, because the 
teacher is included as well as the artist, and the finan¬ 
cial. These two are always combined, but in order to 
raake a success their combination is necessary. How 
often we hear of aconcert being a great artistic success,— 
but no money! 
loung musicians, both teachers and performers, can 
always find people ready and anxious to help them 
spend their money, but these do not present the oppor- 
tonities to seize for which one needs a special education. 
he formula is reversed, and the training required is 
t at which teaches the young musician to leave them 
alone. 
t 1 °^en happens that people will regret a lost oppor- 
Qndy. Some one else seized it and has made a suc- 
ess- It is not worth while to regret such things. The 
person who has made a success is a person of a different 
In ratter an<* a,)il>ty from the one who lost that oppor- 
io' and ^Sd ^6 se'ze(I it when he was able to 
» fad t*'e C'3aQces are <lu'te in favor of his having made 
1 ore of it. The sting lies in having missed it. 
eeem^k1'1'1*68 are ar'R'n8 every day, bnt they always 
itd fr° ekamPered with some conditions which make 
C° *to ^eci^e what to do about them, 
large 0q0UDg men e9na^ ability went to study in a 
have Cl ^ ^em 8ai<*i “Now, I am going to 
five dolira^n>ar priC6’ * 'v‘il sing nowhere for less than 
Tw 
miner i01]181 °ne 8a'<*’ " Whatever I can get to do I am 
AI d°’iftherei8a dollar in it.” 
8waken t^0 ^6ara op Pa*ient waiting for the world to 
man went*!1116 °pportnn*iy it was losing, the first young 
Th« L** 10 t*16 conntry to work in a store. 
Qd young man, in the course of a few months, 
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was asked to drill a chorus of boys. The~purpose was 
charitable and only a dollar an evening could be paid. 
He cheerfully accepted the opportunity, and, doing well, 
he attracted the attention of a visiting clergyman, who 
wanted some one to organize and lead a chorus in his 
church. He offered the work to the young man and 
gave him five dollars a Sunday. This work was for the 
morning service only. 
One Sunday after service a stranger stepped np and 
asked the young man if he would like to sing in a quar¬ 
tet on Sunday evenings. His voice would just blend 
with the others. It was four dollars an evening, and 
there were concert engagements occasionally during the 
week. The young man had seized the opportunity and 
made a success. 
One thing leads to another, and the period of life at 
which one can best afford to work for a small price is 
during the early part. The first opportunities are gen¬ 
erally those which decide upon the success of a man’s 
career, not because they lead directly to fortune, but 
because he has proved the ability to grasp them. 
Almost everything in this world goes more or less by 
chance, so far as our limited mundane vision can pene 
trate the mystery. Therefore, the motto to observe is, 
“ Keep busy.” 
It is a pretty sure thing that those who keep busy and 
do whatever comes to them are grasping their oppor¬ 
tunities, and when they have demonstrated that they 
mean business they will be pretty sure to get it. 
“The train now encamps. The unpacking of the 
kettles and mess pans, the unyoking of the oxcd, the 
gathering about the various camp fires, the frizzling of 
the pork, are so clearly expressed by the mnsic that 
the most untutored savage could readily comprehend it. 
Indeed, so vivid and life-like was the representation 
that a lady sitting near us involuntarily exclaimed aloud 
at a certain passage, * Thar, that pork’s burning ! ’ aud 
it was truly interesting to watch the gratified expression 
of her face when, with a few notes of the guitar, the pan 
was removed from the fire and the blazing pork extin¬ 
guished. 
“ This is followed by the beaulitul aria, 
‘O! inarm, I want a panrake !’ 
Followed by that touching recitative, 
■Shetup, or I will spank jou!’ 
To which succeeds a grand crescendo movement, repre¬ 
senting the flight of the child with the pancake, the 
pursuitof the mother, and the fiual arrest and summary 
punishment of the former, represented by the rapid and 
successive strokes of the castanets. 
“The turning in for the night follows, and the deep 
and stertorous breathing of the encampment is well 
given by the bassoon, while the sufferings and trials of 
an unhappy father with an unpleasant infant are 
touchingly set forth by the cornet-a-piston.” 
-»♦ -———• 
SOME THOUGHTS. 
DESCRIPTIVE MUSIC. 
A PARODY. 
BY CAMILLE 8AINT-SAEN8 
BY JOHN PHIENIX. 
This program-review illustrates and explains “The 
lains : Ode Symphonique par Jabez Tarbox,” a work 
reduced at the San Diego Odeon, June 31, 1854 . 
“The Symphonie opens upon the wide and boundless 
lains in longitude 115 degrees west, latitude 35 degrees 
1 minutes 3 seconds north, and about sixty miles from 
ae west hanks of Pitt River. These data are beautifully 
nd clearly expressed by a long (topographically) draw n 
ote from an E-flat clarionet. The sandy nature of the 
Ml, sparsely dotted with benches of cactus and arte- 
lis’ia, the extended view, flat and unbroken to the 
orizon save by the rising smoke in the extreme verge, 
enoting the vicinity of a Pi Ute village, are represented 
y the bass drum. A few notes on the piccolo call the 
ttention to a solitary antelope picking np mescal beans 
a the foreground. The snn, having an altitude of 36 
egrees 27 minutes, blazes down upon the scene m 
adescribable majesty. Gradually the sounds roll forth 
u a song of rejoicing to the God of Day : 
‘Of tby intensity, 
And great immensity 
Now then we sing; 
Beholding In gratitude 
Thee in this latitude, 
Curious thing!’ 
ehich swells into ‘Hey Jim along, Jim along Josey,’ 
hen decrescendo, mas 0 menos, poco poetic, dies away 
’"“Sudden^ we hear approaching a train from Pike 
lounty, consisting of seven families, with forty^s.x 
v a irons each drawn by thirteen oxen. Each family 
onsists’ of a man in butternut clothing dnvmg the 
,xen a wife in butternut clothing nding in the wagon 
o ding a butternut baby, and seventeen butternut 
loiuing » _,«miRrnouslv about the establish ■hildren running promiscuou. ty .. , m. 
„pnt. all are barefooted and dusty. (All these circum 
tance’s are expressed by pretty rapid fiddling for some 
tonces are P a nff from the ophideide, 
ninutes, win g P Te„ton with an atrocions 
ilayed by an 1"”xl misunderstand the descrip- 
Eft; .. ~—» 
;he grand Pike County chorus : 
< oh, we’U soon be thar 
In the laud of gold. 
Through the forest old, 
O’er the mountain cold. 
With spirits bold— 
nb XT A mim. we come, 
There is a physiologic law which requires that all 
beings, in the phases of their development, Bbould pass 
once more through their former ancestral forms ; it is 
owing to this law that all artistic training should begin 
with the study of the old masters. 
We shall never succeed in writing good pianoforte 
music, or in playing this instrument in the most inter¬ 
esting fashion, if we do not give to the mnsic played by 
the left hand the same importance which we give to that 
played by the right hand. 
Mnsic can express all feelings, from the deepest calm 
to the greatest agitation ; we falsify its nature and nar¬ 
row its limits, when we wish it to express only impas¬ 
sioned feelings. 
•*# 
The craze for quick movement, so prevailing to day, 
destroys all mnsical form aud degrades nmsic to the 
level of confusing and meaningless noise; leaving on 
the mind no other impression than that of rhythm, and 
this alone is worth very little. 
A great complication in the musical texture may 
please cultivated rainda, but it is not at all a proof of 
esthetic merit; simplicity of style is qoite as beautiful, 
and has the additional advantage of pleasing a greater 
number of people. 
Listening to mnsic, which till lately was one of the 
greatest pleasures, is now gradually becoming one of the 
most laborious occupations 
— — - •••   •** 
—Notwithstanding that there is a glut and overpro¬ 
duction in the concert field in all of our large cities, we 
truly believe that if the musicians in the smaller places 
would comhine forces, stick to one price, and stop all 
petty quarreling, they would succeed in their efforts 
toward getting np meritorious and profitable entertain¬ 
ments We hear of mnsicalcs everywhere, we will 
confess, bnt such private affairs are nothing in compari¬ 
son with a concert given in a hall by a good band, 
orchestra, or chorus, with the support of all the local 
teachers Coopeiation with a competitor makes him 
less dangerous, and at the same time broadens one’. 
humanity.—“■Msfrimosne.” 
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II. K.—Being a young man twenty-five years old, 
with technic enough to |>l»y, as you express it, almost 
anything at aight in a alow tempo, you find your chief 
difll.-ulty in aecuring speed, and ask for advice as to 
what studies will he of most avail in your case. When 
you say that you can play anything, 1 take it that yon 
mean compositions which would rank up to the sixth or 
seventh grade on the conventional series of ten grades. 
It la poostble, however, that you essay works above this 
level, for it is quite a common fault with all who play 
the piano to attempt things too difficult, even among 
those who ought to know better, having had high art 
modela before them. How mnch more, then, is the iBO- 
lated amateur liable to entangle hia feeble wings in the 
triple-netted intricacies of florid fantasies, and to glue 
hi* faltering feet to the lime-twigs of those treacherous 
phrases whose bland, smiling simplicity is only the 
cover for extreme though snbtiledifficnlty. 
I am here reminded of the old adage, “ All is not gold 
that glitter*,’’ and am inclined to wrest it to another 
meaning and application, "All that seems to smile 
openly ia not easy.’’ However, I will leave this head of 
the discussion by merely cantioning you not to Ire too 
readily penuadrd that the harmless-looking page is 
easily aubjagated, and will come to the pith of the 
debate. 
You ask how yon are to increase your speed. You are 
right in thinking the matter of tempo an element of 
prime importance In the art of piano-playing. The 
piano ia esarutially an instrument of agility. No won¬ 
der that Czerny, the greatest of all piano pedagogues, 
wrote a school of velocity, and kept arranging and 
rearranging the scale* into a thousand curious embroi¬ 
dered deaigus. Let not any one of the recent progres- 
•i vista think to disparage the great Czerny by any super¬ 
cilious upward curve of the eyebrows. Czerny was a 
pupil of Beethoven, and was chosen by him to give the 
great ’’ Emperor’’ concerto its first public performance. 
That speaks volumes for him ; and then, again, those 
hundred* of piano studies do really prepare the pianist’s 
linger* for their tens of thousands of gyrations. 
Caerny's Modes or practice pieces for the keyboard 
are not very sweet or tuneful, yet they are not by any 
means devoid of strictly musical charm, of harmony, 
and melody. If they do not stimulate or tickle the 
palate of the practicer, they do feed him with sound 
food ; they are the oyster-crackers, Cramer’s Modes the 
cookies, and Chopin’s Modes the spice-cakes of the 
piano literature. Yon will never, so long as the key¬ 
board of the piano continues in its present form, find 
any real substitute for the Modes of Czerny. 
However, jnst here an important caution ia necessary: 
you must not take these studies in excemive quantities, 
or in a half hearted, mechanical way. The habit of 
vaguely attending to the work of the fingers, with a 
mind which is wool-gathering, or wrapped in rainbow- 
colored clonds of day dreaming, is as pernicions as any¬ 
thing that can lie imagined, and is responsible for half 
of the vague, looee-textured playing to which we are 
constantly called upon to listen. In this technical ele¬ 
ment of speed, ss in all matters appertaining to the 
manipulation of the keyboard, "Touch and Technic,” 
by Dr. William Mason, is admirable in the extreme 
Hi* velocity scale*, taking a point of departure and 
rushing to a point of arrival and repose withont special¬ 
ized thought between, are as nseful as anything can be 
toward the acquisition of gTeat agility. 
First, then, choose, after consultation with some emi¬ 
nent teacher, either in person or by letter, a few of the 
best Czerny atndies. 
In the next or second place, I advise you to get at 
once a metronome, ir yon have not one already, and 
work with this priceless monitor daily. Now dt> not 
here, either, expect the metronome to perform a miracle 
No pianist ever yet came anddenly out of the head of 
THE etude 
Jove like Minerva, fully mature and in foil panoply. 
S., to ploy tb. pt*"0 i. COlti.HtiDg . .«.i. 
that means patience and tin... Tab. ..J 
you suspect to be below the normal speed, and try it 
first at a very slow rate indeed, so very slow that you 
not only can play it withont mistakes, but so slow that 
you can clearly and minutely follow with your mind 
every detail of the tone-structure, and the operations of 
yonr fingers aa well. In this way by many repetitions 
you will secure perfect coordination of thought, and that 
is the great desideratum. Do you know that it is just 
here that most learners in every art break down ? They 
grow tired of the thing before they really know it. 
There is more to do than merely to get through with a 
tag and with a strain ; the thing must seem to go itself 
withont the least effort, or like running when you are 
Now keep ahead, repeating and repeating the passage 
until you can do it and think of something else at the 
same time, if you like. You must not think of some¬ 
thing else, bnt you must be able to, if yon wish. Dur¬ 
ing all this primary work, you must use the metronome 
part of the time for two purposes—viz., to take and 
record the rate at which you are going, and to steady 
the rhythm. 
Now undertake the second stage of the development. 
Play azainst the metronome, raising the rate of the 
pendulum by lowering the sliding weight jnst one 
notch at a time. Soon you will find the point where 
you begin to stumble. This is, as yet, your dead-line. 
Under no circumstances be tempted to go beyond this 
rate. All impatient effort is worse than futile. It is 
extremely detrimental. It unravels the stitches of the 
embroidery already put in, and makes an ugly flaw in 
the beautiful pattern. Go back and come up to this 
high-water mark of yonr skill again and again, bnt do 
not play all the time at the highest rate. All continu¬ 
ous playing at one rate wears a rat, and the pianist must 
not get into a rnt. By degrees, almost imperceptible, 
yon will find that your automatic speed is growing, and 
though at yonr time of life it is probably beyond yon to 
get those phenomenal altitudes of speed at which the 
eagles of modern virtuosity soar and sustain themselves, 
you can in all likelihood attain a rate of from seven to 
nine notes per second, and that is enough to do all bnt 
the very extremest feats of the virtuoso. 
I am always in deep sympathy with those who love 
the piano and its ineffably beautiful literature, and espe¬ 
cially if they, like you, are compelled to study without 
adequate instruction, and with limited time. Two hours 
a day is not more than a very moderate allowance of 
practice-time. Bat as a half-loaf is better than no bread, 
it is well for yon to go ahead with that and to be content. 
It yonr hand is for any reason, either congenital or by 
the work that yon do daily, especially stiff, or compelled 
to remain in one position, that will impede yonr prog¬ 
ress, bnt must be striven against bravely. 
yon my hearty thanks. The questions which yon 
pose are not easy to answer with great distinct: 
or much categorical emphasis, bnt I will elucidate 
points at issne to the best of my ability under the ne 
sary limitations. 
First, yon say that in playing octaves, when yon st 
for perfect relaxation the nnnsed fingers hang do 
powmg so straight as to touch the black keys, ant 
interfere with the motion ; or if, on the other hand 
stove to curve them out of the way, the wrist bec’o 
constricted, and so hardness of tone ensues. This i 
real dilemma, and results most likely from your ■ 
cessing: either a very small band or a hand very tigl 
webbed or constricted across the metacarpal knock 
In either case the difficulty is much the same Fir 
wonld advise yon not to go to extremes in the so-ca 
re axiDg of the hand. In this matter of relaxa 
ere is, I think, some misunderstanding Wha 
always meant i8 that there 8hon]d bR ^ nnneceffi 
lding of a muscle during the time it is off dnty-i 
is, interference by reason of holding the lifting or 
tensor muscles while the flexor muscles are perforn 
Ie,rhrra frrw,,cn-however’ hand stretched out to the active position, whic 
the third and most difficult of the three normal 
fundamental positions of the hand, the extensor mn 
are actively engaged, and, indeed, have a very 
office to fulfil—viz., that of holding the fingers in 
place. 
This necessarily makes a degree of rigidity or stiff- 
ness ; and it should be so. Unless the hand is firm 
when the impact with the keyboard takes place the 
tone will be flaccid, thin, uneven, and unsatisfactory 
So, then, I advise you to hold the fiDgers curved bnt 
not greatly, the striking fingers a little more than those 
which are pendant. These latter must be elevated a 
little, that they may be out of the way, bnt the hand 
need not present anything but a collection of curves to 
the eye, and need not seem like the malignant claw of a 
spider. It your hand-hammer swings freely at the 
hinge of the wrist, you need not worry if the hand does 
feel a trifle stiff. In all probability the stiffness of 
which you complain is nothing except the sense of mus¬ 
cular effort connected with octave-playing. It is recog. 
nized by all pianists as one of the very severest things 
which the performer has to do. If yon doubt this, jnst 
try the celebrated passage for the left hand, in the first 
forty measures of the E-major episode in the A-flat 
Polonaise of Chopin, Op. 53. If yon wish to do octaves, 
arch up yonr hand like the hack of a cat—that is, as 
gracefully, though not quite so high—and keep at work 
a few minutes at a time, until gradually your muscles 
and tendons gain in length as well as strength. It ia 
wonderful how mnch can be done in the way of length¬ 
ening the muscles, especially in dilating the natural web 
of the knuckles, by persistent, gentle, judicious, atd 
long-continued stretching. 
In the second place, you ask if it be necessary to hold 
the fifth finger curved or straight, movable or immova¬ 
ble, while doing the elastic touch with the fourth 
finger. 
The ligaments binding (no anatomist knows why) the 
fourth finger to its neighbors seem to work especially 
with malice against the relations of the fourth and ihe 
fifth, but whether or not you think wise to undergo the 
now famous surgical operation of having this ligament 
severed, there is no reason why you should worry. 
Hold the fifth finger easily in a gently curved position, 
about two-thirds of the way from being doubled up and 
being straight as a pencil. Now, whenever uBing the 
fourth fi nger in any normal or ordinary way, this poised, 
pendulous attitude will be easy, but if, either in tech¬ 
nical gymnastics or in performance, it becomes needful 
to use this finger in any extravagant way, just let the 
fifth finger take care of itself. No fantastic tortures of 
the hand are worth much for any musical result. 
Third, you ask if the appoggiatnras in the chords o! 
Chopin should be played upon the beat or before it. 
The usage in such matters undoubtedly varies among 
pianists of authority, bnt the general custom of Chopin 
interpreters, I believe, is to play all the ornaments o 
this kind rather deliberately, and the accent upon t e 
first or lowest note. Dr. Hans Von Biilow advises ex 
actly the same way of playing grace-notes in the eon 
atas of Beethoven. . . 
As to the second half of yonr third question, i 18 
effect another question. Yon ask whether the 
appogaiatnra should be ernshed against the cboi a ^ 
then released. When any such grace-note occurs rf® 
exactly as if it were in a song or melody, and 8t®n^ 
in melodic relations with the siDgle lone oflbec or (j,e 
which it resolves. In nearly all cases of this 'D # 
appoggiatnra wonld take its full time-value, an 
on the accent. There might be exceptions, bn ■ 1 
cases of doubt yon would do well to lean to t is 
C. E.—You say that you have read the 
Wagner upon vegetarianism, and have heard t a 
bert attributes his freedom from nervousness to* ]iert 
vegetarian diet; then yon ask directly whether ^ 
in it. Now, as to the whole question of the ce ^ 
the hnman body, there is such a great graph 0 ® ^ ^ 
sible opinion, snch an overplus of argument, 
here find space for a few dogmas mere y. ^ 
argument, I will say this: (1) All extreme 0P'“' 
of eccentricity, and contain the vitiating p*o- 
of crankism ; (2) the ordinary habits of Ame 
THE ETUDE 
* A to excessive nervousness—e., morbid sensi- 
P'e ess of the nerves-because we work a vast deal with 
i, A, we take far too little bodily exercise, and eat 
oar beads, much of it (3) the health 
f* lse of any other intellectual laborer who is 
1 Ml of the time in the house ; (4) the worst enemy 
of^he musician is that deleterious poison, alcohol, which 
d0es not bite the life of a musician more than the life of 
anv other man, bnt it does not bite it any the less (o) 
„ nuackery of materialistic nostrums as to special foods 
S Lclnsions of particular foods will take the 
Ice of the ordinary moralities, which are the same for 
he musician as for any other man, the same for the 
preacher in the pulpit as for the hearer in the pew and 
hastily, temperance, regularity in life, and serenity of 
miDd are jnst as good for the musician as for any other 
man, for, strange as it may seem, a musician is a man. 
WASTING TONS OF ENERGY. 
BY ALFRED H. HACSRATH. 
“What is worth doing at all is worth doing well.” 
Some parents say that they want their child to be able 
“to play jnst a little.” It is always the case that chil¬ 
dren who are given lessons with this end in view will 
play a little too much, no matter how little they play. 
Society does not tell them so, of course. No; it is good 
enough to encourage them. Society is a carious institu¬ 
tion, anyway. It smiles in a sort of sacred propriety 
while being tortured, and caps the climax by encour¬ 
aging the torturer. 
People who “ play a little ” may be quite acceptable 
as entertainers in a community that has but recently 
assumed the semblance of civilization ; where one sees 
the ent-oft tree-trunks still sticking up out of the 
ground, like so many monuments of the wilderness , 
where the piano player is looked upon as a sort of super¬ 
natural being, or perhaps as a digital acrobat. 
People who “ play a little ” may be almost worshiped 
where no one else plays at all. Bat their field is limited 
and their admirers are few, and they must keep close 
to the backwoods and stick to the log fire if they seek 
an atmosphere of social as well as physical warmth. 
Kind and fond parents should not forget that society 
often anffers much in silence. Just listen to other peo¬ 
ple's children play upon an instrument and you may 
appreciate this. Oh, pardon me ! there is a difference 
between prodigies and mere children, or, in other words, 
other people’s children. 
8nrely, society is overburdened with quacks ; and do 
ambitious or proud parents desire to add their son or 
daughter to the list of mental tortures? or do the kind 
parents fondly imagine that their child can eclipse in 
mental brilliancy all their predecessors ? that drudgery 
was invented by and for the drudge, and hence not to 
teapplied in the case of their child? Was ever any¬ 
thing accomplished without great work? Perhaps some 
parents themselves do not like to hear exercises practiced. 
Was there ever an accountant who did not once study 
arithmetic and practice it? Can any one ever hope to 
he even a tolerable accountant who has not the multi¬ 
plication table at his fingers’ ends? Scales are the 
multiplication table and exercises are the arithmetic 
examples of music. ^Fingering is the method by which 
the examples are worked. There is logic in fingering, 
*B<* '*■ is full of reasoning. 
The intelligent pupil, the one who will really accom¬ 
plish something, asks questions ; wants to know why 
Ihis or that is so and not otherwise. The drudge never 
asks questions unless they be foolish ones. No, he 
ammers away blindly, at he knows not what nor 
wherefore; and after years, after he has wasted “tons 
°f energy,” finds himself at last still in the darkness of 
'?norance, unable to cope with or to perform snccess- 
allJ any single thing. He looks aghast at the earnest 
*n4 faithful student who performs with marvelous 
accuracy and apparent ease the most difficult passages, 
j^nh 83 he would not even dare to attempt. Perhaps 
, * becomes discouraged now ; that is the punishment 
egeta for his insult to art. 
t takes “ tons of energy ” to produce an artist; yes, 
and well-directed energy at that! The hammer must 
hit the nail on the head every time, and many times in 
succession, before it learns never to miss its mark. 
The argument that the student does not desire to 
become an artist is a foolish one. Every one who plays 
an instrument wonld gladly be a great performer if it 
were not for the price to be paid. What too many are 
looking for is a bargain. If they were able to gain the 
prize by some cross-field method, avoiding the haid, 
long road that art insists must be cut straight through 
solid rock, then let ns see if they wonld not try to be 
as proficient as artists. 
Great men have all been great workers. He who 
does not love his work can never be great, and he who 
shirks his work does not love it. If any one finds it too 
much trouble to perform a passage fifty or a hundred 
times successively in order to master it, he might better 
turn his attention to something else, for be will never 
even enter the temple of fame ; will never be able to 
come into touch with genius,—in fact, will never get as 
far as the threshold of the temple door where dwell the 
spirits of the great, but will be left to grovel in the dust 
beside its walls. 
Then, again, how often we hear of stupid parents chas¬ 
tising children foolishly. In New ^ ork city there hap¬ 
pened, not long ago, an incident worth relating. A 
pupil was practicing industriously a difficult passage on 
the piano. He had played it over and over a great 
many times, when suddenly his maternal parent burst 
into the room and threatened to box his ears soundly if 
he dared to play “ that thing ” (the passage) again. She 
had listened to it long enough, and believed that the 
only reason why he kept on playing that same old thing 
was because he knew that, and was too lazy to play what 
he did n’t know. She continued : 
“ Do yon think I am going to pay two dollars a week 
to hear you pound out the same set of notes by the hour ? 
How long do yon expect to be at learning that piece-a 
year ? At the rate yon are going it will take yon about 
a century to learn a dozen pieces. Now yon go on to the 
next thing, and play the piece through ; and when yon 
have done that, begin over again, and play it through 
again ; and don’t let me hear yon fooling away yonr 
time like that any more.” 
“But my teacher told me to practice that way, 
meekly ventured the poor child. 
“ When did he tell you that?” 
"He always doee.” 
" Then yonr teacher is a swindler, and does not want 
you to get ahead. He thinks by this to keep yon back 
and that yon will have to take lessons so much^ 
Bathe is not sharp enough for me Mind wbat I told 
you ' ” And she slammed the door behind her and went 
upstairs proud of heraelf to think how sharp she was. 
Now,'’what results can be looked for under anch con¬ 
ditions9 Why, the doty of the teacher is p ai • 
«L teach parent a, welt a.cbiKC 
hot how will the teacher approach the mother wno oe 
she waste tons ° erLfher inventive faculties? So 
imagination or exert g (0 ^ able t0 do am h 
many plsjen‘ “ "“markable how many great per- 
great things that it - ^ #lwayB ^ng intro- 
TTto^ma'oyfinemusician, that it seems strange 
sent tons of wasted energy. ogic? 
bent upon wasting Dme ponn ^ po^ chUdren’s future 
Parents who look f , d by and see them 
happiness, who do not; w^ ^ ^ of futil* 
wasting tons of ner and insist upon earnest 
piano pounding, shou that they consume 
work trom star h lica,i0n in ten years than 
ten thousand honre o J^ jn 0De year ; for in the 
that they should waste something, and in the 
conduct his work in his own way. 
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SOME COMMON DRAWBACKS TO SUCCESSFUL 
TEACHING. 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
Habit is either an invaluable servant or an inexor¬ 
able tyrant. There is one right way of doing a thing, 
bnt thousands of wrong ways. Always do exactly right, 
accept nothing from yourself but perfect work, and habit 
will form with surprising quickness. Then yon will 
soon conquer the movement, passage, or whatever yon 
attempt, and will have the invaluable help that right 
habit alone can give. Bnt anything short of perfection, 
unfortunately, confirms a habit of careless and imperfect 
work. Art demands perfection. 
Inattention daring the lesson, being satisfied with a 
hall-truth, or with an indefinite idea of wbat is to be 
done, are causes of poor results and work. Lack of 
sufficient self-control to hold one’s self up to what is 
understood to be right is a common fault; so is divided 
attention while at the instrument, and not forming a 
full ideal of what and how to do each part of a lesson. 
One should never forget that the most perfect work is 
only possible when one’s best work is habitual. 
Haste is another hindrance. Inability to criticize 
one’s self is another weakness. As liefore stated, lack of 
a perfect ideal is all but universal. It is "aiming at 
nothing and hitting it.” 
Teachers are not without fault in this matter. They 
fail to hold pupils up to what they know that the pupil is 
capable of accomplishing ; often are too indolent to make 
the necessary effort and to use the required force of will 
necessary to make a pnpil work up to his hest capabilities. 
And it is often felt to lie too much of an exertion to 
instil into the pupil’s mind the right ideal at the lesson 
hoar. When a teacher takes money for tuition he is 
morally bound to do his very best work. Getting money 
under false pretense is fraud, and teachers are not always 
guiltless regarding this point of duty. Professional 
reputation should be sufficient motive to hold a teacher 
up to his best, but, with conscience, should certainly do 
80* 
Parents frequently bring to nothing the best efforts 
of both pnpil and teacher by notaidmg to make the con¬ 
ditions of practice reasonable. They put the child 
down to the piano in the living-room, where un¬ 
divided attention ia an ntter impossibility ; the piano is 
out of tune and order ; the room cold, the light poor, 
piano-stool uncomfortable. Thoughtless and unjust 
criticism of the teacher, his methods, and his selection 
of pieces, in the pupil’s presence ; interference with the 
teacher’s plans; wanting pieces that are impossible to 
the pnpil or unworthy the pupil's time ; and last, but 
not least, taking no interest in the pupil’s advancement, 
-these are some drawbacks of veiy common occurrence. 
TRYING NEW MUSIC. 
BY K. L. K KATES. 
tv " trvina ” new mnsic a student should not too 
hastily lot til his opinion of it. The piece may be exceh 
lent nut he may not be able to discern that lac t. How 
many men tor mu* compositions are consigned to an out, 
ol-the-way shelf, with a shrug ol the shoulder* and I 
wonder why people will write such Stoll ! 
Can theie be anytbirg nioie foolleh than this manner 
of judging a piece of music? It most be seen that, at 
this rare only the very simplest pieces would meet with 
the approbation of the student, while more pretentious 
and artUtic compositions would be thrown aajda. it « 
? Ibecause such composition* are beyond the 
capabilities of the student that they aie dropired like a 
hotcoal It is because he will tot try the piece over 
fong enough to get the "hangof it,” to use a common 
i**£.. The time may be a little tricky in places. He 
mu t analyze it. Some chorda may be rather hard to 
find thereby causing a halt. Until he is fairly familiar 
with the spirit of the composition he can not trothlnl y 
say wliethe^ it is good, bad, or indifferent fte it may 
h/seen how easily a new composition comes to he un- 
, . . • j _d Give a new composition a /aft and fan 
I8".- J.f u ;8 really beyond your ability, do not bother 
wUh .t hut at Uie same time, do not condemn it- 
“The Major.” 
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SOME SALIENT POINTS IN LESCHETIZKY’S 
TEACHING. 
HV NUY «. HALLOCK. 
11. 
I'aftllAf* a (hip looming in sudden view from no one 
knows where, with all its sails spread and glistening, 
decked with flowers and flags flying, does not bear 
the toiprewi of outward glamour more thoroughly than 
dors the carriage and face of a new music student just 
landed in Vienua to study. Every one of them looks 
«o wratberlight, so well pinned, and eager for no matter 
how long and arduous a musical light. All this before 
they become slllicted with the malady of wondering 
why they came and of imagining that perhaps the 
other I'otbtreilerin would teach better. It is at this 
point, and early at the start, too, that begins the 
year of mistakes; of changing Vmbertittrhmtn (I.eselie- 
ti/ky's aesisisnt teachers, to whom every student, from 
1'aderrwski down, is at first con tided for a longer or 
• barter time), at the certain risk of gaining tbeirenmily, 
and perhaps the maestro's anger to hoot; of taking in 
oae reef alter auother in the wings they bad so bravely 
spread on leaving home. 
Soma of them will object to holding their hands on 
the keyboard so that the little fiDger lies half over on 
its side , and others will not upprove of stiiking with the 
little linger straight; and most of all will they begin to 
rebel silently when they find that of two Yorbereiterintun 
of the same school, one will teach one hand position and 
the other a very different one. All will keep their 
mouths shut or jump into hot water, as they prefer. 
Oqjy one thing makes them lust it out—the figure of 
Le»cheti*ky st the end ; the figure through the meshes 
of whose colossal Individuality and strong personality, 
coupled, as it is, with the most phenomenally keen 
artutic sense, the traditions of the strongest life of 
moo ,1 Europe, piauietieally speakiug, are brought in 
touch with our linger tips ; the link next to ns of the 
them -Beethoven, Cierny, l.iszt, KubinsteiD, and 
Leschr fixity. 
But do not misunderstand. Should you from the first 
happen to sail iuto Kr.iulein 1’rentncr’s artistic arms,— 
•he, who ie a genius and a personality in herown right,— 
ofs imsooe like her, you will fie happy anil contented, 
nod will learn small things and great. Itot she is one, 
nod there are few like her. 
I have a picture in my mind of a girl, strong in char- 
a ier and in body, who hail studied hard in thiscountry 
winning considerable snccess, and who gained engage- 
msnU to play, even in Vlenna, very soon alter her arrival. 
Hhe was not allowed to accept the opportunities to play 
and so kept shuttle cocked from one week to the other 
waiting for Imams. When Erunlein I’rentner took her 
m ham! she learned a great deal,-all the points which 
make study in Vienna valuable. The points follow : 
K. 
■ "hool,1 n«Trr R° •» Europe ; for heads it is all 
right Hmdscao learn every where man Indian jungle 
(witness Mr Kipling) ami in a Bowery bar room (wit, 
oem many); hot bands, keep them bere-witueaa the 
little ones who play , thousand notes a minute with 
ease an.1-wn manage, three- and four onneetouch, who 
start with devitalixition and learn not to frighten their 
U|!"'° • f°r*’t,en «*»«•' fbeir body 
2 b* Mt,.0n w"k «*“d intermittent through 
their over teal and cramped method of study 
from‘11'V ' "7 7°*Me *"'d “«*•* ‘o Rotten 
7. it 7 7“°°'' “'“t <he hand 1ms 
wen thoroughly formed and perfect independence and 
limberness gained. Tosp„reyou three 
by some fore,,, lm.rd.ng house keeper or other tbe 
on ,P‘ite P°int* -nd any 
one who is earnest sod sincere will agree with 
«ymg that without (lieu no one can he a “jjj 
farmer or even a good one. K 1>er' 
They are applied to fiDger moti 
different way to the sn.i - I “ * ■"Kntly y U> me Wrist, and mean the ability of 
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gettiug all the tons possible out of the keys without 
sacrificing either velocity or independence of the finger 
muscles which extend into the arm. To he able to play 
forte, and, at the same time, fast, is considered one of 
the most difficult of feats in Leschetizky’s school, and I 
have even heard it said that much of Rubinstein s un- 
clearuess in playing was due to his striving alter the 
added brilliance that just that ability would give. 
The toue capacity of a piano is very rarely taxed by 
tbe finger strength ol a player, and the indiscriminate 
pounding with the arm, as every one knows, is worse 
than nothing. Ergo, the utmost strength, coupled with 
independence of motion, is what ODe practices so long to 
get iu the Leschetizky school. 
To practice this, give the finger blow from the third 
joint, the impulse coming from the finger itself, not 
started by a jerk from the arm and hand ; these should 
not swerve in the minutest degree from this position. 
The wrist must be kept loose, and tbe other two joints 
of the finger absolutely firm and braced against the 
third joint, precisely as the curved arch of a bridge. If 
one is not very careful every joint will go to form a 
sieve, as it were, through which the loss of most of the 
energy aud consequent tone production will occur with 
the minute giving way of every joint through the least 
amount of weakness. 
This is worth all the study one can possibly give it, 
but ought not to be attempted until late in the muscular 
aud technical development of the baud and arm. 
Well equipped with this ability not to waste the least 
particle of force and to have lots of it on hand, crescendos 
can be made truly rolling and more excellent the greater 
the contrast between the piano at the start and the 
forte of the finish ; decrescendo likewise, although vice 
versa, and the ability to interject a loud, rippling scale 
here and there, ns well as a soft one, will be charming. 
The beauty of a crescendo scale as arpeggio passage is a 
thousand fold enhanced if the first few notes are taken 
from m/. decrescendo, and then crescendo al fine ; the first 
note to be well defined, “belonen,” as the Germans 
say, or, in other words, a little accented, to make a solid 
sound at the start. 
I.iery fragment of strength added will open np just 
so much more ability for effects in tone shading, and 
when you can pin these down here and there with 
chords of superlative tone force, the sensation technically 
can he made complete. These chords can be ripped out 
after the fingers are in touch with their component keys, 
with the whole stiffening of the body relaxed the 
moment the chord is given out. A chord so played can 
he made stupendous in its effect and makes one under¬ 
stand, for the first time, how far the means can go that 
perhaps only Liszt and Rubinstein exhausted. 
As the Maestro says: “You start with 2; adding 2 
makes 4, and so on to the tens, to the tens of hundreds 
and thousands.” If you wish to add a good thousand 
to your stock of knowledge, think ahead to prepare 
every note before yon strike it. After your muscle is 
developed and well schooled in the various touches it is 
by far more difficult to he in contact with your note 
ready to strike than to deal the blow. 
If you have ground bass notes which your eye can not 
conveniently reach, measure the octave of the note with 
your thumb and the little finger with this assistance 
II make tins very important part of the background 
ten times more secure. In chords the finger is to he 
used flat on the black keys, but only if your first finirer 
«1| a™. u,b,s5ore,„“, X 
•*, 
The hand must take and know perfectly the form of 
he chord—its “face,” as they say in Vienna-tX t 
comes down on it. That is also to be practiced P„t 
SKSSSStTiSri; 
It is not to be forgotten that those who have genius 
bring everything to bear on their art; they learn mason- 
lar development from Sandow as well as from their 
teacher; even the relative merit of beefsteak and pork 
chops is considered. It would seem that the reason 
there is so much ingratitude on the part of those who have 
“ gotten there ” toward their instructors is because tkej 
know how much they have also helped themselves. 
And here we come to the artistic side of it, where it is 
so much “help yourself.” Be original and don’t be 
cowed by what others have done ; and in this side the 
Vienna school affects a freedom preeminent for artistic 
results. Do anything, once you have the theoretical 
technic, to get the effect you want, providing it ringB 
true and is tasteful. Think of your piece, not as separ¬ 
ate notes, but as masses of sound and figures of melody, 
ornamented or not. 
The pedal can he held throughout a succession of 
chords based on the dominant seventh (the chords of the 
ninth and eleventh), if it should seem effectful to do so, 
and the thumb can be used as a sledge-hammer, occa¬ 
sionally, regardless. The metronomical skeleton of a 
piece, rhythmically, must he fixed in the mind before 
yon dare to lengthen here or shorten there. To go too 
far from your metronomical base will make your piece 
shapeless. The speakiDg rhythms of a piece are not 
long enough to be measured—j ust long enough to he felt. 
Live the phrase yon are going to play, as the great 
Rubinstein used to do, by breathing it first. Little 
pause marks, V', dotted here and there over yonr music 
will be a great help to remind you where not to plunge. 
Let your playing be orderly, clear in the impression jon 
wish to convey. In Vienna, to know the notes, no mat¬ 
ter how thoroughly, npside down or downside up, 
counts for absolutely nothing. Only the thought, life, 
feeling, and art you put into it gives it its value. 
In one way the example of the great master in Vienna 
can be copied by every one. He goes to well-m'gh every 
concert, studies every pianist, learns from the least, and 
can therefore criticise the greatest. 
BACH’S THOROUGHNESS AS A TEACHER. 
Sebastian Bach never encouraged any of his pupils 
to apply themselves to composition unless they showed 
the ability to think musically. This, according to the 
master, was a first essential to the would-be composer. 
Then, after the necessary preparation in harmony, etc., 
Bach would start his scholars upon fugal work, begin¬ 
ning at the first with two-part writing. And here again 
the master always demanded on the part of those under 
his guidance thoughtfulness. Even at this stage he did 
not permit the use of an instrument; every note had to 
be carefully thought out, had, in fact, to come from the 
mind. Forkel, in his “ Life of Bach,” remarks : 
“ In all these and other exercises in composition he 
rigorously taught his pupils—first, to compose entirely 
from the mind without any instrument ; secondly, to 
pay constant attention as well to the consistency ot each 
simple part, in and for itself, as to its relation to the 
parts connected and concuirent with it. No part, 
whether inner or outer, was allowed to break off belore 
it had entirely said what it had to say. Every note was 
required to have a connection with the preceding I l” 
any one appear of which it was not apparent whence > 
came nor whither it tended, it was instantly banislie 
as suspicious.” 
Bach considered the various parts in a piece of music 
just as so many intelligent persons who conversed to 
gether. Whatever the number might be, every one 
would be heard separately or in combination with d* 
neighbors ; but as soon as it felt that it had “nothing to 
the purpose to say,” then, like a good-behaved citizen, 
it remained silent—an attentive listener. lies, Bath 9 
scholars knew that anything of an incoherent, extrava 
gant natnre introduced into their little musical di» 
courses was fatal, and doomed to certain and immediate 
expulsion.—‘'Musical Opinion.’’ 
Ill THE ETUDE 
CURRENT OF MUSICAL LIFE. 
by FRANK H. TUBBS. 
f workers is more thoroughly in earnest 
No el»53 of teachers of this land. They are sell- 
"•"““SSTTiy —1, for »Mcb the, 
no direct remuneration, and are very ready to 
ecel?e their ability for almost any good cause, 
iootribute r hungry for new implements, and 
Whatever will help 
,o them to do m g . appeai8 to them as a 
jdra0CeTtoLevLnce of their faithfulness. With all 
prl I effort nut forth by teachers, why do we not 
■csrsa’TJi*£» •— 
was taken up by some. In the same 
Une ca^much more be said. The thought of the 
, that teachers fail to do their best because 
“o not recognize in their pupils the fullness of their 
aud tuey do not fully realize then own power 
Mtal genius is, happily, a rare gift. This is said 
advisedly, for experience shows that the person who 
manilests great natural musical gifts seldom becomes a 
great musician. The reason for this is found in meta¬ 
physics. We all understand that music appeals to 
mind ; that education in music is mental, more than i 
is physical; that expression, the soul of music, is from 
mmd ; that emotion is purely mental. 
The mind is dual. The lower portion—that which 
can be educated through sight, sound, and the other 
senses-is known as the objective mind. That, mind 
which has intuitions and imaginings is subjective min . 
The two are widely separated. Genius belongs lo t ie 
subjective mind. How it comes there no one knows. 
Perhaps from heredity ; yet the many cases oi pro¬ 
nounced musical genius in children ot non-musica 
people seem to refute this belief. In mncli the same 
way cau other explanations of the presence ot genius be 
met, and we must return to the statement that the 
cause of the presence of special musical genius is 
unknown. Pertinent questions are, “How may "e 
know that it is there?” “What is to be done with 
'he first is answered easily, for genius will show 
If. A child will perhaps sing before he can talk ; 
will climb to the keyboard and pick out thiids , he 
l listen in ecstasy to the street band or the hand 
an; in church he is radiant when the organ plays ; 
james his sense of rhythm is most marked. Now, if 
:hild dots not couple with this a desire for serious 
dy, rest assured that his music is intuitive. 1 his 
ugs us to the question of what to do with it, and 
>st teachers will be surprised when told to let it 
'ne. Such genius, a thing of subjective mind, can be 
t little cultivated. In fact, as fast as the musical 
ucation is advanced tlie genius disappears. 
In some cases the talent for music (a very different 
mg from genius) may be strong enough to endure 
ivtlopment, and eventually to surpass the genius. It 
ay even absorb the possibilities of the latter. liat 
Mher is trying to make a player or a siDger out of a 
udent who has marked musical genins, but no talent 
r technical work ? That case may as well be given np. 
<as earnest as yon will, work with such person in the 
rdinary way will not make him a player. Is be, then, 
> he abandoned? Far from it. Recognize that bis 
msical ability is wholly in tlie intuitional mind, and 
tat this fact shows that his education must be in that 
“ind. The child will improve by imitation. Let him 
lear good players, good singers, and good mnsic. As 
48 he can bear technical studies show him technic, 
mt don’t force him to practice it more than be wants 
0 Let him imbibe. Do not draw out from him. 
’'hen maturity of intellect comes, that will supply to 
llra ike desire for technical stndy. All the time bis 
tawer of imhihiiKT and »nruaincr himself—be knows 
Turning to the larger class of students, those who 
have ordinary talent, and to that much larger class, 
those who appear to have little or no talent, we can find 
some words for the teacher. Rest assured of one thing : 
any pupil who presents himself for lessons has some 
talent. No one is completely deficient. Any one in 
his senses can become a musician. Oh, they don’t. 
Not one out of twenty does, but they can, every one of 
the twenty, and the fault lies with the teacher. 
It lies in the ignorance of the teacher. Not in his 
musical ignorance nor irom lack of honest endeavor, but 
in his ignorance of the possibilities of his pupil. The 
desire to learn to play or to sing is the first step toward 
becoming a player or singer. The following step is the 
retention of that impulse. To nourish that is the 
teacher’s duty. Again and again may the pupil feel that 
he has undertaken too hard a job, but the old desire is 
there. Hold the thought in mind, teacher, that his desire 
is right and that he can satisfy it. In word, look, hand- 
pressure, smile, and greeting, the evidence will go to 
him that yon are sure he can be a player or singer. 
That subtle exchange of thought from miDd to mind, 
without the spoken word, has its helpful influence. 
Above all yon can know this, and herein lies a word of 
instruction sorely needed by all teachers : Within every 
pupil is a soul, the depths of which have never been 
fathomed. No matter what yon have discovered m 
your pupil, there is more there. Yon can not get to he 
bottom of that spring. When yon have reached the 
sand, there is a fountain beneath which eends its spaik- 
Ung water upward. Look deeper than you have ever 
looked and fear not that yon will reach the bottom of 
that soul, that you will exhaust the possib.lit.es of any 
-rr 
. ».*«««"n" 
r-jfSKcr* — soul and find u silence of jour 
1oal-oommuM.n mU «„ corn- 
things never before known o y - master, 
and yon will draw through the day. 
him be in N0"1 t0 8ee more deeply into 
Your soul-search wi 3 mn8icftl contact will give 
the soul of your pupil , y _onng musicians, 
you a message valua ) e o e honr wm lie 
Then will the day bt: ig “ ^ intereated, the bou.s 
full of interest. Wben^ pnpU ^illuminated 
speed as moments. ^ gtimnlns every pupil 
with menUd rays a ^ day a Btep nearer 
_whatever his totem 
to the artist. There cm be no a^ ^ exa8per- 
Sometimes those of do n’t make so much 
ated by having °ne ’lay something.” While 
work over fingers and ’ J ht Wrong in the 
they are wrong, they ary Md a bother, but 
thought that tec me 18 „ given to technic, 
right in the ld«a tba inteUectually by a teacher 
Pupils led men‘ally.a’,lctice and study than others, 
require less technics P«ct *hy the fact that 
Perhaps, in a measure h i(, 8elf consciousness 
.b.™ -to » «b“u « -in l -" *> “*■" 
asserts itself, and iti„n of the highest within 
Holding the thought in rW ^ ^ The ldea 
it enables us to expr— »» “ the aim8 (or, if singing, 
of the composer flows o _ faow Without any 
from the throat) without kn make a poor 
.Luu, of boU, * 
showing, but a very “ade from hiB higher rn.nd- 
soulful player-one P ^ i(Jea ag n0 one else 
capable of expressing emo . beautiful 
does. The fthen learn Hin^if, he 
mechanical plajer. tbousand-and-one < o 
becomes a ^ ™ selves, and m that bes 
i— "•« - ■»» “ "w 
‘’“.“r 18.0 
into tbe possibilities of the human mind—that ol your¬ 
self and of your student. There is a power in both 
which you have never yet used. 
RANDOM THOUGHTS. 
BY LOUIS LOMBARD. 
The praise of the wise will always bring tbe censnre 
of fools. Some jealousy is created by each snccess. 
There is so much musical inequality in the world that 
professional contests seem, at times, to be between 
giants and dwarfs. 
The love of music neither proves softness of heart nor 
purity of mind. Morality is not always coupled with 
musical taste aud feeling, poets’ opinions notwithstand- 
ing. 
The portals of an unknown temple are opened to man 
by music. As he enters and finds nothing in common 
with the material world, the deepest feeling invades his 
heart. . , , . 
An orchestral work transcribed for tbe pianoforte 
like a tropical flower transplanted into our gardens ; 
while it retains its form, it loses its aroma and the lux¬ 
uriant coloring of its petals. 
The greatest enemy of musical art may lie found in 
the ranks of the musical profession. Self-interest uflo- 
encea even more than jealousy. Were not Beethoven 
very dead, his works would be performed less fre- 
^ The^eacher gives an exposition of the general pnn- 
ciples of technic; he also demonstrates the way to do a 
thing, but he can not make you play or sing wuhoiit 
yonr own diligent cooperation, however apt you may be. 
The composer opens the sanctuary ol bm soul through 
his works. They tell us what he has suffered, enjojed, 
desired, and regretted ; his impressions, whether physi¬ 
cal or psychical; his realities or his dreams. 
“Religion, liberty, patriotism”; “tbe good of the 
working-man ” ; “ the elevating influence of music, 
are phrases which serve tbe wily purpose of many 
“ public servants.” There arc men in every 
*ho never lose opportunities to turn to profit the child 
'^Witholt premeditation, nature sends the hurricane 
with all its fury or the zephyr with all its charm. 
There are times, too, when the art.st should not r Beet, 
when his mind should not question his heart. The.in 
tellect is too circumscribed to conceive of the capabili 
*ie?ti:r,ie:;,rto infer ihm » great singer must be a 
good vocal teacher as that a skillful rope-walker must be 
a tine rope-maker. The thorough understanding of the 
vocal organs and their possibilities is a different thing 
rZ tbe ability to sing well. Many men -rry beaiy 
weights who can not analyze the ...use,.lar actio , that 
enables them to do to ; this is precisely tbe position of 
“ThVmuMcian should have the ear of the imagination 
Without the intercession of the auricular organs he 
1,1 to oerceive the niceties of intonation, color, har- 
0US ami dynamics ; iu a word, music, in its most 
He rfionld bm a chori 
«R— 
musician in all that the name implies. 
The man who has not been transported by music be- 
vond thig material sphere has not received bU share of 
ufe's blessings ; to him, no doubt, the enthusiastic views 
‘ 1musician will seem like aberration.of the mind; 
hut a good discourse is not less meritorious because .1 is 
Jot understood. From “ The Art Melod,ous. 
Manv build as cathedrals were built-tbe part 
nearest the ground finished, hut that part which soars 
Tward Heaven, the turrets and spire-, forever meom- 
T,e said Henry Ward Beecher. Many musician, give 
veara of'their lives to preparing themselves to play and 
y 7„„1. and neglect to boild up the superstructure of . 
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Musical Salamaoundi. 
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We do not trouble about the latter until the former is 
on the decline. A good theme is like a delicate patient 
—too much treatment kills either. 
IV. 
A(K you aware that the season is drawing to a 
■perdy end, and that you will soon have to take stock, 
as it were, as to the work accomplished by your class? 
Vour next year’s living will largely depend upon the 
malt of this winter’s instruction, and it will be well if 
you examine into each individual case, realize existing 
deii iencies, and try to crystallize diffuse labor into some¬ 
thing tangible. Accomplish something with and for 
each pupil; if it is ever so modest u musical achieve¬ 
ment, let that small modicum be perfect of its kind. 
There is a vast amount of money wasted in music les¬ 
sons ; when there is absolutely no progress there must be 
it strong reason. Most pupils take their cne from the 
teacher ; enthusiasm begets enthusiasm ; the great point 
is to comrnrace right, the rest is comparatively easy. 
Continuing lessons without results is as honorable a pur. 
amt as picking pockets. 
Among several interesting clippings I find one relat¬ 
ing to the assertion that the feeling of inequality pro¬ 
motes discontent, and discontent progress. This will 
apply to those strong souls who love the “alarum of 
battle,’’ amt to whom the strife of daily existence is a 
necessary condiment; yet eminent uhilily does not 
necessarily concern itself with the achievements of 
others, hut is more often oblivious to its surrouudings ; 
that which seems great to the world at large is to its 
producer the most natural and simple task imaginable, 
and • certain simplicity is the usual accompaniment of 
true greatness. A man like Wagner has strong convic¬ 
tions and at the same time the ability to demonstrate 
bis theories to the world. This makes the winning 
combinstton ; If either element had been lacking, we 
would still lie waiting for him. The great bane is 
whether you lutve a message to deliver to us all ; if not, 
keep quiet! 
As to the various kinds of influence which may be 
exerted over others, I prefer the active to the passive or 
unconscioos kind. For the former yon may claim some 
credit, lor the latter none; every teacher who is brought 
in contact with younger minds incurs some responsi¬ 
bility ; but, after all, certain lines of instruction belong 
properly to the Sunday-school, and not to the class-room. 
Yon visit a picture gallery, an.l pass hundreds of paint- 
logs casually ; suddenly a little canvas attracts you, and 
yon pause. At a concert endless musical progressions 
fatigue your unwilling enr, when some strain unex¬ 
pectedly thrills yon. Yon are traveling, and nothing 
seemingly interests yon, bnt at a bend of the river a view 
unfolds which fascinates you. This is the proper province 
of art or nature—to give you an impression. When that 
happy moment comes, do not try to analyze it, or you 
will destroy the spell. Enjoy the effect without tracing 
the causes. Certain musical combinations seem to slum¬ 
ber within the passive and inert consciousness of the 
universe. The fortunate finder of the nmgic formula 
winch- awakens the sleeping beauty becomes famous 
.Mascagni’, " Intermezzo ’’ is a case in point. Every one 
seemed to have heard it before, hut never in quite the 
same settiug ; being welcomed as an old acquaintance, it 
made new friends. And if you attempt to vary only 
one note in a work of rare popnlarity, it loses its mean- 
ing totally and becomes commonplace. There ia some¬ 
thing nncanny about this peculiarity of melodies, some¬ 
thing beyond explanation ; but it remains an undeniable 
fact that only certain melodic x-y-z’a stir musical 
emotions. 
That must have been the halcyon time of music when 
Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Moscheles lived and 
tanght at Leipzig, surrounded by a host of earnest 
men and women who lived for and loved only tlie best 
that art could afford. When a visiting artist arrived, 
let it be Berlioz, Liszt, Chopin, Henselt, or Paganini, 
all joined forces in meeting and enjoying the distin¬ 
guished guest. Contrast that idyllic age with condi¬ 
tions now existing ! 
*.*• 
I copy this from the editorial column of a New York 
musical paper verbatim : “ The average musician never 
reads a daily paper; he takes no interest in politics, or 
business affairs, or religion.” The writer then goes on 
to say that the one-sided education of musicians pro¬ 
duces the above deplorable results, and unfits them for 
the ordinary duties of life. The sweeping character of 
this libel on the profession deprives it of its force. But 
this sort of journalism makes some of ns just a little 
tired ; that particular writer knows better, for he has 
met many musicians who, like himself, are men of parts 
—men who do care whether the Pope sits on the throne 
of England, or the President of France be assassinated ; 
and we even care whether musical papers are published 
as such, or amalgamated with trade publications. In 
fact, we are just as much on the alert as the average 
musical journalist, and ready to stand up for the profes¬ 
sion a good deal more than our alleged friends. 
A rolling stone gathers no moss, but yet sees a good 
deal of the world. Every one should enjoy a few “ Wan- 
derjahre,” a storm and stress period, before settling 
down steadily to the serions life’s work. This does not 
imply the Bowing of a crop of oats, but it is as well to 
see something of the world before partly withdrawing 
from it. Success has its penalties also, and, while it is 
well to lie busy, it is nervous work to he too busy. Yet 
success never tires ; only those whose time hangs heavily 
on their hands look fatigued. Commercially speaking, in 
order to succeed our work remains in one place and be¬ 
comes one of its idiosyncrasies. This takes a long span 
ot time, and you risk wearing out before yon rust out. 
Those will-o’-the-wisps who roam from one place to 
another, and are constantly on the books of teachers’ 
agencies, are like lodgers who find moving cheaper than 
paying rent. Study geographic conditions carefully 
and investigate local surroundings intelligently, but 
when yon decide to settle in a certain locality remain 
there. 
Bach makes pianists of musicians and musicians of 
pianists ; from the simplest invention to the most com- 
p icated fugue everything is completely rounded out and 
artis ,rally fioisbed. Study Bach morning, noon and 
■j.ght, and then put the clavichord under your pill™ to 
dream on The study may be dry, yes, extra dry bnt 
think of the results ! 1 
Rosenthal’s paying opened up new vistas of pianism 
blro t! * qnahties has- in “y opinion, never 
before been presented to the American public ; of course 
there are powerful shadows, buteven then it is theZ5 
many 1 ** the occasional miss. After him-the 
There is too ranch ever list ing analysis and dissection • 
too much modulation and scienee; too little naturalness 
and simplicity. Youth has melody, age counterpoint; 
the former is heaven bom, the latter can be acquired. 
use’ the Si of em ^ C°ntent t0 bear the »«ks and 
Mabie. 8t the moment.—Hamilton 
MUSICAL FAKES AND FAKERS. 
BY W. F. GATES. 
The words “ fake ” and “ faker ” may not be found 
in the dictionary. But they have come to have a de 
cided and well-understood meaning ; and the musical 
world, not being behind other departments of life and 
action, must needs have its frauds and “fakes ” as well 
as they. 
As Barnum used to say, the people like to he hum¬ 
bugged. And it would be queer if they did not like to 
be humbugged in musical as well as other matters 
And then there are always people who like to oblige the 
public by supplying it with humbug tosnit its taste. 
And so we have humbug instruments, humbug music 
and, unfortunately, humbug teachers. It is doubtless 
true that there is a great deal of teaching that results 
in humbug that is not so intended, being conceived 
more in ignorance than in fraud ; bnt at the same time 
there is occasionally a willing fraud that is not horn 
wholly of ignorance. 
It has been hinted, too, that there is such a thing as 
humbug in Conservatory methods of teaching, adver¬ 
tisement, and of bleediDg the unsuspecting and trustful 
pupil. But with these vague rumors we have nothing 
to do at present. 
Nor will we spend time on the brethren who mix up 
psychology, spiritualism, and vagne symbolism with 
their teaching. A real, live “hoodoo” is a valuable 
animal if properly fed and cared for. And a good dose 
of impressive mysticism is a good thing to quiet the 
nerves of a refractory pupil, yon know (and keep him 
from going to the other fellow). 
Without going into details, ad nauseam, I will close 
this little chat, which is perhaps not so inclusive as 
suggestive, by quoting below an advertisement in a 
paper that was recently sent me. I quote it only in 
part, and the italics are mine. Bnt it shows that the 
originator of the scheme is willing to supply the dear 
public with the humbug they so crave. The gentleman 
has certainly taken leaves from the book of Barnum. 
The advertisement runs as follows : 
PROFESSOR BLANK’S 
New Theorized Analysis of Music—Important. 
The only system that gives yon an easy, quick, and 
perfect understanding of mnsic. It can be learned in 
one term of twenty lessons. It will make you play or 
singiutime. It will make you self-progressive. 11 will 
make you have a desire to practice. It will make you 
interested in music. It will give you what you would 
like to know. It will make you play or sing correctly. 
It will make you a better student. It will make you a 
better teacher. It will make you accomplish in one year 
what it usually lakes from three to fire years. 
It commences at the bottom ot music. It is enjoyable 
to study. It only takes from two to three hours each tc>ek 
of time. It tells you why you should never be told that a 
whole note gets four counts. It tells you things that 
makes yon understand music. It can be learned by 
those who have not studied music. It will benefit any 
one on any instrument, or the voice of any number ol 
years of practice or proficiency in music. 
It was conceived in lf-91 by Prof. -. It was de¬ 
veloped and perfected by Prof.-. It is now being 
taught by Prof. -. Place your children in this 
echool and get a true, self-convincing, infallible under¬ 
standing of music, and accomplish more in one term of 
true rendering and understanding of music than is usu¬ 
ally acquired in two years. 
How.' many of ns have allowed ourselves to he drawn 
aside from our principal line of work to labor, fora time 
at least, in some other branch, thus diverting the atten¬ 
tion and concentration so essential to success! The 
wasteof energy in the course of the professional career 
of many musicians is no small thing. If applied to the 
strongest point, it might have carried many a teafher 
and would-be artist to success instead of just stopping 
short of it. Every musician should strive to he a 
specialist at least in one thing. The day may mine 
when we will have consulting specialists in music as1D 
medicine. 
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VENIZIA E NAPOLI. 
Edited and fingered by 
Jfdaurits Leefson. 
Quasi Allegretto. 
F. LISZT. 
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PETITE MORCEAU. 
William K.Bassford,Op.l32, No.l. 
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Arr.by H.Engelmann. 
Moderate 
La Prineesa. 
Spanish. Dance. 
La Prineesa. 
Spanish Dance. 
Arr.by H. Engeimann. PP TMO Otto M6rz( Op. 5,No. 2. 
Moderato. 
2687.4 * From Fine go to Trio. 
10 SEC0ND0. 
v v 
& Repent whole of first part. 
PRIMO. 
26S7.4 
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OLD FRENCH DANCE. 
CHACONNE. 
“ground bass”. Of this latter type,is the celebrated 
Chaconne by Bach,in his fourth sonata for violin 
solo. Couperin wrote some in 2-4 time.It should 
be played with a well-marked rhythm. 
The Chaconne is an old dance, generally con¬ 
sidered to be of Spanish origin. It was usual¬ 
ly in 3-4 time,and moderately slow in movement, 
and,in the older forms,generally constructed on a 
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X<> 2749 PENSEE. 
Charles Godard, Op. 83. 
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A Resolve. 
Obstination. 
English version by 
Constance Bache. 
H. de Fontenailles. 
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plore me Not to let her im - age be - guile, 
di re! L'ou-bli me se - rait o - di - eux, 
plore me, All thoughts of her a - way to keep, 
di re! Dut el - le - me - me l'i - gno-rer: 
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smile. 
dieux 3. It is all in vain to en- treat me 
weep 3.Vous au-rez beau dire et beau fai - re, 
re r. 
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Away Among the Flowers. 
Philip H. Goepp. 
cresc. 
bright; And in the dew-y mead - ows The clo-ver tops are white.— A 
-4-rJ^-hJ J J ■ I I I . . ■ I I L l I J 
cresc. 
way a-mong the blos-soms . A hap - py world is ours; Then praise our Heavn-ly 
Fa - ther, Whose smile is _ on the floors, Then praise onrHeavWy Fa - ther.Whose 
•> «> 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON PRACTICAL HARMONY. 
by s. n. penfield. 
Oub title suggests the possibility of such a thing as 
impractical harmony, and, indeed, those of us who have 
given our lives largely to actual composition and the 
teaching of harmony and composition, and who are ever 
searching for theoretic works to help us, and to serve as 
text books for our instruction, know and appreciate how 
unsatisfactory are the barmODy books yet published. 
From Rameau and Gottfried Weber down to the pres¬ 
ent time numberless attempts have been made to deline¬ 
ate the underlying principles of composition, all of them 
containing points of interest to students and composers, 
but all falling short of a full and sufficient, yet concise 
and graded, presentation of the facts and theories which 
underlie all music, classic or modern, from Josquin de 
Pres and Palestrina down to Wagner and Richard 
Strauss. Books that seemed sufficient thirty or twenty 
years ago are to day antiquated and perhaps outlawed. 
It is, of course, too much to expect all this within the 
limits of any one book, even if consisting of several 
volumes. Every writer on musical theory has his special 
hobby. This is but natural, and perhaps beneficial, as 
the field is too vast for any one man, and most of the 
world’s progress has been effected by specialists. The 
chief trouble is that the specialists magnify their hobbies 
until these fill the field of vision. 
It is safe and easy to criticize the works of any one 
long dead and gone. Therefore we run no risk of suit 
for libel or slander in recording the general conviction of 
the musical world that there is no work antedating the 
“Theory of Musical Composition ” of Gottfried Weber 
which is worthy of consideration from the modern point 
of view. If one has patience to wade through Weber’s 
book he will find it clear and lucid and carefully graded, 
but tedious and pedantic. He regards his readers as 
knowing nothing, and able to absorb only the least bit 
of nutriment at a meal. 
Marx’s “Musical Composition” is interesting and 
fanciful, treats the subject of composition from a novel 
point of view, writes interesting things about musical 
composition, but does not give the subject matter which 
we search for. It is in no sense a text-book. 
Richter, Sechter, Weitzmann, Prout, Riemann, Jadas¬ 
sohn, Clarke, and Goodrich have all written valuable 
works. They treat the subject from different stand¬ 
points and in different ways, except that Jadassohn is 
the legitimate successor of Richter, merely extending 
and amplifying the method of his predecessor in the 
Leipzig Conservatory, and bringing it up to date. 
Yet all have their limitations and are more or less un¬ 
satisfactory. Some magnify unduly the importance of 
certain small effects or progressions. Some are not prop¬ 
erly systematic. Some treat their readers as pretty ad¬ 
vanced musicians, and take too many things for granted, 
and therefore discourage young students ; while others 
suppose the public for which they write to be begin¬ 
ners, and witless ones at that, and are therefore tedious 
for the musicians and students who are of the average 
quickness of ear and apprehension. 
Some authors have pet theories which their books 
roust bolster up and sustain, no matter how unnatural 
for example, Riemann, with his chord built downward 
rom its top note. Some books contain few or no exer¬ 
cises for pupils to work out, and are therefore of small 
nse aii text-books. Some have as their exercises the 
®ost mechanical, dry as-dust phrases, which utterly fail 
o interest or stimulate the student. Some enter upon 
0D8, metaphysical disquisitions, hard to follow and 
understand, and of small practical benefit, such as Dr. 
auptmann s works and Richter's two-page note trying 
aw'ount for the prohibition of parallel fifths, as though 
^were not sufficient that the ear finds them unpleasant. 
u objectionable thing in many books is the omission of 
j erc'8es for working ont with given soprano. It is as 
uiportant for a pnpil to learn to construct a bass as any 
otner part. 
^^ertainly, it ig impossible to write a book of moderate 
jl. at 8^a^ supply the wants of the two classes of 
pia *D^8 *^'0se fhat have already a good knowledge of 
no and organ, and those that are practically begin- 
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ners. The former are supposed to have a clear idea of 
notation, of tonality, of the structure of the scales, with 
a pretty quick ear and with some conception of the most 
ordinary chords and their positions. The latter must be 
supposed to have no such previous knowledge to build 
upon. A book for these latter must be very elemen¬ 
tary, with the most explicit directions. For the more 
advanced such a book will prove very tiresome, if, in¬ 
deed, it does not quite lead to dropping of the study 
altogether. 
The proper book for advanced students should present, 
in rapid but concise order, the doctrine of intervals; 
then of chords and their succession, from the simplest 
to the most complex and unusual of recognized genuine 
chords with chromatic alterations and modulations ; 
then the use, explanation, and justification of additional 
notes, such as passing notes, suspensions, etc., and with 
real musical exercises from the very first—some with 
given soprano, others with given bass, to be worked out 
on the basis of true counterpoint by the pnpil, the latter 
to be obliged to rely largely on his own wits, and espe¬ 
cially on his own ear, for, after all, the training of the 
ear is the main thing to be accomplished in harmony 
study. 
Then there should be an analysis, with proper expla¬ 
nation of the numerous exceptions to the rules which 
have been laid down and exemplified in the book. For 
the benefit of students working without a teacher, a key 
at the back is useful. Beginners should be supplied by 
a preliminary book fitted to tbeir needs. 
Of the text-books already offered to the public, the 
writer prefers, for students of considerable proficiency at 
the piano or organ, Jadassohn’s “ Manual ” and Clarke's 
“ Harmony.” Both are clear, with exercises interesting 
to the ear and requiring real thought and ingenuity for 
their working-out. The foimer keeps his scholars too 
long on given bass work, while Clarke uses only soprano 
exercises, leaving the scholar practically to his own de¬ 
vices within the limits of chords already explained, and 
neither sufficiently exemplifies from modern writers who 
have let down the bars of classic rule and custom. Both 
works move too rapidly for beginners in music, bnt ad¬ 
vanced students will find them useful and helpful. They 
ach the same goal by different rontes. 
From all this we deduce that the true text-book on 
irmony has yet to be written. Doubtless it is yet too 
irly for snch work to appear, for our whole system of 
imposition is in a state of unrest, of fermentation, of 
range, and development. What was day before yester- 
iy deemed outrageous, was yesterday thought only 
ilr6, is to day perhaps allowable, and may be to morrow 
msi'dered admirable. Is there, then, no use for bar¬ 
ony books? no such thing as a science of harmony? 
crely there is to-day as much sense of eternal fitness as 
rer before. Gravity is as much a force in music as it 
as centuries ago. 
The magnetic needle may be enticed around the circle 
7 a nail, bnt its tendencies are ever due north, whether 
; the absence or presence of the nail. The leading tone 
rer gravitates to the tonic as much to day as when its 
ading was first noted. It may go elsewhere Water 
ay run nphill. Capillary attraction draws the sap of 
,e tree from the ground to the topmost twig, poss.Wy 
andreds of feet in the air. The result is onr extraordi- 
,ry vegetation. Yet there is a law of gravity which 
in not be ignored by the student of physics or the 
No mme successfully can the composer ignore the laws 
• harmonic gravitation. A positive rule is the tahula- 
on of a certain strong tendency in musical progression, 
negative rule is the tabulating of the nnsatisfacton- 
!r {^definite and sufficient object to *> thns ^ttaU"d 
,r which the experienced ear finds a justification. 
The text book should be the conservative force, and 
justified. 
Students of modern works are disposed to be skeptical 
as to the value of a rule which is as often violated as 
observed, and cynical young composers are becoming 
numerous who express their conviction that in music 
there is no such thiDg as law. Yet we can certainly say 
to-day that true art is perennial. Compositions that 
depend for their acceptance and success on their beiDg 
peculiar and piled up with discords, and not in tbeir 
inherent beauty, may be safely left to the oblivion that 
yawns for them. 
It is truly significant that Beethoven and Schumann 
in symphony or chamber music, Mozart and Gounod in 
opera, Bach and Handel in oratorio, Verdi and Schubert 
in concert songs, and Chopin in piano music, hold their 
own right alongside of the so-called advanced writers of 
to day ; and that there is often a positive feeling of relief 
when the classic work, with its symmetric, clear-cut, 
inspired themes and development, follows its modem 
and highly spiced successor on the same program. Even 
the quaint but pure and lovely harmonies of Palestrina 
are more appreciated as the years and the supposed ad¬ 
vancements go on. 
Bnt to return to our subject. The study of harmony 
is essential to great success in playingor even in singing, 
and certainly it is a sine qua non for the composer w ho 
spells art with a capital A. But while the science is so 
unsettled and in a transitional state, more depends on 
the teacher than on the text-book. A good teacher of 
harmony, as also of piano, singing, organ, or violin, can 
get along with almost any book, or without anything 
more than a host of pieces and examples drawn from the 
works of a good musical library, and he will easily 
invent the necessary exercises. The impoitant thing 
for teacher and pnpil to cultivate is reverence for and 
devotion to real beauty and a high purpose. They 
should have the feeling of Moses on approaching the 
burning bush—“Pnt off thy shoes from off thy feet, 
for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground. ” 
PRACTICE AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT. 
A whiter in the "Non-Conformist,” an English 
musical journal, asks the question, “Has it ever 
occurred to you that musical practice has the power to 
form and to perfect the character of a faithful stu¬ 
dent?” No donbt this has come up in the miDds of 
many teachers, and those whose experience has ex¬ 
tended over some time will have no hesitancy in giving 
an affirmative answer. Anything which is systematic, 
as all practice should be, tends to strengthen and to de¬ 
velop character. Routine hardens the one who follows 
it; he gains the power to move along in certain lines 
without any great demand upon mental force. Prac¬ 
tice, even of snch "dry” things as technical exercises, 
unfolds new ideas, new values every day, and thns the 
student learns that faith in persistent work which is a 
most necessary stimnlus to faithful, continuous labor. 
He knows that success is sure. 
This unfolding teaches the lesson that iD other things, 
besides music, patience and persistence must bring their 
reward, thus developing character in a most important 
manner. No vocation is a worthy one that does not 
develop and strengthen the individual, and prepare 
him for the many emergenciea that must he met in 
daily life. 
Teachers should pay attention to this—that a pupil 
learns to work in snch way as to strengthen the charac¬ 
ter along those lines which make strong men and wo¬ 
men, for music can do this, although careless, indifferent 
study will not. It takes earnestness of purpose, as in 
all other things. 
The French have the record of being the cleverest 
and most interesting of writers on the subject of art. 
They have a saying that has much strength and truth 
when applied in art criticism. A Frenchman does not, 
like many of those we meet at concerts, say “I don't 
like that piece; there’s nothing in it.” No! hie remark 
is, “ Oela ne me. dit rien ” (That says nothing to me). 
Which is the better ? 
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EDUCATION AND ITS DEMANDS UPON A 
MODERN TEACHER. 
IIV K. A. SMITH. 
11. 
[In the previous article on the above subject Mr. 
South considered a uuiulier of poiuts tmaring upon 
iuh.h'uI e>l.nation, and couatdered tbeiu from the stand- 
poiutof pedagogics. The special points were in regurd 
to the qiMlid -atloua, object, and compensntiou ol the 
t. u:hrr the quality of his work, his influence and man¬ 
ner The preseut instalment concludes an article that 
deserves m i*t careful and thorough reading, as well as 
conscientious study by all earnest teachers.—Ed J 
Duty of thk Tkacbkb to Himself. 
A toucher should improve Ainnelf. There is no excuse 
for one having taught a series of years, and at the close 
be found no more competent or cultured than when he 
began. 
The consciousness of growth finds its immediate re¬ 
ward in acquired power of illustration ; power to control 
one s -ell ; ability to control others ; confidence in future 
success ; knowledge that one is, day by day, doing iietter 
work. Yet in his growth the teacher should lake heed 
that it U not so entirely in one direction that a mere 
bobby is ridden, lie should remember that a course of 
practice th«t has long had the sanction of the wise and 
good is likely to have a large measure of troth in it. A 
bobby is usually extreme. It may have some merit in 
it, lint it may also possess much of error, and, while one 
is only studying and observing the good, others may 
perceive only the faults. So our varnished ideal, alter 
all, may be no nearer the best than if it hud never been 
discovered. 
IfgVVABD OF THK TKACHKK. 
The teacher's path is not always strewn with thorns. 
He has his own peculiar rewards He perceives the con¬ 
stant growth of mind among his pupils; he bus the 
coa* ioiisne-is of being engaged in a useful and honor¬ 
able calling. He is not infrequently held in grateful 
remembrance by bis friends and piipiht, and hia name 
enkindles the sentiment of gratitude and wurmest emo¬ 
tion in the hearts of mauy of hia pupils, even in after 
years, F 'or who can estimate the value and influence of 
•uch a work upon the life of a child, and, therefore, 
its effect upon the very life of a nation ? 
Attitude toward Otheh Tkachkbs. 
I’upila often come to one for instruction directly from 
another teacher In the same locality. It may lie that 
the change of teachers was made from personal consider¬ 
ations only, or as a matter of convenience, and not be¬ 
cause of superior advantages offered iu the course of in¬ 
struction. lie that as it may, the teacher has no right to 
make disparaging remarks concerning his predecessor's 
work, nor to eocourage the pnpil to make complaints 
that may be gross misrepresentations. Such a course is 
selfish and unjust in the extreme, and it is often the 
cause of much contention among musicians. No two 
persons teach just alike. Machines only do things in the 
same, stereotyped manner, go the best results may tie 
accomplished quite differently, and, after all, it is re- 
suite that rooot the most. Pulling down another’s 
work is not a good way to build up one's own. It en¬ 
courages a spirit of envy and malice that is bound to do 
its miserable work, causing music to become a source of 
perpetual discord, whereas it should be the harbinger of 
peace. But the canse is confessedly not with music 
itself, but in the prejudices of those who should he its 
friends and defenders. 
Teachers should encourage each other. They may 
thereby add to their own storehouse of knowledge, 
strengthen their own weaknesses, and engraft rnoch of 
another's ideas in such a manner as to be a positive 
help. 
Adapting another's thought and method is quite a dif¬ 
ferent thing from adopting it. The one is servile imita¬ 
tion, precludiog thought and individuality, making only 
machines of men. The other makes the men who make 
the machines that move every branch of the world's 
great industry. So the teachers who have had better 
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advantages than others—through force of circumstances 
it may lie—should be the more willing to impart to 
others. Giving does not impoverish. It enriches, and, 
like bread cast upon the waters, it shall return, bearing 
tenfold in blessing. Yet many teachers are so exclusive 
with their education, that they wonld impoverish the 
world, were it not for the fact that knowledge can not be 
cornered in the market. 
How fortnuate, then, that knowlege can not be monop¬ 
olized by men ! It is as free as the sunlight, and it is 
as impossible to lock it up as to imprison the rays of a 
sunbeam. 
Attitude toivabd Pupils and Pakents. 
Teachers many times make the common error of 
praising all that comes before their notice, but such is a 
mistaken encouragement, and results in an opposite 
effect from that intended. 
Parents should know how the child is progressing, and 
they should be given a fair and honest answer to their 
inquiry. Parents, if 'accurately informed, may the 
better cooperate with the teacher in all his efforts for 
the improvement of the child. 
The Lesson. 
To take up so much work at one time that it can not 
be done systematically or fully understood, is, of course, 
inadvisable. In such case a species of superficial cram¬ 
ming is acquired that can only prove detrimental to 
good results. So a pupil who is pushed beyond his 
capacity for appreciation can not enjoy his work nor do 
it justice. Often a dislike is created for the best in 
music when this plan has been carried too far. The best 
needs preparation, and, like a great mountain, it is not 
easily approached, except by many rngged intervals of 
roagh, ascending ground. To make the study of so 
great interest that it becomes a pleasure should be an 
object of the teacher, who must of necessity devise his 
own expedients, and if he possesses marked individu¬ 
ality bis own will usually be found the most successful. 
To reach the mind of a child, and to arouse an in¬ 
terest, stimulating in him a desire for knowledge, has 
its many-fold reward. It also awakens the mind of the 
teacher, and this is of no small importance, as teachers 
easily allow themselves to get into a rnt, and to fall into 
routine work so mechanically that there is no interest or 
spirit in it for themselves, therefore can be but little for 
the pnpil. 
The mind of a child is not like a jug, into which the 
contents may be poured indiscriminately with unvary¬ 
ing capacity, and then mixed by a little shaking. Here 
is where parents err and often forget their accustomed 
wisdom by intrusting the teaching of a child to most 
incompetent hands. In other things besides education 
where a child can have bnt one chance, as he can h 
child but once, and where success is everything to I 
for all time, and where a single mistake may ofteD pr 
ruinons-here the child is often under the inflnenci 
educators whose very presence is demoralizing and j 
nicions. As “the child is father to the man,” nn 
such conditions, is it to be wondered at that the me 
tone in many communities is not what it should 1 
The teacher, then, should have just views of edneati 
He should also have ideal views. Such an influe 
and attitude would stimulate and inspire the mind w 
a thirst for the highest knowledge. Powers would 
awakened that would call forth the higher faculties i 
harmonious action. The mere possession of facts is 
an education, else were an encyclopedia better than 
educated man ; but it is the best use one can make of 
few or many facts he may possess that weighs in 
balances and marks the destiny of the man. 
-—a ikurta, 
Many of the best minds of Europe, as well as 
own country, hold the opinion that teaching shoul 
profess,on, cailmg, as it does, the best energy, de, 
mg the best talents and largest self sacrifice amon 
of the professions. E.ther in money or honor it 
means receives the share which it so richly des 
The standard ol teachers, no doubt, should be r 
but what enconragement does the public offer t 
the-consummation of such a goal? The teache: 
not do it all, nor should it be expected or required of 
them. I venture to say that in any forward movement 
the teachers will, as a body, be found in the van. 
Apostbophe to Education. 
0, Education Supreme, what follies are committed in 
thy name 1 What inconsistencies thou hast to meet1 
What battles fight! What victories win ! What preju¬ 
dices overcome ! Church and State upon thee for assist¬ 
ance wait; the voice of law takes counsel of thee; thon 
adornest the brow of kings better than bis crown ; upon 
thee princes call, and to thee wise men make obeisance. 
Thon art mightier than the sword ; thou shapest the pen 
in its onward course ; poetry gives to language thy best 
estate, while music speaks when thoughts too deep for 
utterance wait upon the tongue. So must thou ever 
remain man’s great ally and friend, O Education Su¬ 
preme ! 
A RECORD BOOK OF COMPOSITIONS AND 
WORKS IN MUSICAL LITERATURE. 
BY IV. J. BALTZELL. 
A beading of three of the departments of The Etude, 
Mr. Mathews’ and Mr. Yan Cleve’s Letters and the 
Questions and Answers, suggests the idea that many 
teachers meet with a demand that they can not supply. 
The inquiries that are answered have to do with such 
troubles as, What shall I give to pupils in sucli-and snch 
a case? What pieces are there available for a certain 
kind of training ? What are good concert or recital 
pieces of a medium grade of difficulty ? 
Now, it is fair to say that the majority of teachers have 
used pieces which would be available in a considerable 
number of cases, only that memory has proven treacher¬ 
ous and no record has been kept. It may not have 
occurred to some of the teachers who read The Etude 
that the answers to questions in the three departments 
named were not intended solely for those who made the 
inquiries, but for all others who had met, are meeting, 
and may meet with the same troubles. I say “may 
meet,” for the reason that difficulties are constantly 
coming np in teaching routine that ought to beovereome 
promptly. 
The suggestion to be made is that every teacher should 
keep a record of pieces that he has found to be useful; 
this record to show composer's name, title of the piece, 
purpose for which it is suitable, grade of difficulty ; if a 
song, the different keys in which it can be had, and the 
range of the melody, not neglecting the name of the 
publisher, and of the editor, if it should be printed with 
special notes. Every piece given to a pupil should be 
listed in this way, and the book kept as a permanent 
record. It will also be found a useful thing to subdivide 
and to classify under heads as popular, concert, classical, 
technical, etc. 
A few words on the other point touched in the begin¬ 
ning of this article. If the teacher will read the three 
departments to which attention was directed, he will 
find pieces recommended for certain purposes. Even if 
he has no immediate need for such pieces, he may later 
find it very advantageous if he has made a record ol the 
works recommended. 
In the same book or in a separate one I wonld also keep 
note of works in musical literature bearing on certain 
subjects which have been recommended from time to 
time as having value to the teacher and the student. 
This is a particularly useful thing if one lives in a 
locality in which there is no public library or collection 
of works on mnsic that can be consulted. 
We all know the versatile man—how he charms us 
by the readiness with which he turns from one snljei 
to another, often speaking with brilliancy and lucidness. 
But it is apt to be a dangerous gilt unless well e®0 
trolled. So, also, it is very unwise for the mnsicstuden 
to attempt to qualify himself for teaching a number 
different instruments or to attempt to spread his labors 
over a wide range of activities. 
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THE PUPILS’ RECITAL. 
by t. l. bickaby. 
As the very first words of this article I would say 
that the recital is the best form of advertising the 
teacher has. It is one of his most powerful allies in 
obtaining satisfactory results in the way of pupils’ per¬ 
formances, and is one of the best and most effective 
means of getting and retaining patronage. In face of 
these facts no teacher can afford to ignore recitals—pro¬ 
vided they are given in the right way, in the proper 
spirit, and with a correct conception of what they are 
1U1, 
In the first place, teachers do not sufficiently discrim¬ 
inate between concerts, artist recitals, and pupils’ re¬ 
citals. These are three distinct and different affairs. 
Pnpils’ conceits are a misnomer. Pupils can not gi*e a 
concert, in the proper sense of the word. The term 
"artist recital ” explains itself. Bnt if a program is to 
be played by pupils, advertise it as such ; make it free— 
that is, make no charge, aud devote considerable effoit 
to get the right kind of people to attend. Then the 
teacher must never miss an opportunity to impress upon 
the pupils and audience the right ideas of what such a 
recital is. 
First and foremost, emphasize the fact that it is, 
primarily, not an eutertainment. The pupils’ recital is, 
in fact, neither more nor less than a xecitation—made 
to 150 or more people instead of to only one. It the 
pupils understand this, they will play with much more 
comfort, yet they will be just as anxious to distinguish 
themselves, or at least to play creditably. It the people 
in the audience know this, they will not be so liable to 
criticize or to find fault, nor will they look for undeserved 
praise for their children—a tax which some teachers 
seem to have levied on them, to their evident disgust. 
Under these circumstances pupils’ recitals can be given 
often—once a month at any rate. Thus every pupil 
has an opportunity to appear three or more times each 
year, preventing all heart-burnings or disappointments 
and offense. 
Further, if the recitals are given more frequently than 
is customary, the programs can be shorter, and are 
certainly more satislactory to the listeners. To inflict 
twenty-three or more amateur efforts on an audience is 
little short of criminal—besides being utterly useless to 
the pupils; for, as I have already said, the recital is 
simply a public recitation, the chief advantage of which 
is to accustom the young playeis to public appearances 
—not to show off, bat to gain confidence and assurance. 
Of what benefit is one annual appearance going to prove 
to any one ? 
It is only too often a source of worry for weeks pre¬ 
vious to the “trouble,” and just as often a subject for 
remorse for weeks afterward. 
Now, if these affairs are to be given often (and they 
must be, if the pupils are to derive any benefit there¬ 
from), it is evident that if the class is small, the difficulty 
°f getting np a program will be greater. But give fre¬ 
quent recitals, and this will gradually disappear, for, to 
quote Mr. Braine, in The Etude for September, 1898, 
us a means of holding pupils and gaining new ones, 
there is nothing so effective.” The teacher may have to 
draw opon outside help for a while. There are in every 
town quite a number of musical people who are only too 
glad to play or sing on the least provocation. In fact, this 
outside “talent” is a very desirable matter, especially 
in the case of vocal mnsic. Nothing is more tiresome 
than a program of amateur piano numbers, played by 
c ildren. A song adds a pleasing variety. As the pupils 
■ncrease in numbers, less assistance will be needed, of 
oourse. Sometimes it happens with more advanced 
Players that they will be required to play when they 
e not quite prepared a new solo. Here is where I 
ten practice on the audience a little deception, which 
B useful and certainly harmless. For instance, suppose 
one recital Nellie plays Moszkowski’s “ Etincelles.” 
^ater, for some good reason, I desire her to play it agaiD. 
ocording to the program, however, she does not do 
*>. for while her solo is by Moszkowski, it is called 
The French of the modern audience need 
® feare(!> nor their musical memory either. 
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Another thing that I think worth some consideration 
is the arrangement of the program. At one time I was 
in the habit of giving junior and senior recitals, but I 
gave that up for several reasons: chiefly because a 
junior recital was imposing too much on good nature. 
I now arrange the program in three parts, opening and 
closing with a duet or some combination of violin, 
piano, and organ, etc. 
The first part is taken by what I call my “ kinder¬ 
garten ”—the little ones. The second part is played by 
a group more advanced—intermediates. In the last part 
I present the best I have to offer. It might seem at first 
that this would tend to give offense, as it naturally leaves 
no doubt as to who are the best players. I prevent this 
by continually reminding the players that they must 
work and make themselves eligible for promotion to the 
higher classes. So far from giving offense, it acts as an 
incentive to increased woik. 
Now, the question might be asked here, if I require 
all pupils to play in public. I insist on it. Of course, 
if a pupil flatly refuses to play, that settles it I never 
appeal to the parents. These matters mnst be settled 
between the pnpil and the teacher. Coercion on the 
parents’ part wonld do more harm than good. On the 
other hand, I have had pupils who, from natural in¬ 
capacity for music, or inability to acquire any skill, 
were never placed on a program, for to do so wonld he 
painful to the player and her relatives, and very un¬ 
pleasant for teacher and audience. The best way, where 
it would be inexpedient to place a pnpil on a program, 
is to be as frank as possible, and explain matteisto both 
pupil and parent. The teacher may have one name less 
on his register, hut he had better lose a pnpil thus than 
lose him by an injudicious recital fiasco—because he cer¬ 
tainly would lose him. However, extreme cases of this 
kind are rare. It is very seldom that a pupil can not 
learn something simple, and one successful performance 
is a wonderful stimulant, and often works wonders later. 
In conclusion, remember that the recital is for the 
benefit of the young players ; further, it is not for the 
audience. It is not primarily an entertainment. If it 
proves to be one, so much the better. They can be, and 
often are, highly entertaining and delightful. If they 
are given in the right way and in the right spirit ; if 
they are looked upon as an integral part of the musical 
instruction, and an indispensable part; and if, in their 
preparation and arrangement, the teacher devotes a cer- 
tain amount of time and thought and study,—there is 
no doubt that they are the strongest ally the teacher 
has, and are of the greatest possible nse to those partici¬ 
pating. __ 
BEGINNING ARIGHT. 
BY PAUL PASTNOR. 
iTell begun is half done,” remember The em- 
, belongs strongly on the first word of the proverb. 
t simply think of beginning and “getting a good 
” rather than of beginning right, you may have to 
ck and do all your work over again, with the 
difficulty and labor of unlearning and undoing 
you have already accomplished. This caution 
>s with especial force and significance to young 
players, who are more apt than almost any other 
ners to enslave themselves to wrong notions and 
, at the outset. Every musician knows how 
ly, how discouraging these bad hab.ts and 
is cling, after they have been indnlged for a little 
It is of extreme importance that the beginner 
1 start right in the fundamental principles of p.ano- 
ag. Let me try to indicate a few plain paths that 
„inner should follow from the very first. 
Litrict «» possibly can. Ih« 
-riklog pom'- « *“ 7” 
This is the only way to insure delicacy, ex- 
“ge A rea percuss,ve brilliancy of touch. Think 
on, “^mflolds or rests forthehands. 
some beauty and some meaning, is capable of being ren¬ 
dered with some expression. This is easily proved by 
listening to an artist’s rendering of the most elementary 
passages. If every word is essentially a poem, as Emer¬ 
son affirms, then every musical phrase is a little song. 
By seeking to express these little songs, at the outset, 
in whatever you play, you will attain, naturally and 
progressively, the subtle art of expression. If you 
neglect expression entirely, as a beginner, your playing, 
no matter how correct, will always be more or less 
wooden and soulless. 
Wbat I have just said does not apply to scales, of 
course, or finger-exercises, which are the mere alphabet 
of music. Bnt it does apply to anything in the way of 
a musical sentence, a melodious or harmonious combina¬ 
tion of notes. 
3. Neverslight a passage. If you drop a note or strike 
it too indistinctly, go back and play the passage over 
until every note is clear and bears its proper proportion 
to the rest. The beginner whose habitual comment is, 
“ Oh, that is well enough,” will never become anything 
but a mediocre and stumbling player. Unless you de¬ 
terminedly put conscience into your playing, you 
might as well be amusing yourself in some other and 
cheaper way—for that is all your music will everamount 
to. 
4. Aim from the very first to be rid of self conscious¬ 
ness. You can never play well while yon are thinking 
of yourself, your effort, or another's opinion of yonr 
effort. Concentrate the powers of mind aud will upon 
what you are doing. Any current of subconsciousness 
is sure to run counter to the current of direct mental 
effort aud confuse it. Attention is something whiib, 
like a hair, can not be split or divided. It you think of 
yourself in the least degree, there will immediately be 
a confusing and blurring of mental energy, during 
which you will lose control of your fingers, make 
mistakes, and play in a blind and expressionless way. 
A good music teacher always tries to make a pupil not 
only forgetful of self, but forgetful also of the teacher’s 
presence. If this habit can once he established, nerv¬ 
ousness will entirely disappear, and the undivided, 
undistracted mental energy of the pupil will be directly 
applied to the task iu hand. 
These four plain paths are, I am convinced, of the 
greatest importance to beginners in music, especially 
beginners upon the pianoforte—that complicated, subtle, 
and wonderful instrument which legds all others in 
popular esteem and nse. If followed promptly and 
faithfully, the above suggestions ought to forestall many 
a mistake aud many a regret. I sincerely hope they 
may prove of use to readers of this journal who are just 
beginning their musical education. 
THOUGHT AND FEELING IN MUSIC STUDY 
by marie mkkrick. 
Some music students naturally exercise feeling and 
intelligence in all their work, but the majority do not. 
Those of the latter class, however, can often be made to 
think and to feel if the right means be employ ed. They 
should be compelled to use intelligence irom the very 
commencement of musical study, if they have an aver¬ 
age amount of that commodity to begin with. If they 
have not, or will not use what they have, they had 
better not attempt to study mnsic, as they will never 
make anything hut musical machines, and very poor 
ones at that. 
One can get infinitely more satisfaction from a music- 
box or an automatic piaDo than from a human music- 
machine. 
Any acceptable musical performance must be the child 
of thought and feeling. Thought may be likened to the 
strict, yet wise father, who insists upon correct bearing 
and conduct; feeling, to the tender, sensitive, yet withal 
passionate and strong mother. Governed by the one, 
inspired by the other, the simplest composition conveys 
its message to the hearer, a message of joy, hope, tran¬ 
quillity or mirth, gravity or tenderness, or some one of 
moods too numerous to mention. 
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DRAWBACKS OF MUSICAL STUDY IN SMALL 
TOWNS. 
BY PERLBY DUNN ALDRICH. 
Some recent occurrences in the coarse of my teaching 
lure le«l me to realize more than ever before the value 
of a musical atmosphere for the proper advancement of 
• student in bia musical education. 
The young student who comes to a good teacher from 
a small town nsnally has a most vague idea of what he 
wants to do, bia ideal being measured by his circum¬ 
scribed surroundings. He has a fine voice, perchance, 
and bis country audiences have yelled themselves hoarse 
at bis low C, which was a cross between a growl and a 
gulp ; or his high C, which was second cousin to a war- 
whoop ; and the unhappy fellow never suspects that it 
is not all as it should be until he places himself in the 
bands of a good teacher. 
Now, the endeavor of the teacher to replace this low 
ideal with one that is worthy bis talents is often heavily 
handicapped by an atmosphere which surrounds the 
student, created by a lot of enthusiastic admirers, who 
know about as much about music as a cat knows about 
paleontology. Both in their thought and speech they 
influence bis mind to believe that the loud, harsh tone 
is the one to cultivate, and that poor music, with its 
maudlin sentiment, is what be needs to study. They 
applaud only the inartistic, and misunderstand his first 
feeble steps toward what is truly artistic, thus making 
it difiicnlt for him to form new ideals—for this he must 
do as bis vision enlarges. 
Now, all this has a depressing effect npon the mind of 
the student, and keeps him groping in thedatk for many 
weeks or months, and is the cause of more failures than 
we, as teachers, realize, many of which might be avoided 
if we could snrround our students with a musical atmos¬ 
phere, which would overcome this evil until it had dis¬ 
appeared. 
I believe thoroughly in the efficacy of a thorough musi¬ 
cal atmosphere for a growing student I do not mean 
a quantity of music, but I do mean a quality of music. 
The greatness of an artist depends upon bis quality, and 
not upon his quantity. We do not measure an artist by 
his speed or his power, but by the sensitive balance of 
qualities that appear in his performances. 
Of course, a “musical atmosphere” is a very indefi¬ 
nite term, and can not be measured by the chemist’s ap¬ 
pliances ; but we may be certain that when a student is 
constantly in the company of one who is always thor¬ 
oughly artistic, he mast be influenced by the contact, at 
least in some degree. 
Many young teachers and students are, of course, re¬ 
mote from musical centers, and only hear occasional 
visiting artists, and those who have been through this 
stage of the game know how great an incentive these 
visits are, and how, for a few succeeding weeks at least, 
efforts are made to emulate the delicate touch or the fine 
diction of the artiat. Sometimes an occasion like this 
gives an impetus that lasts through a whole musical 
career, and gives color or trend to a whole musical life. 
Another soggeatinn occurs to me in this connection 
that I think rosy have value. It is the study of musical 
history as an art. I do not mean merely the memoris¬ 
ing of a few dates. Let the student study the art from 
its models, and not from what people say about them. 
Where he spends fifteen minutes studying the history, 
pure and simple, let him study the music of the same 
period for hours, for eiample, how many of my readers 
know anything about the Scarlattis or Carissimi from 
actual study or their compositions? 
A careful examination of their works will be a real de¬ 
light to any artist, and be will learn, if he has not already 
done so, that even the quaint old mnsical idioms of the 
early days, in the hands of the genuine master were 
alive with the glow of real musical feeling for beauty, 
in the same way that the canvases of Giotto and Cima- 
bne were made to glow with spiritual life in spite of the 
apparent rigidity and artificiality of their figures. 
The study of the real music of all epochs forms a musi¬ 
cal atmosphere for the student’s mind that would have 
a continual and uplifting influence on his musical life. 
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The young teacher who is by himself, away from the 
musical centers, can create this atmosphere by the ex¬ 
penditure of a little time and money. The first thing, 
of course, is to hear great performances, and when this 
is not possible the student should make his own atmos¬ 
phere by the study ot the great masters. 
AFTER WEARY YEARS. 
jVIUSICALi STORY. 
There is—or there used to be—in a little street in the 
neighborhood of the British Museum, an eating-house 
whose principal recommendation in the eyes ol its pa¬ 
trons was a three-course dinner for sixpence. It boasted 
a “first-class room,’’and this was interesting on account 
of the people to be seen in it. 
On a certain January afternoon, however, the room 
contained but two customers. They were a girl and a 
young man—strangers to each other. Both ordered and 
ate their dinner furtively, and both seemed to be 
ashamed of being there. 
“Will yon be offended if I speak to yon? I fancy 
we are in the same profession ? ” 
“ In the same boat, at any rate,” she said, with a little, 
rneful laugh. “ What makes you think so?” 
“You look musical. Aren’t you?” 
“I sing,” she said. “And you?” 
“ I imagine I compose.” 
“ Have you done any good? ” inquired the girl, after 
a slight pause. 
“ Not yet. I only hope. Have you an engagement 
anywhere?” 
" Not now ; I am trying for one.” 
“ It ’e an uphill life,” observed the young man, with 
a sigh. 
“Hateful!” agreed the girl; and there was silence 
again. 
When they bad paid their sixpence each they left, 
but stood at the door together. She held out her hand 
to him and wished him good-by. 
“Good-by,” replied he. “Oh, one moment! Will 
you tell me your name? ” 
“ Alma Brettan. And yours?” 
“ Mine is Theo Farr.” 
“ Any good fortune yet ? ” 
“No. Promises only promises-and they mean so 
little,” she replied, disconsolately. They had met at 
dinner again ; they now met there daily. It had be¬ 
come their babit-the custom of these two waifs in pro¬ 
fessional London—and each fonnd delight in the other’s 
company. 
“I have brought yon back the score of 1 Francesca ’ ” 
she said. “ I think I almost know it by heart ” 
“You like it?” 
“ It is really a masterpiece.” 
“And yet no manager will look at it,” he said 
bitterly. ’ 
“ Wait! Be patient! ” 
“ I am worn out with waiting. Bah ! talk of your- 
se . No chance of an engagement still, you say v ” 
None.” 
house and she wondered why. It was because h 
Ul. M ben he recovered and was able to leav 
house, a pale and pitiable object, with his pale fac 
hollow cheeks, the first thing he did was to wen 
way to the shabby table d’hote ; and now it was hi, 
to wonder, for his fellow-Bohemian was not there 
ZTl iDt° 8prin*’ and «P™g into snmme 
stil be did not see her, and at last he grew to r 
that they would not meet again. 
ram/8! &r moniDS’ years later, 
“ “ ! one of lhe f?reat railway stations ir 
streets of Paris, tired and travel stained. The co 
r’Zr/r h8d been tonrin8«>e French pr, 
had disbanded, and she had arrived in the capm 
and friendless, ,n search of a new engagement 
entered an unpretentious restaurant close by, and, while 
her morning meal was being prepared, amused herself 
by glancing at a newspaper. “M. Theo Farr ! ” The 
name leaped out of the page and struck her eyes. Theo 
Farr in Paris—in print! Another moment showed her 
that “Francesca,” a new opera by an unknown com- 
poser, was to be produced as a venture three nights hence 
Her capital was considerably under twenty-five dollars 
She would go to him and beg of him, for the old time’s 
sake, the favor of a small part. She swallowed her 
meal in ten minutes and made her way excitedly to the 
stage door. 
“M. Theo Farr,” the doorkeeper informed her, “was 
lodging in the Rue Trouchet.” In a few moments a cab 
landed at the door. 
“M. Farr ! Is he in?” she asked, excitedly. 
He was smoking in an armchair by the window, and 
sprang up with an exclamation of amazement. 
“You? Is it possible? Oh, how glad I am !” 
“Tell me all !” she cried, when she had explained 
her errand. “Tell me all! You are a rich man?” 
“Oh, no, no—a very poor one. I teach and write 
songs—bnt I 've the chance of fame at last. The work 
is being put on as a stop-gap, so to speak ; bnt if it suc¬ 
ceeds-” He caught his breath. If it succeeded he 
was “made!” Time flew, and while they were dis¬ 
cussing the possibility of his securing her a small part 
at so late a date the door was opened violently, and a 
stout gentleman with a perspiring face burst in upon 
them. Theo paled at the sight. Instinctively he knew 
the manager had brought bad news. 
“Your prima donna has the influenza, and ‘Fran¬ 
cesca ’ can not be produced. That is all. ” 
The young man stood motionless. At a blow his 
world had crashed in ruins about him. The next in¬ 
stant Alma spoke : 
“Will you trust Francesca’s music to me?” 
Both men started as if they had been shot—Theo with 
hope, the manager in expostulation. 
“ Yon? ” echoed the latter. “ Who are you?” 
“I am nobody,” she said, calmly ; “but if you are 
willing I may be some one yet.” 
“ Bat—but are you mad? You could not study the 
score by Thursday night.” 
The familiar music was lying on a chair. She saw it, 
snatched at it, and thrust it into Theo’s hand. 
“ Play the accompaniment to the ‘ Invocation,’ ” she 
said, “lam going to sing it.” 
She began quietly. She realized as the first bars left 
her lips that she was singing for the crown of her ambi¬ 
tion ; more than all, she knew that she was singing for 
the salvation of the man she loved. He knew it, too, 
as their eyes met. The manager’s eyebrows lifted, and 
his hand shook a little as he turned the page. 
“For him I love—for him whom I adore!” Her 
voice rose, flooding the room, and when it died with her 
last chord the manager caught her by both bands. 
“Mademoiselle,” he said, gravely, “ I shall have the 
honor to submit a contract to yon this afternoon. A our 
friend should be grateful to you.” 
But Theo said nothing. Only his face spioke—and it 
was eloquent enough. 
Everybody knows what happened. When the curtain 
fell on the last act of “ Francesca ” the audience rose to 
their feet and called for the composer with cheers that 
rang through the house. He stood bowing amid the deaf 
ening plaudits, waiting for the frenzy to subside. But 
that was not to be yet. The prima donna must be re 
called, and Theo led her on once more, and they stood 
there together, while Paris screamed itself hoarse. 
Do you ask the sequel? It is a wedding party at a 
gay Parisian hotel. The bridegroom rises to return 
thanks, and says it is an appropriate thing that his w> e 
and he should breakfast in a restaurant to-day, because 
“it was in a certain restaurant . . • 8even Jears 
ago . . . not quite so fashionable a restaurant, F<jr 
haps,” etc. And the bride laughs merrily, while t 
people wonder why. 
—Maxim, for a Young Pupil.—11 Count your time, or 
there may he no accounting for the time.” 
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exaggeration in music. 
BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
IN his treatise on education wise Herbert Spencer has 
83id that the suppression of every error is commonly 
followed by a temporary ascendancy of the contrary 
error; that after one of these reactions the next advance 
is achieved by coordinating the antagonistic errors, and, 
at length, perceiving that they are opposite sides of one 
truth. , . , 
This one paragraph pictures quite plainly the course 
of music's advancement. Music may he likened to a 
pendulum which swings hack and forth through time, 
never resting, touching first one extreme, then the 
other, bnt never stopping at either ; sweeping on with 
a perfect equipoise, balancing admirably at whatever 
angle it may chance to be with time, despite the grue¬ 
some prophecies of all ages that the moment of final 
musical dissolution is at hand. It has swung from the 
hard, dry teaching of the past,’ far over to the opposite 
method of dancing gaily through the whole gamut of 
music; from having no intellectual voice to being liter¬ 
ally criticized, analyzed, and written to death ; from 
having none bnt the very barest editions to work from 
to having no edition without some modern little great 
man’s initials tacked on, and “revised and edited” al- 
mort out of all semblance to the original. 
And yet this latter state is neither so poor nor so great 
as those who mourn for “the good old ways,” or those 
who can see no farther than themselves and believe that 
music began with them and must end at their death, 
would have us believe. 
We have gone to extremes, hat we are a people given 
to extremes; and, though any keen observer can see 
error in our ways, it is but temporary error, horn of the 
times—the rather too extreme revulsion from the errors 
of the past. 
“ We go too far.” Yes, we do ; the trail of the super¬ 
lative is over it all. In going into certain questions, we 
will find music pregnant with the “signs of the times,” 
a tendency to superficial judgment, a struggle to make 
high-sounding axioms and alliterative maxims pass for 
wisdom, and a wild grasping after anything new. 
The methods and systems with which this country is 
deluged illustrate these faults prominently. Take the 
so called “ musical kindergarten ” methods as a first in¬ 
stance. Many good people have busied themselves of 
late years in attempts to apply Froebel’s system to 
music. For some reason,—not, perhaps, because it is 
the best, but more likely because there was more enter¬ 
prise behind it,—one system gained wider recognition. 
It was dropped into the musical world, and, like the 
scarf which Jenny Lind once dropped from a balcony, 
was seized up by the crowd and torn into shreds before 
one could well catch a glimpse of it. 
It was something to talk about, something to write 
about, something to criticize. Young teachers seized 
npon it as a short cut to fortune. Mothers saw in it a 
musical millennium, and believed it to be the manna, the 
feeding of which to their lambs might enable them to 
frisk gaily through the art of music. In the mean time 
grave and experienced gentlemen of the profession blew 
long winded notes of warning through the magazines, 
the burden of their lays being ever an awesome “be- 
ware! beware ! ” 
And so this little system was tossed about, and blessed 
and cursed, praised and condemned, until it gathered 
much size from all these divers pellets aimed at it and 
stuck on to it, and threatened to run down and roll out 
o^ery music teacher so inflated as to believe herself capa- 
6 to teach without a “system.” It really looked, at 
tlme> as though it would be compulsory for every 
her to lay aside old traditions, expend many hard¬ 
ened dollars, and teach according to the “system,” 
’W ens volens; and, torn between the threat of utter exter¬ 
mination, the “notes of warning,” and inner convic- 
®n,i a large percentage of teacherhood was, for one 
ile, in a rather unhappy state, 
ki h *S enou®k to *>7 that we have as yet no mnsical 
u ergarten which really embodies Froehel’s doctrine. 
ose w« have at present are not quite true, because they 
Dot bring about that natural sequence in which facul- 
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ties spontaneously develop. They have not brought 
about a gradual, nominal transition from the simple to 
the complex. They take children in as frisky beings 
with a love for play, and send them out frisky beings 
with a love for play, the sole difference being that they 
have learned one new game—“music.” Many loDg talks 
with teachers who have taken children fresh from the 
kindergarten have proved this exclusively: their love 
for play is cultivated, their repugnance for work, as 
such, is increased. 
When we learn to look quietly, intellectually, at each 
method introduced to us ; learn to extract the good that 
is in each one and to make it a part of that system which 
every teacher must formulate for himself; and, instead 
of pronouncing each one either the “grandest invention 
of the age” or “the greatest evil ever imposed npon 
credulous musiedom,” think of each as one step, only 
one step, but nevertheless one step, and to be valued 
as such in the onward march of progress,—we shall have 
struck one blow at the ridiculous superlative to which 
we are thoughtlessly prone. 
Continuing the consideration of the movement for the 
simplifying of music, we come naturally to speak of 
editions. In a recent interview Leschetizky said : “ I 
have been asked to bring forth a new edition of Chopin, 
and I have declined the task. When I hear stiff 
playing, with many mannerisms, I at once conclude 
that the performer has studied the Von Biilow edition. 
I have often observed that American students are 
addicted, to this practice. Superabundant commentary 
is a testimonium pauperlatis. Goethe and Longfellow 
need no commentators.” 
This statement of Leschetizky will undoubtedly be 
received with varying emotions, for over the question of 
editions also the superlative threads its way, and distoits 
and contorts it into many a devious phase. There are 
still the conservatives on the one hand, who hold that 
“first editions are the most correct because the least 
corrected,” and laugh sardonically at the tangle which 
often occurs because of the many interpretations to 
which the masters are subjected, as, for instance, when 
an editor, on receiving two editions of Bach which 
appeared simultaneously, got dreadfully “mixed” on 
the phrase question. After putting three editions for 
an eight-note phrase against the Peters’ for a long 
phrase, he gives it up, and asks plaintively, “As Bach 
marked no phrasing, which is right?” 
Many are the opportunities given the conservatives to 
laugh, in the editions being issued every day ; hut the 
pendulum swings over to the modern side nevertheless 
and they are quite justified in asking that the voca and 
violin terms be abolished from piano music and replaced 
by those which are applicable. And, again, teachers are 
much assisted by a wise hint now and then as to an 
obscure melody, and by intelligent phrasing if the 
revision only stopped there. Bnt it doesnit. The 
superlative must needs make itself felt, and the whole¬ 
sale reconstruction of the masters quite takes one s 
! Agoing too far to say that a master was “fet- 
hv the temper of his time,” and so consider it 
!anr to recompose his compositions? Why not 
t the masters to stand as representatives of their 
? Let moderns he as modern as moderns can be, 
, to modernize the ancients is too ranch, 
nnerabundant commentary is a tesUmomum pan- 
•/ it is, indeed ; and there are — 
esent the reviser's taking it for granted that all 
. must he spelled out for them, as is the presen 
DT,n revises Rubinstein, adds notes, breaks runs 
50 and divides them up between the hands, and 
mnsic i„ and ont and all about, with com- 
. then he grumbles in a foot-note that this 
/thing should he necessary. He t^es the Uiteh 
d poverty of the student for granted, and we 
1 r \L «av “You are lacking in wisdom, 
,SS b, «wig.a t. mi it t. *» t» 
afraid that the “careful editing” has a twin brother in 
“the superlative,” judging from the many latter-day 
editions which leave the student no thoughts to think, 
no hard nuts to crack ; so that if a dead master could 
see his music as it is now published, he must either 
think that the students of to-day are all simpletons, or 
that the tendency is to make them so, and he could not 
but wonder that the youth far enough advanced for the 
classics must still be fed upon predigested mental food. 
Well, it is the same story of exaggeration ; the same 
fault of carrying a good thing too far; the same fault 
which crops out in our criticism, where the terse acidity 
of the Philistine pulls endlessly against the florid ver¬ 
biage of the quasi-optimists, making a dignified, cul¬ 
tured critique a thing of beauty and a joy forever; the 
same exaggeration which sent us crazy over pitch, from 
which aberration we are hut now recovering; which 
fashioned our mannerisms and eccentricities of dress, 
etc., to our endless ridicule, and sent many of us riding 
off astride the idea that the wisdom of yesterday is but 
the ignorance of to-day, attempting to trample down the 
melodists, content only with waking far-away disson¬ 
ances, remote and vague. 
But the “coordination " is just as sure of coming to 
pass as the errors themselves; reaction always follows 
excess. All the lost past has been lived slowly and 
painfully, nobly and erringly, for the bearing of gieat 
fruit. Music is not of the nature of a century plant. 
It is “ever-blooming.” The last blossoms have not 
been plucked, nor the last word said of music, and 
because errors are apparent is no sign of degeneration. 
Musicians are of the earth earthy, and, I suppose, are 
possessed, as well as other men, of that “ idiotic area ” 
to which Oliver Wendell Holmes is so fond of referring, 
hut it has yet to be proved that it occupies a larger 
space in the musician's cranium than in his less gifted 
brother’s. 
In “ The Fool's Prayer ” Sill declares that it is not by 
sin or by passion that we most offend, but by our “ fool¬ 
ishness.” Musical errors are largely the result of simple, 
common, everyday foolishness ; through this and by 
this do we most offend ; the foolishness of exaggeration, 
in speech, in manner, in writing, in playing that most 
foolish game, “Follow the leader,” in which we every 
day see the multitude engaged quite earnestly and seri- 
onsly,—superlative in thought and given up to fool¬ 
ishness. 
So, then, to coordinating ; adjusting the errors of to dsy 
and those which have gone before, and making of them 
ballast with which to obtain a finer equipoise, a less 
wobbling veracity, and a more flexible discernment! 
THE PEOPLE’S ORCHESTRA. 
A New York journalist has figured it out that the 
people of greater New York contribute $100,0(10 a year 
more to organ-grindere and street-piano “artists” than 
to the support of the Metropolitan Opera season. This 
is only another illustration of the fact that the middle 
classes and the poor often contribute more to any public 
cause, in the aggregate, than the rich. According to a 
manufacturer of hand-organs, there are neatly "00 
organs in the area of greater New York. Each man 
mnst take out a license, which permits him to play 
anywhere in the metropolitan area, except on Sundays. 
This manufacturer says the average daily earning power 
of an organ is $2.50 ; when times are good, considerably 
more. This is indeed a good return on an investment 
of $300, which is the price of a good organ. 
Taking the figures given, we find that the organ- 
grinders collect every day, except Sunday, some $1750, 
which in the year makes an aggregate of nearly $550,000; 
enough, if invested in good securities, to assist very 
materially in the support of a permanent orchestra. 
—The regularity, promptness, obedience, fidelity, and 
skill demanded in every kind of work, skilled or 
unskilled, compels the formation of a certain degree of 
character. No worker can keep his place who does not 
develop certain moral qualities in connection with his 
dfobit. 
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‘•WHO IS MUSICAL?” 
BY DB. AI.FRED WKN’ZEL. 
From tht GrrauD by Florence I*onar<l. 
H* who would be an aitist must I* a virtuoso so far 
ns concerns the technical side of hi* art; he must do all 
with ease, not with effort; bis playing mnst appear as 
play, not as work. The more this is true, the better 
able be will he to imbue the form with personality and 
to make his consciousness the instrument through which 
be recreates the ideas of the composer. To he the 
means to this end -that is the only legitimate use of 
technic. 
t* 
“ Musical musicians,” the expression of Karl Fuchs, 
is, unhappily, no pleonasm. I am almost inclined to 
belie re that it is easier for a camel to pass through a 
needle's eye than for the soul lest master of technic to fit 
himself to preach the Gospel of Art to mankind. 
The music-acrobat and the music-fanatic are both dis¬ 
eased with music anemia. The former sins against art 
iu baaing no tifeand no soul to breathe into the technical 
form ; the latter has not the power to bring his ideas of 
lifeandsoul into relation with the form. He isa counter¬ 
feiter who molds the golden mnsieal tone ponred through 
his imagination into too soft auil perishable a coin, or 
stamps upon it a worthless impress. He hammers ont, in 
a woiild-be-soulfulstyle, every noteofasuslained melody, 
makes brutal routrosts instead of careful gradation be¬ 
tween f irlifimo and jniiniiuimo, imposes on liia audience 
with long drawntnlls.closing r(i//c«/an</i,quasi unctuous, 
and mu/ d prnfnm ucieleramli, and many a trick with the 
pedals. This ‘'Cyclops of the l‘iano”lias lapsed into 
mannerism, and makes use of such nrts of magic to work 
the public into ecstasies. By giving out pathos in 
doable i|nantities he hopes to conceal the fact that Poly¬ 
hymnia has gifted him with a small intelligence. 
He is easily tempted to introduce into the classics a 
modern sentiment which is wholly foreign to the time 
from which they sprung. This involves at hast a dis¬ 
turbance of the form. How often Bncli and Mozart are 
so abused,—they who, least of all, ean endure such arbi¬ 
trary perversion ! Mozart forbids it by the sonny clear¬ 
ness and golden serenity of bis melodies ; Bach by the 
texture and strength of his form,—cast in bronze, as it 
were; a form which may at first seem cold, but which 
glows with a deep, strong fervor of earnestness. 
Herein is the eternal mystery of every genuine work 
of art, that although it is the product of a human will, 
yet it is at the same time a creation of an organic nature 
in which spirit and form nnite according to unalterable 
laws which exiat within the work itself. In this fact 
lies the distinction between the masterpieces of music 
and the products of shifting popular taste. 
The music-fanatic fills his work with false spirit, the 
spirit of the player who can not see into the heart of 
the composer, and, like a had actor, plays only himself. 
The master of technic, on the other band, perhaps from 
the very fear of permitting an alien spirit to creep in, 
presents the rhythmic and harmonic masses of sound 
as a stiff and dead mechanism, thinking it enough to 
exhibit the form into which the artist's thought baa 
cooled. 
A man may be able to distinguish between good and 
bad harmonies, may have a folly developed sense of 
rhythm, may attend religiously all concerts and operas, 
may master piano, violin, trumpet, zither, flute’ 
cymbal, and drum, and commit all sorts of mnsieal 
mist hief unpunished—here he may be moved to tears by 
a big pipe or a barrel organ, and attain astonishing pro¬ 
ductivity in composing —in fact,have a very satisfactory 
opinion of bis own knowledge and skill, and yet have 
hardly a drop of musical blood in bis veins, or an atom 
of musical intelligence in his constitution, and even 
then, with chronic incurable, musical poverty of the 
blood, keep activity and apparent health to a vary old age. 
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TEACHING THE CHILD. 
BY FBANK L. EYEB. 
“The child is father of the man,” said the. poet. 
What kind of men and women, then, are we, as teachers 
of these children, going to make? 
There is nothing so frail, nothing so impressionable, 
nothiug so pure, ns the sweet, innocent mind ol a child. 
It is a white sheet of paper, upon which you can inscribe 
almost what you will. The longer I live, and the longer 
I teach music, the more do I realize the seriousness of 
my work every time I look down into the little face oi 
my new pupil; and as I think of the vital influence I 
may exercise over that little life, not only in a musical, 
but in a moral direction (for we do teach more than 
music), I almost tremble. I do not intend to moralize, 
but unless the teacher has thought over this matter it is 
time that he should. He should know just how impor¬ 
tant he is to his child-pupils, not for the gratification of 
his vanity, but for the purpose of enabling him to realize 
the seriousness and responsibility of his work. 
It used to be said by many, and is yet by some, that 
“any teacher will do lor a beginner.” A greater fallacy 
thau that was never spoken. Many a little mind that 
might have shone musically bright, and blossomed and 
borne fruit of a golden hue, has been so dwarfed and 
stunted by these “good enough” teachers that to-day 
it is nothing but a knotted and gnarled limb of a tree 
in the world’s musical orchard. A beginner requires 
the best teacher that can be secured. He requires a 
teacher who will study his disposition, read his charac¬ 
ter, teach him according to his peculiarities and various 
needs, and bring out every particle of latent talent he 
may possess. 
One of the prime factors in child-teaching is interest. 
As a teacher, you must interest, and in order to do this, 
you must be interesting yourself. Yon must possess an 
interesting personality, a magnetic influence that will 
draw children to you. I don’t care how well educated 
you may be in music, or even how good a teacher, 
unless you can attract and interest the child, you will 
never have much success in this particular field of your 
work. 
I remember that once, while giving a lesson to a child 
whom I considered very musical, she said to me, “What 
does that mean?” It was a simple sign, snch as I so 
thoroughly understood myself, and supposed every one 
else understood, that I had never explained it to her. 
I had taken it for granted that she knew it. That ques¬ 
tion was a revelation to me, and it led to a series of 
questions which showed gross ignorance in a certain 
direction, the enlightening of which opened up a new 
field of pleasure for the child, and increased her interest 
tenfold. 
a twin mill. CAJTOI ICUl'B uicw aeverai gooci lessoni 
One is that, as teachers, we do not ask questions enougl 
Are yon sure that your pupil understands the meanin 
of all those signs, tempo marks, etc. ? You may hav 
explained them to her, but let her explain them to yot 
The answers may startle you and lead you to think yo 
are not so thorough a teacher as you considered yourse 
to be, after all. 
Another point is that, as teachers, we do not tal 
enough. When the lesson begins to drag, as drag < 
will once in a while, tell a little story, or talk pleasant) 
upon some subject, even though it be foreign to tb 
lesson. You will thus secure the interest of the pup 
again. Only the other day I had a very pleasant tal 
with a pnpil about the title of a piece of music, whic 
gave her much amusement and awakened such an inte: 
est and zeal for the practice of it that I was amazed £ 
e ease with which she learned it. The old complaii 
that it is so difficult to get children to practice I do nc 
sustain, bat I am not surprised that children do n< 
take an interest in their music, when I see the class < 
music and the methods-rif methods they are-som 
eachers use. Interest the child and he will practice < 
bis own accord. 
Cnri0Sity ia general'y W«U developed i 
the child. By appealing to that you com nearly alway 
arouse an interest. Never stifle a pupil’s curiosity. Let 
the child ask all the questions he will, and endeavor to 
answer them, making, if possible, some application to 
the lesson. 
It is possible, however, for a teacher to talk too mnch 
daring the lesson hour. I know a certain teacher whose 
lessons consisted largely of talk. He was well educated 
had traveled extensively, and could “talk like a book, ” 
as the saying is. He sometimes got staited and would 
talk away, forgetting all about the lesson, until the next 
pupil put in an appearance and brought him to a sense 
of his duty. 
Just the opposite was another teacher, who, when you 
went to him, gave you greeting, heard you play your 
lesson through, made a few comments and corrections, 
assigned you new work, and dismissed you with a curt 
“good day.” Now, if those two men had been melted 
down into one, we should have had a better teacher. 
Interesting music for the child is another important 
feature to be considered. Oh, how tired I am of the old 
instructors, of Czerny, Kohler, Bertini, Loeschhorn, 
Duvernoy, etc. Not but what the studies of these 
writers are good in many ways, but the bright children 
of this day and age do not want this pedagogical mate¬ 
rial so much as they want something bright and tha 
will appeal to the imagination. Something with a title 
which will suggest something. W. S. B. Mathews is 
to be commended for the titles he has tacked on to many 
little studies in his “ Graded Course,” which, had they 
appeared in the midst of twenty or thirty other studies, 
under a heading of “No. 5,” or “No. 6,” as the case 
might have been, would have meant little or nothing to 
the pupil. I maybe a little squeamish on this point, 
but I am even a little chary of giving a child a piece 
with such a title as “Rondo,” “Menuet,” or even a 
‘Sonatina.” A child is hardly old enough to appre¬ 
ciate musical form, and a title of that kind conveys little 
meaning to him. Unless you can connect a story with 
such pieces, or suggest a mental picture, the results are 
more thau likely to be indifferent. 
Ah, these bright faces, these innocent minds! Do we 
realize what influence we can exert over them ? “ Any 
one will do to teach my children.” What a mistake! 
If the man or woman is to love and appreciate classical 
music, how important is it that the child be given none 
but the best of music, and that from the hands of one 
who thoroughly understands the magnitude, dignity, 
and vital effects of his work, not to mention his ability 
s a teacher. 
I ardently wish that for the next five or ten years 
ur best composers would write nothing but children s 
msic, piano music, kindergarten songs, hymns, etc., 
nd that music-teachers, Sunday-school teachers, public 
chool superintendents, and every lover of good music 
rould see to it that such music is given to the children 
a all places where music is wont to be made. I know 
am treading on old ground, but I also know that it 
[ikes constant hammering to break a stone, and there- 
ire I say that, if the Sunday-school claims to be and 
re know it is—a place to educate the children to an un- 
erstandiDg of better things in this life, let it be a place 
rhere the child can learn what good music in the praise 
f God is also. The jingling nonsense taught our chil- 
ren in many of the Sunday schools is something mnsi- 
ians and others who can not help but realize the vitiat 
ag effect it must have on the taste should condemn 
nd abolish. 
I fear many of ns music-teachers underrate this teach 
lg of children. We would so mnch rather have a 
anced pupils. Well, it is an easy matter to teach an 
dvanced pupil compared to work with a little c 11 ' 
f all your pupils are children, and they are interest 
a music, and are making good progress, ten to one 
re a good teacher, and you can well afford to be Pron 
f the fact that you are engaged in one of the noble- 
.filings God has given man to follow—that of teaching 
—What signifies wishing and hoping for better tin) 
We may make these times better if we bestir ourse 
—Franklin. 
Stubto Experiences. 
R TEACHER’S WORK-BASKET. 
SUSAN LLOYD BAILY. 
Ox a little table in my music-room stands a small, 
blue chiDa tray, which I, being a domestic sort of person, 
““my work-basket. It is so useful that I think Icould 
not “keep house ” without it. It contains, in the first 
place my stock of lead-pencils, as I am not a man with 
flftv pickets and a pencil in each pocket. In passing, 
let me remark that this description of my work-basket 
contains no suggestions for the stronger sex, and no 
brother in the profession need waste his time in reading 
it, save as he may receive suggestions that he am adopt. 
Next in importance to the lead-pencils it holdsa lit tie, 
open face watch, and I can glance at it and tell how the 
time is flying without attracting the attention of my 
pupil. Why not simplify matters by having a clock? 
Because I scorn clocks as an abomination unfit for art, 
and will not tolerate one in my studio to tick the periods 
into distracting minutes, each one punctuated with sixty 
impudent seconds. 
My work-basket also contains a dainty silver and 
pearl contrivance presented to me, one Christmas, by a 
little pupil, and intended to use in opening letters. Do 
I use it to open letters? Not I! At the first glance I 
saw that it had possibilities far beyond the original in¬ 
tention of its designer. Its graceful pearl point serves 
as a most delicate and suggestive indicator of wrong 
notes, glistening with a whiteness that is startling 
against the black background of printer's ink. And 
where is the pnpil who can be annoyed or out of humor 
at corrections so daintily suggested ! Besides this, it does 
not make a mark on the clean page as a pencil invari¬ 
ably would. When a mark is necessary I can take a 
pencil and make it on purpose—large and black, too. I 
really imagine that the moral tone of my studio lias gone 
np since I have used the little letter opener as a pointer. 
The next thing in the basket, must it be confessed, is 
a good pair of manicure scissors. That really seems 
dreadful; it sounds as though pupils are savages and 
cultivate claws. Bat it isa fact that I have taught girls 
whom I could not trust to trim their nails properly 
unless they did it in my presence. What they think of 
me I do not know, but they never say anything. 
The work-basket also serves as a convenient and safe 
receptacle for surplus rings and bangle-bracelets, which 
pupils who possess more ornaments than knowledge 
persist in wearing until I get them properly broken in. 
It is well to have a regular place to put these things, for 
I find it embarrassing to discover, when a girl is two 
blocks away, a shining heap ou one corner of the piano 
for which I must be responsible until, perhaps, next 
lesson day. 
In tact, the resources of my work-basket seem endless 
and even extend to hospital supplies, for how often have 
I tenderly bound up invalid fingers with court-plaster. 
Verily, there is a domestic and practical side to this com¬ 
plex occupation of ours. 
A mBTROROmiC EXPERIENCE. 
HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
Undoubtedly, with the exception of the very few 
who eojoy it for the sense of exhilaration in right-doing 
which it promotes, children dislike the metronome with 
that instinctive dislike for restraint inherent in our race. 
A music teacher (like Homer) may nod ; the pedal 
sems a friendly aid to cover slips of hasty fingers ; and 
P^es, kindly in that they must be turned, offer a good 
excuse for "longw pnusce ” ; but the metronome !—that 
hute not, rest not,” inexorable, relentless, deliberate 
°* Mechanism !—there is no getting around or above 
' • It contradicts one so flatly, has so rode a way of 
^greeing with one, and is either eternally “ marching 
°a’. never deigning to pause for the weaker humanity 
0g"en to stumbling, or else pulling one back from the 
P*ce one would take, like so many tons of dead weight, 
nolens ; never accommodating itself to one’s self; 
n'h*^8 <'e*;esta*''e’ because so aggressively “ in the 
. ^ Something of this I have fancied vaguely por- 
y*d'n the faces of children as the lid of the metro- 
®e swung back, and they sat listening to tha little 
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thing tick out,44 This — is — how — it — should — be — 
done.” 
To be sure, we should except the maiden who, when 
asked if the metronome makes her nervous, answers, 
“Oh no, I do not mind it in the least.” In truth, she 
does not mind it, but sails serenely od, regardless if the 
bell occur on the first, second, or third count. She is of 
those lucky ones so absorbed in “me—number—one” 
that anything outside is but an occurrence. That the 
metronome does not agree with her own pulsation, and 
that this fact does not please Miss M. is unfortunate, 
but it is only an incident. “ Me—number—one ” is 
satisfied, so what matter ? Such people lose much, but 
they also escape much that is painful to those whose 
senses (sensory nerves) extend to the edge of self and 
come into contact with the outer world—and the metro¬ 
nome. 
A little pupil was playing one day, struggling to get 
the proper tempo. The metronome was tirelessly reiter¬ 
ating its unswerving monotone, and I sat absorbed in 
the progress of the work, satisfied that all was well. 
Suddeqly the music stopped with a crash ; the child 
turned to me a most harrowed little face and cried ont, 
“Oh, stop it! stop it this minute 1” I did, you may be 
sure. I was frightened for an instaut. 
Well, it was but one more of that long course of les¬ 
sons which begin when we begin to give lessons. 
Through the metronome I learned to gauge more care¬ 
fully a child’s power of endurance. 
Keeping account. 
E. A. SMITH. 
It is oiten difficult to secure the necessary amount of 
practice from pnpils. I have found an excellent way to 
accomplish the desired result—by having the dilatory 
pupil put down each day’s work and give an account of 
every day in which the requisite amount of practice was 
not given. The pnpil does not like to give a trivial 
reason to the earnest teacher, and it is usually a trivial 
reason that keeps the pupil from her duties in this re¬ 
spect. I find the pupil's lesson-book indispensable in 
keeping this account; there is a blank space for each day 
in the week, and it is convenient and orderly, and one 
can at a glance summarize the work. 
Having determined the time to practice, the attention 
can then be directed to how to practice, which is of no 
less importance. 
SOME QUEER PEOPLE. 
LEO E. HAENDEI.MAN. 
IT chanced that on one occasion I gave the same lesson 
over again to one of my pnpils, as she did not know 
it at all. Now, just imagine what I was told by t le 
mother of this pnpil. 
“ Sir we pay you for each lesson, and we want to get 
our money’s worth. Therefore, please drop that old 
lesson, since you were paid for it already, and go ahead 
with my daughter.” 
rN eighth grade pupil*. 
E. F. BEAL. 
A MARRIED lady, aged thirty years orsoengageda 
term of lessons. Preliminary questions elicited the fol¬ 
lowing information: , 
She had taken lessons of Prof. — A"1 e Teg 
for five years. She was in the eighth grade, or on 
toward graduation from his “course of study, as 
, expressed it. A piano-dealer had recommendtd 
Prof _-toher in most unqualified terms, and, being 
to believe him a very competent instructor. She 1 
never learned to count, considering it an ^possibility, 
, to study with a view to improvement 
and now w _ j,afl always done the counting 
other n»» ; > » »* '"(> 
, c ™ Pmfpcqor's class, and I snuaciereu. 
IrL'r to prep.™ *. 
build the foundation ^ ™us*'a'aD „ J*h d aiready begun 
“ Well,” said she, wilh lhat man’, 
to suspect that someth 8 - *, handmj80f dol- 
teaching, and althoughbitUrly)f_.. , 
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propose to start anew and accomplish something yet;— 
so there.” 
She played (or, rather, played at it until she broke 
down) “Angels Are Hovering Over Me.” Her playing 
was indicative, however, ol considerable talent and 
musical feeling. 
1 gave for her first lesson the third study in volume 
II of Mathews’ “ Graded Course.” Motives, phrases, 
musical thought, the different types of staccato and 
legato touch were revelations. At the end of the week 
she had nearly learned to count and play this exenise 
in 2-4 time ; although her lack of all systematic develop¬ 
ment caused it to require a brave effort of another week 
to perform the useful little study in anything like 
approximately correct tevijto. 
At the end of the second lesson she said, “I believe 
I can learn to count, after all.” In order to patch up 
the weak places in her well-nigh faultless (?) technic, 
I had her get Landon's “ Foundation Materials ” to 
use with the grade and the Mason exercises. 
HOmE ENCOURAGEmENT. 
S. A. WOLFF. 
A teacher’s work may lie much lightened by home 
influence, and pupils are brought to extra effort if this 
influence is exerted in the right direction. A few words 
of encouragement have often taken away all idea of 
drudgery. They cause a feeling of pleasure to the pupil 
when the hour for practice comes. 
A few months ago a pupil came to her lesson with a 
beaming face. A glance at her showed that something 
pleasant had occurred. We had not proceeded far with 
the lesson before she bubbled over with “Oh! I have 
learned all of my piece. Mamma said it was pretty, so 
I practiced it all, and I think it pretty, too.” Ot course 
she would. One can not practice anything with good 
will and not feel elated over the effort. On the other 
hand, the few words of her mother had made a great 
difference in the way the daughter bad regarded that 
piece and mnch of the music she had been study¬ 
ing. Her efforts since have been marked with more 
perseverance, as her lessons show. Often parents or 
some members of the family make some slighting remarks 
about the performance or progress the pupil is making, 
and thoroughly dishearten the latter, and sometimes 
even cause the discontinuance of lessons. 
DESCRIPTIVE METHODS. 
FLOBEXCE M. KING. 
I WELL remember worrying over my first pupil, a 
dear little girl, who beggtd me to give her piano lessons, 
as she was afraid of the big man who was the best 
teacher in town. 
Could I make the abstruse rules elementary enough, 
the intricate science pleasing enough, and just what key 
would unlock the door of her diminutive musical under¬ 
standing, were some of the problems which agitated me. 
A theme of Muller's, with two or three very simple 
variations, which looked very awe-inspiring to one little 
girl, became as clear as day when I explained to her that 
the theme was like her pretty little dress before it was 
trimmed. Variation No. 1 was the same dress, to be 
sure, lint with one. little ruffle sewed on. Variation No. 
2 was adorned with two flounces, uml so water. 
The simplified Minuet from !‘Don Juan ” became the 
“Waterloo” of another little girl; the dotted notes 
were scrambled over, and the tempo was decidedly jeiky, 
in spite of metronome, until I chanced to describe to her 
the slow, stately gliding of the old-time ladies, wilh 
their long satin gowns ; the haughty stride of the gentle¬ 
men in their queues and long tailed coats and flowered 
waistcoats, their knee-breeches and high, red heeled 
shoes with big lmckles; and, as if by magic, the 
wrinkles all smoothed ont of the execution. 
If a live finger exercise is made any more palatable by 
bring called a "Soldier’s March ” or a “Doll's Cradle 
Song,” why, I present the pill sugar-coated. Ktndes and 
scale-work pass ronster as bread and butter, while a 
little Gurlitt or Licbner “piece,” now and then, is 
treated as pastry or confectionery, —very nice in small 
quantities, bnt of no account for steady diet. 
If, by considering fingers tiny hammers, yon can in¬ 
sure the direct uplifted stroke from the knuckles, why 
not “ pretend ”? 
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CHATS WITH VOICE TEACHERS. 
V. 
Ilf R* arinc.1 a question the importance of which oar 
teicbar* may h ive overlooked. That is, how far are we 
responsible for the right use of the practice hours on 
the part of our pnpila? I buve addressed students fre¬ 
quently on the valneof intelligent and assiduous prac¬ 
tice ; but we have unquestionably an influence, if we 
care to exert it, which would greatly assist them by 
amplifying what sometimes mast seem quite serious 
problems. Home teachers make no allusion to the 
pupil’s work outside of the studio, allowing the difficul¬ 
ties which ap|>car in the work at hand to govern the 
efforts of the pupil at home. This is most reprehensi¬ 
ble, and certainly disqualifies a teacher for jnst criti¬ 
cism, since his share of the responsibility has not been 
folly assumed. Others content themselves by saying 
“ practice this and that division of the work certain 
periods,” which, while less reprehensible, yet it is not 
fully meeting the requirements ot the case. Quite too 
much responsibility in the way of practice is thrown 
onto the hands of the clock, which, while it may, with 
its ticking, supply rhythmic suggestions, yet fails as a 
mentor in all other particulars. Here are few things we 
can and should do invariably, which will place us so 
completely at the helm of the situation that there need 
be no doabt as to the efficacy of our system in each par¬ 
ticular case : 
First.—l*upile should be made to practice before tbeir 
teacher lor ten or fifteen minutes exactly as it is done at 
home, the tsaiher remaining a silent hot attentive lis¬ 
tener. A first trial will embarrass the pupil, but two or 
three repetitions will serve to relieve that, and excellent 
results mast follow. There will be many surprises in 
store for (be teacher who does this. He will find abun¬ 
dant opportunity to suggest where he little expected it. 
The value of the clock will then demonstrate itself, and 
the necessity for detimte restrictions in the use of the 
various exercises will become apparent. This experi¬ 
ment should not be made at the close of the lesson, but 
before it has begun ; it is under these conditions that 
the pupil reveala his individuality. If it ia attempted 
at the close of a lesson, the atmosphere of the studio is 
in force, and the valneof the illustration is weakened. 
Sei-ond.—The accompaniment to which the student 
accustoms biniBelf in practice mnst receive attention. 
Pupils who accompany themselves are prone to suffer 
from a division of effort, and too mnch stress can not be 
put upon the value of unaccompanied practice. 
Third.-The treatment of studies in detail while at 
work is impoitaot. 
A common fault is passing from end to end of studies 
rather than frequent repetition of phrases. A study or 
song should not be undertaken in its entirety until it 
has been fnlly comprehended and mastered, first by 
phrases, then by periods, and finally as a whole. The 
more trying puts have received the most attention by 
this process, and the voice is grooved toils requirements 
mnch more rapidly and with a higher degree of certainty 
in the difficult passages. 
Tuia comprehends, in the main, the value of the care¬ 
ful oversight of a pupil’s work on the part of a teacher. 
Oace the student realizes his accountability in this 
regard, he will confirm to the teacher’s wishes, and the 
need of further alliuious to the matter will cease. It is 
not sufficient to tell a pnpil to “ do thus and so ” in his 
practice. Until yon have repeatedly heard him try 
and fail, and fail and try again, yon can not be sure he 
will use his time to the very best advantage. It ia not 
the will that is lacking, bnt the understanding ; advice 
amouotsonlj to a theory, and we must not depend upon 
theories in matters as important as the correct use of the 
voice in practice. We rarely have pupils who spend 
more than two or three half hours a week with us. This, 
as against the number of hours they should work while 
away from us, is all the argument necessary for our aim¬ 
ing to exercise our fullest prerogatives in aiding them 
toward carrying on the work laid out for them in the 
lessons. The loyal teacher will hold himself responsi¬ 
ble for every moment the pupil uses his voice in prac¬ 
tice. 
Another matter is worth considering. There are most 
excellent teachers who question as to the narrowness of 
their circle of influence. If the work is satisfactory and 
the field capable of yielding a larger clientele, why do 
not they gain in the number and grade of their pupils ? 
While this subject is a delicate one, inasmuch as a 
variety of social and other conditions can not be ignored 
in considering it, a few hints bearing upon it in a general 
way may be in order. 
First, the mode of advertising is a tremendous factor 
in gaming the public confidence; so many resort to an 
indiscriminate use of the press, which in the majority of 
cases costs money that could be more wisely invested. 
A simple announcement card, giving the studio address, 
is all that professional ethics and good taste can justify. 
The real advertisement for a teacher is the same in 
opportunity as is afforded the physician. If his patients 
are healed, their friends fioek to the healer ; if a teacher’s 
pupils show commendable progress, their friends who dis¬ 
criminate will turn their patronage in his direction. 
Therefore frequent and not too formal musicales or re¬ 
ceptions serve admirably the double purpose of giving 
pupils an unostentatious appearance and a selected 
circle of friends opportunity to judge of their merit. 
Naturally the teacher comes in for his share of the criti¬ 
cism. If this plan consistently pursued does not serve 
the purpose, then the teacher may have just cause to 
search for radical delects, either in his system or else¬ 
where. If the subject of musicales and their mode of 
conduct is attractive, I will enlarge upon it in a subse¬ 
quent “Chats with Teachers.” 
bnaij wim VUILE STUDENTS. 
Y. 
How true it is that the nndeniable charm of melody 
which is fully equaled by the pleasure accompanyin 
the art of singing, tends to promote a disregard for th 
deeper meaning of the words one sings ! The office c 
the singer is not alone giving pleasure on the level c 
the senses. He should make the idea in the text of th 
first importance, appealing to the mind and sentimen 
of the listener through thought rather than throng 
sound. Failure to apply ibis principle to their wor 
explains why so many students render their soDgs ii 
difierently. It seems almost presumptuous to reiterat 
the adv.ee or warning in this particular; but, for the sak 
of presenting the matter so as to impress it upon th 
mmd, let ns adopt a convenient formula or set of rule 
and govern ourselves by the same in all future study c 
repertory; assuming, for the sake of arriving mor 
directly at this particular phase of the question, tha 
the se ections are worthy. We will first read the text 
we will next read it aloud ; we must now have gaina 
a general idea of what was in the author’s mind W 
w.l aga.n read it sentence by sentence ; repeating eacl 
entence many times with varying inflections, accent™ 
t.ons, and pauses, until the highest elocutionary pe, 
fee,ion of which we are capable bas been reached U 
“ESe,a”--XamPle’ t8ke the fir8t two Iin‘30f Keller’ 
”Swift fades the land I love behind me ; 
The raging ae» before me lies." 
How ordinary these words can be made by carelessly 
reading them ! Charge the mind with the awful earn¬ 
estness with which one must read those words under 
conditions suggested by the title, the heait breaking 
with pain at the consciousness of a hopeless separation 
from all that has made life'dear, and then repeat them ■ 
if they are still empty and weak, if they still sound 
empty and weak to yon as yon repeat them audibly, 
what a mockery this must be if you presume to sing 
them and attempt to present the picture in ail its terri¬ 
ble reality to others ! This brief illustration serves to 
cover the whole range of expression, and it is safe to 
assert that uutil the full force or fervor of every thought 
has found its way into your mind and heart, and thence 
into your speaking voice, you are not ready to study 
the effect which the words have made on the mind of 
the composer as revealed through the music. 
We are now equipped for the next and by no means 
less important responsibility: that of blending the 
conception of composer and author without in the 
least sacrificing the individuality of either. If a care¬ 
ful study of words is important, how much greater care 
should be exercised in the treatment of both the mnsic 
and the words ! Granting the priority in importance of 
the text, the music should be so wisely employed that 
it shall serve to accentuate the thought, at the same 
time revealing its own beauty and compatibility. The 
farther one pursues the subject the more deeply must 
he become impressed with the truth, that singing is not 
more a gift than an acquisition. 
It is my constant aim to bring young students to a 
realization of the fact that they are dealing with an art 
which must, to be worthily pursued, enlist the deepest 
concentration, greatest self-sacrifice, and most unswerv¬ 
ing loyalty to its diguity and force as to possibilities 
for education and refinement. The singer of culture is 
a musician ; his knowledge of music and its availability 
as a mouthpiece of expression make it impossible for 
him to approach it with anght but deference and sin¬ 
cerity. He discriminates between expression aid sen¬ 
timent. He knows that expression is a synonym of 
intelligence ; that feeling must be comprehended in 
expression or it would not be intelligent; but that 
emotional singing is an entirely different thing ; that 
when the singer is controlled by his emotions the result 
is an unhealthy, morbid condition, inartistic, because 
the prerogative of art is to control, not to yield. I, 
therefore, counsel my youDg friends to a most thought¬ 
ful pursuit of their vocal studies. The well is not oetp 
to those who are satisfied to drink at its suriace. 
The following clipping from a London paper is worthy 
your perusal: 
“ I went to the Sims Reeves benefit concert and was 
delighted by the lesson in artistic phrasing, manage¬ 
ment of breath, and varying of tone-color according to 
the meaning of the words, which the veteran tenor gave 
to ns all. In many ways, especially in the enunciation 
of the poem, without losing a grasp on pure cants bile 
style, Mr. Reeves could give Itssona to many a distin¬ 
guished singerof the day. And he himselt has explaine 
the reason for the style which I so much admired. 
“ ‘It is because 1 have always studied my icorns, 
have read them and phrased them in every possible way, 
asked myself what they meant, and interpreted t e 
according to my own feeling. I walk np and down, t) 
ing this line and trying that, UDtil I feel that 1 a 
struck the right idea. Singers do not study elocu t 
sufficiently, if at all. In a recitative, for 'nst{’D‘je’lt „ 
words are sacrificed to the music. In my method : 
are of equal importance.’ . T9 
“The ‘equal importance’ is just what most sis 
ignore. There are many who think ot nothing 11 
‘words,’ and there are still more who practical J P 
no attention either to their meaning or to their pro 
ciation. Both classes are really only balt-educa e . 
all know the singer who, made desperate by llis P a 
vocal gifts, takes to the singiDg of German songs 
style which he thinks is very intellectual—-that is ’ 
the words are ‘barked,’ and no attention is Pn1 . njle 
length and beauty of the musical phrase. I* ' j(j)er 
easy to sing German songs in that way. On 1 , ,^9 
hand, we have the singer who has a good voice!1B• ,r0. 
that it is more effective, musically, if treated as an 
ment—and so the words are totally ignored, t " ve9 
this latter class of vocalists wonders why it jan)e 
people as Jenny LiDd and Sims Reeves and "(g0 
Patti moved them. I do not believe that a 8' e . n 
move an nndience to enthusiasm unless he re j((j 
that the hearing of the word gives to soughs 
meaning and pathos.”—“ Musical Standard. 
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STUDIO INFLUENCES. 
BY FREDERIC W. ROOT. 
I hope that the heading under which my monthly 
articles have been written for the past year or so did 
not become too tiresome to the readers of The Etude. 
However that may be, we are done with the heading 
“Convenient Maxims, Formulas, etc., for Voice Teach¬ 
ing » Let us hope that these articles have done some¬ 
th,, to assist teachers in one of their subtlest problems, 
-namely, that of “creating an atmosphere” in which 
his or her work can be done to the best advantage. 
Perhaps all do not fully realize how potent a thing is 
this “atmosphere” or influence, this personal quality 
which every one has, and which, in the case of teacher, 
is a very large part of his equipment, even when nncon- 
sciously exercised. It is so extremely important that it 
may be worth onr while to look into the subject with 
some care. 
As in the atmosphere of the earth’s surface there may 
be stimulus or languor, so in personal influence there 
may be varying degrees of excitement or repose, depth 
or superficiality, seriousness or levity, steadiness and 
system or erratic impulse, high-mindedness or mean- 
spirited pettiness, art service or personal display. In 
the last two articles which we have devoted to the prob¬ 
lems of music-teaching we paid considerable attention 
to a discussion of some of these points, and remarked 
upon the degree in which music-teachers influence their 
pupils in these lines. The teacher who wins a pupil’s 
confidence exercises an enormous iufluence upon that 
pnpil; and when this influence continues, as it often 
does, through a series of years, the responsibilities are 
often larger than is generally realized. I once had a 
piano-teacher whose little finger was crooked when 
pressed upon the keys ; and I remember how diligently 
I tried to make my little finger crooked, jnst as his was. 
This teacher also had certain mannerisms which, in my 
devotion, I copied as faithfully as possible. Most for¬ 
tunately, in view of this devotional copying, this same 
teacher was a noble, upright, refined man, and a pro¬ 
found musician whose enthusiasm for the best there is 
in life and art was the best influence a pupil could have. 
Fortunately for society and for musical art, he is still 
exerting this influence, and I have no doubt that the 
Northampton girls will support my assertions. From 
what I know of two others of the teachers associated 
with Dr. Blodgett,-Mr. W. H. Daniell and Mr. H. D. 
Sleeper,—I can imagine that studio influences at Smith 
College are what they ought to be. 
I know of many lady voice-teachers and some gentle¬ 
men who have the faculty of “ creating an atmosphere ” 
I at is mnch prized by patrons who value refinement 
*D cn*tare- But here, as in everything else, we see the 
operation of the law of supply and demand. Any class 
o society can find studios in which the atmosphere, or 
Jence, is what they want. The leaders of society 
<an receive vocal culture for themselves and their scions 
studios where the teacher is their humble servant and 
pace nl flatterer; the shoddy element can obtain their 
^ n musical veneer from showy charlatans ; the “good 
thee,^K^ans w*’° “go to Paris when they die ” can find 
method*’'0'06 I,a''an Iue^10f* ” <>r the “latest French 
of th° ln stu<^03 which model themselves upon those 
of tbo Ca^ta'8 Europe. And so on through the list 
notion** T ° apProach the study of voice with distinct 
jority If°t"hat want. But it is perhaps the ma- 
"Hbontei0** Wh° Uke ”P this 8tndy.— yonng people 
tension fnence’ w^o *lave no well-defined compre- 
Pkter's h t*le^ need> and. being as clay in the 
>n the ly> though ignorantly, concerned 
charaeto.11' j°. 'Dduences which are to work upon their 
It ma *n ^ea*s and achievements, 
music stud*10 nnnecessary to remark that the object of 
the sake 0/ h 4° ma'5e muslc> that voice culture is for 
that this no- 4 6 Srt °f sinRin* i but experience shows 
former seri'04 c* *raPerfec,ly apprehended. In my 
*rn°ng 7ojles of articles I have referred to the tendency 
Pupils, verf* neat^lerS *° ')e apccialists. They say to 
place the Vo" ^ 01 tac***y’ *bat the teacher’s work is to 
pnpil mustT ^ teac^ execution and style ; that the 
*oceptahle m Q°W ^ 80tne other means how to make 
asi0, h'8 I hold, as a general thing, to be 
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an erroneous view of the subject. There are a few cases 
here and there of pupils brimming over with musical 
inspiration, who have only to be taught how to use the 
voice; but almost always one of the most important 
studio influences is to awaken musical perceptions, to 
train the ear, to exercise the imagination, and to culti¬ 
vate all those things which, after the voice is cultivated, 
shall give interest to the performance. This should be 
done in connection with the voice-training process, and 
without losing a moment after the work is begun. 
Mr. William Shakespeare, of London, is a conspicu¬ 
ous voice-teacher who is often quoted. Whether one 
considers his two-item formula adequate for voice-teach¬ 
ing or not, any one who knows his work must admire 
the musicianly phases of it. I remember his unusual 
treatment of harmonies while a young lady was singing 
her exercises to him upon one occasion when I was pres¬ 
ent at the lesson. 
It was one of the commonplace runs which teachers 
employ to afford illustrative practice upon the work of 
the moment. I did not charge my memory with the 
melodic phrase, bnt I remember his using a harmonic 
treatment, shown in the second measure below,—some¬ 
thing stimulating to the imagination, and educational 
to one preparing to deal with modern mnsic: 
i i i 
The voice-teacher may make the mistake of becoming 
too much interested in his own performance at the piano, 
and so neglect to concentrate his thought upon the wel¬ 
fare of the pnpil; bnt voice-trainers who are also genuine 
musicians will manage to give an air of musical effect 
to ordinary exercises by means of kaleidoscopic har¬ 
monies and accurate rhythm, which, in the coarse of a 
year or more, may exert an important influence upon 
the pupil’s subsequent musicianship. 
The pupils of one of the best voice-traiDere that I 
know in Europe generally sing badly, because, having 
no musical inspiration nor ability himself, he can not 
surround them with a musical atmosphere. If they are 
musical enough themselves to get along without this, 
they appear to advantage ; otherwise, not. 
For reasons along these lines, I preier Viardot’s One 
Hour of Study ” to Marchesi’s collection of scales and 
exercises, for example ; the former, while giving every 
necessary variety of scale and passage work, also con¬ 
tributes to the pupil’s growth in musicianly qualities ; 
whereas the latter presents these passages with the 
formality of wall-paper patterns. 
Some reflections upon this subject are prompted by 
the fact that an unusual number of vocal aspirants that 
I have recently examined, many of whom have had 
elaborate and expensive training, fail to make music; 
and it is my conviction that those who take singing les¬ 
sons should begin to do something—very simple it may 
be-in graceful, acceptable, even artistic manner, from a 
very early stage of the work, and that this item should 
be made to keep pace with technical training. 
MODERN SONG WRITERS. 
CARL A. FIELD. 
Ye hear a great deal nowadays about the ever-increas- 
nurnber of capable American composers, and there 
many such ; but a word about song writing. Grant- 
that musicians are prone to consider their part of the 
rk—the melody and musical seore-as the ‘ main 
uc ” still even they will admit that the words are of 
3e importance. But how often does an ordmary 
iposer select words utterly nnpoetical-not even cor- 
t from a technical literary standpoint-to set to Ins 
lodv generally, thus “putting the cart before the 
■se”'’ for the best composers have told ns that they 
rays set the words to music, not the mnsic to words 
tony would-be song writers forget, or are not well 
,ugh informed outside of their one art to know, that 
great songs have real poems, not mere verse, as their 
text. How beautiful are the words of Schubert’s songs ! 
—many of them taken from the fountain-head of true 
poesy, Shakspere. Then there are the many gems from 
Heine, and the tender, pathetic songs of Adelaide Proc¬ 
tor, and so many, many of Longfellow’s poems,-and 
Tennyson’s, and the lyrics of Jean Ingelow. 
There is a scientific and metaphysical reason for all of 
this. In the first place, it is unnecessary to tell the true 
musical composer that the words suggest the melody, 
and the entire technical treatment, as to rhythm, 
cadence, modulations, and dynamics. It would be im¬ 
possible to compose a sublime musical theme to rapid 
words, and every practical composer knows that it is 
just as impossible to compose light, “catchy” melodies 
to serious words. The oratorios have words of the 
highest spiritnal aspirations; the best operas have 
dramatic story and action; the best love songs have 
true, tender sentiments. 
We have heard the inexperienced and uninformed 
person say that the writing of words for songs must be 
the easiest branch of literary work ; that at most songs 
only required three or four verses, etc., forgetting that 
therein lay the difficulty of the literary process, requir¬ 
ing terseness, originality, and unexceptionally correct 
diction, and, more than all, forgetting that each song 
mast be a complete story, presenting some fancy, 
episode, or emotion. 
It is often remarked among the inner guild of literary 
workers that “ women write the best love songs ”—prob¬ 
ably, if this is so, because every woman knows how she 
would like to be wooed, and could many a time suggest 
to her awkward lover improvements on his oratory. 
Lastly, then, we must remind both the composer of 
the music and the author of tire words that the truth of 
the matter is that poetry and mnsic are twin sisters, 
each ever striving for supremacy over the other.— 
“ Courier.” 
SINGING IN TIME. 
KABLKTON HACKETT. 
Rhythm is the foundation of music. The first evi¬ 
dence of musical feeling is manifested in the sense of 
rhythmic accent or in “ beating time ” to some simple 
melody. From its first manifestation true musical feel¬ 
ing is always marked by a perfect sense of rhythm. 
Rhythm is, so to speak, the soul, of which time is the 
body. One can not sing or play rhythmically unless he 
first knows accurately the time. Yet no part of the 
young singer’s education is more apt to be faulty than 
in this matter of time. 
There is no greater handicap for the yonng singer 
than the careless instruction in his early years that per¬ 
mits him to grow np without any serious feeling for 
time. Time is in an especial degree the result of good 
routine, but it is an astounding fact that many pnpila 
have had absolutely no routine, no instruction, and 
simply do not know how to go to work to learn the time 
of a piece. If the piece is of a simple and very clearly 
marked rhythm, they fall into it somehow and get it so 
nearly right that the teacher lets it go at that. Bnt if 
the time is a little more complex, and especially if the 
accompaniment is distinct from the voice part, the pupil 
is quite at a loss, and in self-defense the teacher ponnds 
the piece into the pupil’s head note by note and trusts 
to luck to have it stay there. 
This is totally wrong, aDd in the majority of caeca 
quite nnnecessary. The simple fact is that the pnpil 
has not been taught to count. Say that a piece is in 
common time and the voice part begins on the fonrth 
beat of the second measure; an extraordinary number 
of pupils have no distinct idea when that fonrth beat 
has arrived. This is nonsense aDd the result of careless 
teaching. Nothing is simpler than to count the time, 
especially as the pupil has nothing else to do, bnt the 
pnpil does not know how to count. The rhythm may 
be so clearly accented that the head, or arm, or foot may 
be unconsciously heating time, hut the brain has not 
had instruction of the kind to enable it to count seven 
of those pulsations and begin on the eighth. How 
ridiculous that it should be true ! 
Once a pnpil who had l>een studying some five yeare 
and thought that the sang very well, too, began hseons 
I 
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with a new teacher. She midi? a not difficult song for 
him, and when she finished the teacher said : Do yon 
realize that that was out of time from beginning to 
end ? ” “ Why,” she said, “ I never pretend to sing in 
time.” 
She had been permitted to go her own way, singing 
as she “ felt the music,” until she wsb ready to sing 
some serious music, uud here she was squarely against a 
stone wall. She wished to study the oratorio and the 
song classics, but she simply could not get the time 
right. In this sort of music, unless you have had a 
thorough routine and know how to keep time, before 
you have sung a half a dozen measures you are so hope¬ 
lessly lost that there is nothing for it but stop and start 
over again. 
So this singer had to give up all her big songs, take 
the simplest to lie found and learn to sing them cor¬ 
rectly. But how exasperating, how unnecessary ! She 
never should have lieen permitted to learn how to sing 
incorrectly in the first place. 
If in the beginning, when you are singing simple 
songs and ballads, you study to sing them accurately, it 
is by no means a difficult matter. Then by degrees you 
pans to the more difficult, and the mastery of the prin¬ 
ciple in the first place makes the more difficult songs as 
easy to learn as the simple ones were. So yon grow 
musically until yon can grasp the complex music of the 
dossil's, but each step has been natural and logical, and 
you have bad an iutelligent grasp of the matter all the 
while. That is routine, or careful, intelligent teaching, 
and by this you have the foundation for serious work. 
The artist must have had such a routine in correct 
sieging that it has become second natnre to sing rhyth¬ 
mically. He gives the correct val uea to the notes,yet sings 
with entire freedom. This yon may take as certain,—you 
can not sing the great works unless you can siog them 
accurately. You can not sing them accurately when the 
time comes that your voice is ready for them, unless yon 
learn perfectly the song yon are now studying. If you 
can and do so learn all your songs now, you need not 
worry about the future. If not, there will come a dire 
day of reckoning.—11 American Conservator!/ Quarterly.’’ 
QUESTIONS flftD ArrstUERS. 
We have a number of interesting snbjects for the 
Questions and Answers Department, which, for want of 
space, will be held until the next issne. Do not hesi¬ 
tate to make free use of the question box.—Vocal Edi¬ 
tor. 
A. C. O.—1. The pronunciation of the final syllables of 
the words “ pinion,” “secret,” “ Saviour,”are precisely 
the same in singing as they are in speaking. Pronounce 
each word, dwelling on the final syllable, and the vowel 
effect thus gained most be precisely the same when it is 
sung. 
2. That depends upon the dialect. If you heard the 
word ** back ” spoken in Boston, and then heard it in 
Philadelphia, you would hardly find it to Ire a safe 
model for any other word. I think the word “ there ” 
carries a most definite vowel individuality with it, and 
would follow the custom of dialect quite as undeviat- 
ingly as would the word “ back.” 
U. In snch words as “ boy,” “joy,” etc., the mouth, 
tongue, and jaw are loyal to the first vowel sound in the 
diphthong, the “ y ” effect beingtreated precisely as yon 
would treat a consonant—suggested in finishing in order 
to complete the character of the word. 
Bkbth A. Fifteen minutes of sustained tones, half an 
hour of scales and arpeggios in light voice, should be the 
dailj food of the singer, with additional exercises, vary¬ 
ing with the grade of proficiency. 
Laura.—Your question is notclear. You say, “ What 
'* ,*?*•* thin8 ,or a strong alto voice, physically 
weak? Do you mean, What is the best thing for a 
strong alto votce, or for a physically weak body '> If the 
former, a gentle nse of the vowel “Oh” in not too 
rapid scale and arpeggio practice. If the latter, consult 
your physician. ’ 
Mary.—If the same vitality is maintained during the 
continuance of the note which the pupil nses to take it 
there will he no danger of the tones “ sinking back.” 
G L B.-Abt's “Singing Tutor,” for scale practice, 
and Lu|gen’s “ Twenty-six Melodic Exercises,”Auge- 
ner’s edition No. 6794, for solfeggio, will afford an earn- 
est student with a bass voice plenty of material for in¬ 
telligent, daily practice. 
Summer Music Schools and teachers who expect to 
continue their work during the summer months will 
notice the page in our columns to he devoted to their 
announcements. Write for special terms for May, 
June, and July issues. 
*.*• 
We received a very large number of essays for the 
Prize Essay Competition, which closed the first of this 
month. The examination of the essays has not been 
completed at the present time, bnt we can say that they 
are well written and on good, practical subjects. The 
difficulty has been an embarrassment of riches, so much 
so that the final decision will be one of considerable 
difficulty. These contests always briDg before the pub¬ 
lic new writers, often of original views and style of ex¬ 
pression, and afford an opportunity to measure against 
worthy competitors. 
The examination of the essays will be concluded during 
the present month, and announcement made as to prize 
winners in The Etude for May. The essays of the 
successful competitors will be published in The Etude 
for June. 
The publisher is exceedingly gratified at the interest 
displayed in these annual contests, and by the additional 
fact that the essays come from all sections of the United 
States and Canada, with one from Japan. 
•• 
•• 
We wish to invite the attention of the directors of 
conservatories and the music departments of schools to 
several educational books that have already received 
recognition from a number of schools and many private 
teachers as most valuable adjuncts to their work and as 
a basis for instruction in theory. “ Ear Training,” by 
Arthur E. Ileacox, is one of the best books on a subject 
that is recognized as one of the most important in 
musical instruction ; for training the fingers or the voice 
only makes but a one-sided musician, and ignores real 
training in music. Classes in this subject should he 
provided for in the musical curriculum of every school. 
Harmony,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke, has been gaining 
favor wherever introduced as a clear, concise text-book 
for tlie teaching of harmony. The work is not a treatise 
on harmony, a theory of harmony, hut a practical sys¬ 
tem of teaching the snhject. We call the attention of 
onr readers to the notice of this work in Mr. S. N. 
Penfield’s article on page 113 of this issne. We will be 
pleased to send copies of these two works, “ Ear Train¬ 
ing” and Clarke’s “Harmony,” on examination to the 
director of any conservatory or music department. 
Ev ery day we receive letters from onr subscribers in 
which they speak of the help that The Etude gives to 
them in their work as teachers and students of music, 
and, what is still more pleasant, renewals of subscrip¬ 
tions and orders for copies to be sent to new subscribers 
from among their pupils and friends. This is the most 
practical evidence of the fact that The Etude pleases 
its patrons, and that it is winning its way in new circles 
and territory. 
Several concert-players whose engagements take them 
over a great part of this country tell us that they find 
The Etude everywhere, and the best of words for its 
valuable qualities to all music lovers. 
Once again we wish to say that the journal is not for 
ie professional or student only, but for the great mass 
of musical amateurs everywhere as well. The musical 
supplements are made up of pieces of sterling worth and 
new compositions that will prove their value with use. 
I his is a good time to solicit subscriptions, and we will 
pleased to have a large number of onr friends send to 
f0r0nr P«>hium list with its valuable offers. The 
summer months will soon be here, and the teaching in¬ 
come can be augmented by means of soliciting subscrip 
tions to The Etude. 
It is with much pleasure that we announce the issuing 
of the second edition of Dr. H. A. Clarke’s Dew work 
on “Harmony” ; price, $1.25. Dr. Clarke is acknowl¬ 
edged by many to be the most successful teacher of 
harmony at the present day. This new work, in the 
short space of time in which it has been on the market, 
has had an unprecedented sale. The new edition will 
have a few corrections in it, although no errors of great 
moment were found. If you have not seen this work, 
send to us for a copy for examination. 
The two volumes of compositions to accompany the 
celebrated “Standard Graded Course of Studies,” by 
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews, entitled “Standard First and 
Second Grade Pieces,” and “Standard Third aDd 
Fourth Grade Pieces,” have both passed through 
another edition. No more valuable collections of piano 
music have ever been published. They have been 
selected as the best teaching material possible to be 
found. Popular, classic, and semi-classic pieces will 
be found represented. The price of each is $1.00. 
Mr. Chas. W. L an don, well known as the author of 
a number of instruction hooks, was perhaps first best 
known as the author of the most successful and popular 
“ Reed Organ Method ” which has ever been published. 
We require another edition—the thirteenth—of this pop¬ 
ular work. If you have not used this in your work, by 
all means send for a copy for examination. The retail 
price is $1.50 ; professional discount bas been reduced, 
and is very low. 
We also wish to mention the issuing of another edi¬ 
tion of the “ Writing Book,” by the same author. This 
work gives a practical and easily understood presents 
tion of every writable thing in the notation of music. 
The book abounds in new features to interest the pupil. 
Blank paper, with lines for writing music, is included 
in the book ; published complete for fifty cents, or in 
two books, each thirty cents. 
From the teacher’s standpoint, the publisher of this 
journal conducts one of the most complete and ialua >e 
snpply-honses that exists. We make a specialty of I 
teachers’ and college trade. By purchasing the stoc^ 
of the well known firm of Wm. A. Pond & Co. we ia * 
doubled our facilities for the prompt filling of orders- ^ 
you have not an account with us, we should be p ease ^ 
to hear from yon. We will send onr complete line 
catalogues, which will explain our method ot dea l > 
liberal terms, large discounts, and the many advan ag 
to be derived from dealing with us. 
Special Offer for April.—For $2.00 cash 
order we will renew your subscription to ^ 
for one year and send yon a copy, postpaid, o 
pean Reminiscences,” by Louis C. Elson. 
This is one of the most valuable books o 
literature in our catalogue. It was originally P“ 
as a subscription book, and was sold for $•> 00. ^ 
is not exclusively musical. Mr. Elson is one o coro¬ 
nate few in whom musical and literary gi 8 8 (oar 
bined. It contains the recollections of a 'aca 
in various countries. w9iol" 
For $1.75 we will send, in addition to the re^ 
your subscription to this journal, oDe copy ^ p0t>- 
one of the 22 x 28 musical portraits and P>‘^veo, 
lished by ns : Portraits of Mozart, Lisz , sBb 
Wagner, Mendelssohn, and Rubinstein , ®u' . the 
jecte,“ Harmony, ” “Inspiration,” “Beethoven at 
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Piano" “Mozart Directing His Requiem.” These 
offers are for the month of April only, and cash must 
accompany the orders. 
IN ordering any of the sheet music published by this 
bouse from other dealers than ourselves, be sure to men¬ 
tion that you desire the “ Presser Edition.” Our editions 
are carefully prepared by the best known teachers and 
musicians for teaching purposes. 
If yon desire music sent to yon to select from, particu¬ 
larly suitable for Decoration Day services, let us have 
your order early. We are prepared to fill such orders 
promptly and satisfactorily. 
Extraordinary Offer.—For $1.25 we will send, 
for introduction purpose, five new works, costing at 
least $5.00 retail. The books are all among the best, as 
follows: 
1. “Sonatina Album,” edited by Maurits Leefson. 
2. “Studies for Piano,” by A. Schmoll. 
3. “Sight Reading Album,” vol. II, by C.W. Landon. 
4. “Concert Duets for Piano.” 
5. “Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces,” by W. 
S. B. Mathews. 
Persons having good open accounts with us can have 
these books charged, but in that case postage is extra, 
about fifty cents. A number of the books will be pub¬ 
lished this month. The offer is one that no teacher can 
let go by. The books have been fully described in 
previous issues of The Etude. Send for a circular giv¬ 
ing full description. 
The success of the previous volumes of “ Standard 
Graded Pieces,” by W. S. B. Mathews, has moved us to 
issue another of more difficult music. The book will 
contain the best pieces of our catalogue in the fifth and 
sixth grade. Both classical and popular will be used in 
equal number. We will send the volume for thirty- 
five cents, postpaid. The offer will positively expire this 
month, as the work will be ready about April 20tb. The 
retail price is $1.00. Quite a number of the pieces in 
the book retail for $1.00 in sheet form. There is not an 
inferior piece in the volume. The title of the work is 
“Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces,” by W. S. B. 
Mathews, designed to accompany his famous “ Standard 
Graded Studies.” 
We have in press a volume of four-hand music for 
concert purposes. It will he issued this month, and in 
accordance with our custom we will make an advance 
offer of thirty five cents for the work for the month of 
April only. For this amount the work will be delivered 
to your address, postage paid. There is not one piece 
in the volume that will not cost more than the whole book, 
if purchased in sheet form. As the warmer weather 
approaches duet-playing becomes more popular. For 
closing concerts, pupils’ recitals, etc., this volume will 
prove excellent, as every piece in it will attract if played 
iu public. The pieces have been selected with the great¬ 
est care. Yon make no mistake by sending for a volume. 
Remember the offer closes this mouth. Thirty-five 
cents pays for the volume and postage. 
The Schmoll “Exercises for Piano,” which have been 
°u special offer, are expected out this month. Twenty 
cents will still procure a volume. These studies are of 
Moderate difficulty. They combine the technical with 
1 ® lyrical, and will make a good substitute for Heller’s 
^tndes. We predict for these studies a popular future. 
or introduction purposes we offer a volume for only 
twenty cents. 
k HE Sonatina Album,” by Mr. Leefson, which we 
g*Te *)een 0 Re ring in advance of publication for twenty- 
e cents, we had hoped to issue before this, but our en- 
^avers have been busy with other work. We are still 
^ 8 position to receive orders at same price, and will 
. 'UUe so until the hook is out. The sonatinas 
^ut er pieces in the book are of an easier grade than is 
>n sonatina albums. We give more variety. We 
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do not give the whole six of Clementi nor the usual dose 
of Kuhlau. There are more by the later writers—Foer- 
ster, Lichner, Vogel, Schmoll, etc. Send for a sample in 
advance before it is too late. 
We have a number of copies of the “ Elite Compilation 
of Songs and Ballads.” This volume is gotten up in the 
very best style, and contains a number of very choice 
songs. None of the hackneyed songs are in it. It con¬ 
tains the best songs by Denza, Cowen, Bohm, Goring 
Thomas, Tosti, Chaminade, etc. 
We have only a limited number of these, and as long 
as they last we will send them for 50 cents, postpaid. 
A great many students of music are not aware that 
they can procure the full score (Partitur) of many 
chamber music compositions for a very small sum. 
We can send a quartet by Haydn or Mozart for 15 
cents, postpaid ; or a quartet by Beethoven or Schubert 
for 25 cents, postpaid. The prices for these same quar¬ 
tets some time ago were two and three dollars. For 
students of music, these answer all purposes. The note 
is small, but very legible. They are published by Eulen- 
herg in Leipsic. 
We happen to he overstocked with these numbers and 
are selling them at the above low price. 
We have a numbeT of copies of an “Opera Album” 
by William Vincent Wallace, containing piano arrange¬ 
ments of the following operas: “Stradella,” “Don 
Juan,” “Zanberflote,” “ Ernani, ” “ FreiscbUtz, ” 
“ Preciosa,” etc. 
The arrangements are moderately difficult, bnt ex¬ 
ceedingly attractive. Any one of the arrangements in 
sheet form would cost not less than 60 cents. While 
the volumes last, we are selling them for only 15 cents 
postpaid. 
The Piano Studies which are published in the edi¬ 
tions known as Schirmer’s Library, Litolfl, and Peters, 
will, from this date, he sold at a much larger discount 
to the profession by this house. Send for special circu¬ 
lar giving full list. 
The following is a list of the names of teachers of 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic” that have been received 
since the appearance of the February issue. We will 
continue these lists from time to time as names accumu¬ 
late If you use Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” send 
in your name, also the names of any teachers you know 
who are using the system : 
M Bertha Robeson, 129 Third St., Newburgh, N. Y. 
Mrs F. T. Randall, Escanaba, Mich. 
C. F. Thomsen, 579 East Twenty-ninth St., Paterson, 
Randolph Parker, 4834 Frankford Ave., Phila. 
The Dominican Sisters, St. Catherine s Convent, North 
Twelfth and G Sts., Tacoma, Wash 
E F Beal, 858 East Elm St.. Springfield, Mo. 
Mrs. S. T. Taylor, Clanton, Ala. 
Cora B. Long, Newton, la. , „ n 
Stella Graves, 21 Gerry St, Deadwood, S. D. 
Mrs. C. R. Willey, Fairchild Mis. 
Mrs. G. W. Crozier. Mead, Neb. 
Six!'a~ i*. 
ChK£r5* Cb,i™fo* St, uw,u. 
THE next volume, No. n, of the “ Sight Reading 
Album ” bv Mr. Landon, is in an advanced state of prep- 
p“”8T*:e^ 
, rmViHr especially the feature 
S?Pf St? - 
content with emotional, rhythmic, and intellectual 
force, not learning the pieces as in the ordinary study 
of sheet music, hut always reading the music rather 
than the notes. To do this it is necessary to have easy 
music, music with short and decidedly expressive 
phrases, and music that has a decided rhythmic 
swing—music that appeals to the love of music inherent 
in the pupil. Until on the open market we offer this 
second volume at 25 cents each. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
Oue special musical number this month is a new edi¬ 
tion of Liszt’s well-known “ Gondoliera ” fioni the set 
“ Veniziae Napoli,” carefully revised and fingered by Mr. 
Maurits Leefson. This piece is especially suitable as a 
graduating piece for commenctment exercises, and we 
call the attention of teachers to it for use in this way. It 
is an unusually good piece both from the standpoint of 
technic as well as expression. The opening measures 
—the eighth-note figure on the left hand, with its rock¬ 
ing motion suggestive of the tide, and the sixteenth-note 
arpeggio, typifying the ripples breaking the surface of 
the water—may lie taken as representing any one of the 
numerous canals which abound in Venice or one of the 
broader lagoons. On the scene suddenly appears a gon¬ 
dola lazily floating now here, now there, perhaps con¬ 
taining a loviDg couple, indicated by the melody which 
Liszt introduces, and around which he weaves snch a 
rich variety of poetic embroidery. This melody is 
taken from a popular song, “ La Biondina iD Gondo- 
letta ” (“ The Fair-haired Girl in the Gondola ”), by 
the Chevalier Peruchini. The closing measures suggest 
the gradual fading of the gondola and its happy occu¬ 
pants from the view, leaving again the unbroken ex¬ 
panse of the lagoon as the final view in the panorama 
depicted by the composer. 
“Reverie,” by Wm. K. Bassford, is a beautiful 
little piece which every one who plays it will acknowl¬ 
edge to he most fittingly named. The character of the 
“Reverie” will be determined by the mood of the 
player. We are sure that it will appeal to all classes of 
players, simple though it be. 
“ La Princf-sa ” is a splendid arrangement of Otto 
Merz’s popular piano solo of the same title. Mr. 
Engelmann has given to those of our readers who are 
fond of playing duets a fine concert number, moderate 
in difficulty, but brilliant in effect. The rhythmic 
characteristics of the piece are thoroughly Spanish, and 
suggest most clearly the capricious, irregular figures of 
a wild gypsy dance. It must be given with plenty of 
spirit. 
AN “ Old French Dance,” by Ronbier, in the chaeonne 
rhythm, is a useful piece from several standpoints, be¬ 
ing melodious, well marked in rhythm, and mnsicianly 
in its construction. There is a quaintnesB in the piece 
that is very captivating. It easily suggests the stately 
courtesy of the halcyon days of the French nobility, 
when Louis XIV, the “grand monarch,” was the slar 
around which all else revolved, when the court of 
France was the pattern for all Europe. 
“ Penseb,” by Charles Godard, is a fine example of a 
melodious salon piece. The melody in the left hand 
suggests unmistakably the singing of a rich, mellow 
baritone voice, or the luscious tones of an old Stradiva- 
rins ’cello. A firm legato must be used in playing this 
melody, the accompaniment of the right hand being 
kept subordinate. It will prove a valuable piece in 
teaching the production of a good singing tone. 
“ A Resolve,” by H. de Fontenailles, is a fine ex¬ 
ample of the modern French song, which so closely fol¬ 
lows the natural melody of a poem in its rising and 
falling from a certain level of pitch. The song can be 
rendered in a most artistic manner, and will be found 
thoroughly worthy of careful study. It is one of those 
songs in which singing illustrates Mr. Wm. Shakspeare's 
definition “talking on a tune.” 
“Away Among the Flowers,” by Philip H. 
Goepp is to be sung by or to children, and will be 
found useful in children’s concerto. If the music to the 
second verse should prove too high for some child, use 
the setting to the first verse. This is one of a set of 
children’s songs which we have just issued. 
“ In the Time of Youth,” by Ph. Scharwenka, 
will be found a most useful as well as delightful piece 
for pnpils with some degree of technical ability. It 
has been carefully edited and prepared for teaching 
purposes. The general characteristic is lightness and 
grace, and if thoroughly mastered will do much to pro¬ 
mote'a feathery lightness of touch. 
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HOME NOTES. 
A« to example of (be kind of program, now glren in many of the 
boarding aehooU In places far away from munical center*, the fol¬ 
lowing may be taken. It waa played by Mies Lillian P. Hunt, in 
the ChrUllan College Chapel at Columbia, Mo., March 8lh. The 
piano pieces were glren la three numberi, with aonga from Haydn’s 
"Creation ” and by Mrs. Jeaaie L. Oaynor Interspersed. The flrst 
piano number cooalated of llach, Italian Concerto; Beethoven, 
Sonata, Op 1 to; Schumann, Second Krelalcrlana; and the Mosx- 
k .*"kl Ettncellea. The second, ol the two IJaxt numbeia, "At the 
Spring " and " Waldcsrauacheo," and the th.rd,of Chc-pln'eEtudes, 
Op. 10, Noe. 8 and i, and the I’olonalee in E-flat, Op. 22. 
Ha Wu II Sttaawooo waa the aololet at the Chicago Orchestra 
Concert, March loth, playing the Salnl-SaCoa Concerto In G-mlnor. 
He also gar* a recital at the Peabody Conscrratory, In Baltimore, 
March I/th. Ilia monthly puptla' recitals,glren at Steinway Hall, 
Chicago, present splendid programs. 
Mb. E. A. Smith, assisted by aereral pupils, gare a public musi¬ 
cals at the Cargo College, Fargo, N. Dak. Mr. Smith Is doing yeo¬ 
man work In his community. 
Your collection of W. S. B. Mathews’ essays, entitled 
“ Music: Its Ideals and Methods,” embodies in a new 
form much that this versatile writer has pnt out in the 
last decade and much that is of especial interest to the 
earnest student. Mr. Mathews always has something 
of interest to say, even though he sometimes takes a 
page in which to say it. In this book I like especially 
the critical essays, and remarked, as I prepared the work 
for the press—this latter process being principally in the 
line of subtractions and additions—upon the value of 
snch a series of talks on the formation of taste and 
judgment as a foundation for educated criticism. 
W. Francis Gates. 
Mb. Emil LtBsuxn sent ue hU program for the recital in Kim- 
boll Hall, Chicago, Mnrch 8Ah. Mr. Ucbllog played Beelboren’e 
.Sonata. Op. 81, ho. 2, with n varied program ol shorter numbers, 
Including n new suite by Klhelbert Nevlu, "A Day In Venice.’’ 
With the eve: stance of Messrs. Van Oordt and Frana Wagner, he 
gar* th* Schumann Trio in D-mluor, Op. *3, for piano, violin, and 
'nnllo. 
Wb hare received an announcement ol the Pensacola, Fla., Acad¬ 
emy of Mualo, Mate. Ada Heine, principal. Mason's “Touch and 
Techulo” sod Mathews’ "Standard (Traded Course” are used in 
tbia school. 
AM Eisteddfod waa held at Edwardsvllle, Pa., March 17th. Mr. 
George Marks Ersot, of Wilkeebarre, waa tba adjudicator. 8130 
waa award*.] In prises. 
A BasTiTaL waa given by puplUof Mr. Ad. M. Fonrster, of Pitts¬ 
burg, In Bla studio, March 2.3tb. consisting of aonga by Tacbalkow- 
•ky and * oew set by Mr. Pannier. 
Sbvkbal pupils of Mr. Edward Mayerbofer, of New York, with 
the assistance uf Mb* Mery McGowan, soprano, and Mr. Paul Ham¬ 
burger, violinist, gave a delightful concert program at the Woman's 
Institute, Yonkers, N. Y., Maroh Kith. Mendelssohn, Beetboren, 
Bach, and Grieg were the leading namos on tbe program. 
Mm M ist Oaaooav Mi.-rsat, of Philadelphia, gare No. 1 of her 
lectures on "Searib Lights In Modern Muslo Study" before the 
Arundell Club, In Baltimore, Md., March 8th. 
Mb. 3. J. Gilbert, organist of At. Mark's Church, Augusta, 
Me., gave a flue orgaa redial recently. One of the numbers wee 
bis " Betrothal Suite.'' Ha has a large rested choir under his 
ehargw. 
Mb. Frxdkbic Hobsck Clark, of Chicago, baa arranged an 
nterestlog series of recitals, which ho calls "Half Hours of Piano¬ 
forte Music." The second, given March 18th, consisted of selections 
from Bach, Weber, Schumano, Raff, and Mossaowskl. 
Miss E. B. Babtbamm, of the Hamilton, Ont., Conservatory, has 
arranged to tench the Pleicher Muslo Method. 
M*. R. A. Locturri, of 8*o Francisco, bes received word from 
Mad nn* Terns Carrefio that she baa accepted tbe dedication of ble 
Concerto Komaotlco, Op. 81, and will eiudy it In play at some 
future time in Berlin with the Philharmonic Orchestra under 
Nlkiach. 
Mb. CniRi.se H. Stkvebs gave a recital of a number of composi¬ 
tions by Mr* H. H. A. Ilea h,In Philharmonic Hall, Detroit,Michi¬ 
gan. A handsome souvenir program containing a portrait and bio¬ 
graphical sketch of Mrs Beach was arranged by Mr. Stevens. 
Man. A. Marik Mbbbick, of Newark, N. J„ has Issued a pamph¬ 
let descriptive of her musical lectures, with favorable notices from a 
number of prominent musicians and newspapers. 
Mb. Wabd Stkphkms, of New York, a contrlbulor to The 
Eti/DK, gave a recital at the Util School, Pottatown, Pa., March 
!8ih. Mr. Stephens will return lo Europe early In tbe summer, 
end expects to make a concert trip through Northern Europe and 
Russia. 
Moacai.r, Mo., will hare a music festival this year as usual, under 
th* direction of Johann Goetxe, June «lh-8th. 
Th* Missouri Stste Music Teachers' Association will bold their 
Fourth Annual Convention in May, st Joplin, Mo, 
Th* Seventh Annual Kansas Musical Jubilee will be held in 
Hutchioson, May lMb-l»ih,in th* Auditorium,which bus* seating 
capacity of AJdi). Two thousand dollars will be given away In prixea 
Messrs. Frederic W. Root and Allen H. Spencer, of Chicago, will be 
the adjudicators. An Interstate soprano solo contest, with a prise 
of tioo, la a new feature. Reduced railroad fares and hotel rates have 
been secured. Mr. B. 8. Hoag land la the Secretary of the Festival 
AMociatioo. 
Ms hn.vst Ilrci.r/u “Adirondack Mountain Sketches” for the 
piano have been played with considerable success before musical 
clubs in by rat n>t, N. Y.( and vicinity. 
Mr. Char lss Saxxobd Shilton, of the New Jersey Stale Normal 
School*. Music Department, baa arranged a winter couraeof lecture 
recitals lo supplement the fell course, which was very successful 
The subjects s<t: "Modern Russian Mualc,”oneof Dr. Ilancbett'i 
Analytical Redials, "Eighteenth Century Mnalc," a recital of 
obamber music, and " A Midsummer Night’s Dream," a reading of 
the pi a/ with Mendelssohn's music* 
Every student should have a copy of “ In Praise of 
Music,” by W. F. Gates, for use as a reference book. 
The authors quoted include the world’s leaders in all 
fields of thought and action, and the quotations are 
judiciously chosen, carefully arranged, and completely 
indexed. H. W. Pbairs. 
I am much pleased with the “SightReading Album,” 
by Landon, and am nsiDg it with my pupils, and the 
book on “ Ear Training.” by Heacox, is another fine 
thing. When more attention is turned in this direction, 
we will have more and better musicians. 
E. R. McGlashaw. 
I have never found anything better for second-grade 
pupils than the “Sight Reading Album,” by Landon. 
Mrs. F. B. Cary. 
I have volume i of Landon’s “Sight Reading Album,” 
and like it very much. It is a valuable collection of 
easy pieces for the pnrpose of sight reading. 
Miss Sadie E. Van Fyne. 
I mean to become a subscriber for life to The Etude 
and get all I can of past years. I am trying to get old 
pupils and friends to subscribe with me. No words can 
express how much I like The Etcde. 
Alvena E. Schboedeb. 
I have just received “Masters and Their Music,” 
and am highly pleased with it. It is interesting and 
very instructive. Mrs. Frank Byrd. 
I received books, “Masters and Their Music” and 
“ In Praise of Music,” and am delighted with them. 
M. M. Weiser. 
I was very much pleased with your “Duet Hour.” 
My pupils hail it with delight. 
Miss E. Pearl Van Voorhis. 
The “Duet Hour” yon sent me some time ago is 
satisfactory, and I will send for some more of the same 
in the near future. Agnes R. Krall. 
I have received Clarke’s “ Harmony,’’and am greatly 
pleased with it. Each step seems to be the natural 
outgrowth of the preceding. Mabel Salisbury. 
Dr. Clarke s new book on Harmony is the most ex¬ 
plicit work on the subject it has been my privibge to 
examine. Mrs. Deli.a E. Roberts. 
I find Clarke’s “ Mnsic Tablet ” to be just what many 
of my pupils need. Bertha Bloom. 
Your premiums for subscribers to The Etude, con¬ 
sisting of eight volumes of Mathews’ “Graded Stu¬ 
dies, are of incalculable value to me as a young and 
C?Meather Wh0 Wi8hes ,0 Sive only the best 
pieces and studies. Leila A. Church. 
McArthur’s “Pianoforte Study” and W. 8. B 
hooks. Music : Its Ideals and Methods” 
and Masters and Their Music,” areall interesting and 
instructive. Any publication with the signature of W 
S. B. Mathews is a guaranty for profitable reading. 
C R. Stubbs. 
HrLW>M™^Cuh plea8ed with “Mnsic Talks With Chil- 
dren, by Thomas Tapper. Lovi 
I have been teaching for twenty five vears fnr 
cInr7Ja”kiaVe ,8U^8fn"7 ,au*hl Mathews’ “ Graded 
<^pr8e’a ?.,n9°“8 Touch and Technic,” aDd LaDdon s 
Foundation Materials.” I am delighted witTtbem 
Mrs. F. Z. T. Jackson. 
neLkn°You° h™ I?* ^ 1 WOn,d rather bnsi- 
‘on hav5 always been prompt in filling Div 
orders, etc. ; in fact, I think yon an ideal firm. I like 
yonr works and style of piintirg. s. l Beli 
Am using Mathews’ “Graded Studies.” Grades II 
moie than'any studjfhave8^??^1;^681 11)7 
Jkan Frances Carroll. 
I have been trying the exercises in Mr. Gates’ “ Hand 
Gymnastics” leaflet, and have been having my pupi]s 
use them, and we find them very helpful, We have the 
Virgil Clavier and Tecbnicou to practice on, but find 
these exercises give the band moie fieedom and supple- 
ne-s. I have used some of them before, but the most 
of them were new to me. I think they are necessary 
with the above instruments as well as without. * 3 
Burritt L. Marlow. 
I received the premium, “Theory Explained to Piano 
Students,” by Dr. Clarke, and am very much pleased 
with it. It is just such an elementary work as I have 
been looking for. Accept thanks. 
Miss Emma A. Andrews. 
I have always appreciated everything that came from 
yonr house. 1 make mention especially of Tbe Eti'dk 
which is a valuable necessity to a teacher. Also “ How 
to Teach: How to Study,” by E. M. Sefton ; “Music 
Chats with Children” and “Third and Fourth Grade 
Pieces,” so recently received. All of these I most 
heartily indorse. Estella Coyle. 
It is a pleasure to do business with yonr house. My 
orders are so promptly and satisfactorily filled, and yonr 
business methods are so strictly honorable, that it gives 
me pleasure to advance your interests in this place. 
M. Bertha Robeson. 
I have thoroughly examined Mr. Gates’ leaflet on 
“Hand Gymnastics,” and I shall be glad to use the 
same in my teaching and to recommend it to others. I 
consider the teaching and practice of hand culture to be 
indispensable to the piano student, and believe that if 
earnestly persisted in, it will give as much flexibility 
and strength as the practice-clavier. 
Mary E. Schorbe. 
I want to acknowledge the receipt of the very pretty 
and useful premium, the music satchel, which reached 
me in perfect condition. S. Lillian Jones. 
The premium, “How to Understand Mnsic,” came to 
hand. I thank yon very much for it, and have already 
found much help in the practical side of it. I hope soon 
to find time to read that and “ Music : Its Ideals,” etc., 
thoroughly, for even in glancing over the second half of 
the latter my interest in Mathews’ helpful lectures has 
been more than ever aroused. Katherine Theisz. 
I have received all books of your special offer, and 
am well pleased. Miss M. Berger. 
Your special offers are certainly a great advantage and 
I would like always to be ready for them. 
Mrs. O. L. Rowland. 
I buy The Etude at a news stand, and thought by so 
doing I could economize, as there would be occasional 
numbers that I wonld not want, hot I have not missed 
a single issne since I began—nearly a year ago—and will 
send my subscription soon. Several of my pupils buy 
it each month. 
I think The Etude has done more to elevate the 
standard of mnsic than any publication in tbe land, 
and it is indispensable to teachers. 
Mrs. J. T. Reynolds. 
Notices for this column Inserted at 8 cents a word for one Insert on, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th o e 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
FOR SALE—TEACHER’S TECHNICON, IN PER- 
fect condition. Price, $8.00. F. Caebett, - 
Venango Street, Philadelphia. 
ET. PAULL MUSIC CO., OF NEW YORK CITY, 
. has published some of the bei-t popular (ompo 
sitions that have appealed. M'st elaborate title P»3e 
have been used. See ad vert Lenient elsewhere. 
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